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Abstract

The unique properties of molten salts have made their utilisation in a variety of industrial processes

indispensable. Many of these bene�ts make them an attractive option for the reprocessing of spent

nuclear fuel. In the UK, electrochemical pyroprocessing is being developed using a molten salt

of LiCl-KCl eutectic. Fully understanding the electrochemical processes which would occur and

developing a robust sensing system for on-line monitoring is essential to advance understanding

and maintain both control and safety over the process. Performing measurements within a molten

salt is challenging due to the inherently high temperatures (usually around 450°C) and corrosive

species that can be present in the molten salt.

For the purpose of electrochemical sensing, microelectrodes and nanoelectrodes have been shown to

have enhanced properties, including lower detection limits and insensitivity to convection, because

of the increased e�ciency of their mass transport and the more rapid establishment of their steady-

state di�usion pro�le. These properties make them ideal for both studying the fundamental elec-

trochemical processes and for on-line monitoring of a pyroprocessing system. Traditional methods

of manufacture of these miniaturised devices do not allow precise control over size, which limits

reproducibility and requires extensive calibration of the exact dimensions. Microfabrication enables

reliable production of both single microelectrodes and microelectrode arrays of exact dimension and

o�ers a route to nanoelectrodes for quantitation in aqueous systems. However, attempts to use such

microelectrodes in molten salt have also been hampered by materials degradation particularly at

the seals between di�erent materials. Whilst the traditional methods often use materials that are

not compatible with molten salts, microfabrication has another advantage of being able to choose

certain materials and tune their properties.

This work aimed to bring the greatly needed, enhanced sensing properties of micro and ring

nanoelectrodes to the �eld of molten salts, and hence pyroprocessing, by leveraging the greater
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Abstract ii

control over device manufacture o�ered by microfabrication techniques. It presents the systematic

development, production, characterisation and iterative optimisation of the single micro- and nano-

electrode designs which can withstand the harsh environment of the molten salt. For nanoelectrodes

there was evidence of contribution to the measured signal from the conductive adhesion layer.

Eliminating this requirement of an adhesion layer enabled the fabrication of molten-salt-compatible

nanoelectrodes for the �rst time.

These optimised micro- and nanoelectrodes were then used to gain insight into charge transfer

kinetics and mass transfer processes during molten salt electrochemistry. This work demonstrates

the fundamentals of utilising a single nanoelectrode for measurement, avoiding the array overlap

which can complicate the electroanalysis. Europium was studied within this work due to its nuclear

relevance and soluble-soluble one electron transfer process. Quantitative analysis has enabled the

relative contributions of mass transport, alongside charge transfer kinetics and thermodynamics,

when using these micro- and nanoelectrode systems to be obtained, compared and contrasted.

Together this demonstrates the potential for these electrodes to be utilised to study other nuclear

relevant species and to perform on-line monitoring in molten salt systems.



Lay Summary

At the same time as the world's energy demands are increasing it is also desirable to limit the

a�ect of climate change. Whilst renewables are under development, nuclear �ssion is capable of

providing a reliable energy output with very low emissions of carbon dioxide and is thus likely

to play an important role in the mid to long term energy mix. To reduce the amount of nuclear

waste requiring long term geological storage, maximise the e�ciency of the process and minimise

the amount of uranium mined (thus further reducing the carbon dioxide emissions) it is important

to recycle the waste fuel and reuse parts of it. One method of reprocessing the waste fuel is

electrochemical pyroprocessing, in which the spent fuel is dissolved into a molten salt which is at

a high temperature (usually around 450°C). The elements which can be reused are then extracted

using electrochemistry (applying a voltage) which causes the elements to be deposited onto an

electrode. It is important to understand the processes occuring to maximise the e�ciency of the

process. Sensors also need to be developed for a monitoring system which will eventually allow

control over the industrial process. The harsh conditions in the molten salt are very challenging

for the development of sensors, particularly the high temperatures and the presence of impurities

which can cause deterioration of the materials.

Micro- and nanoelectrodes have several bene�ts for analytical measurements in comparison to larger

macroelectrodes. This is mainly due to the very e�cient di�usion which can bring reagents to

the electrode surface. Semiconductor manufacturing techniques have been utilised to consistently

produce small electrodes, with a well de�ned size. Adjustments to the materials used to make

these devices have been guided by analysis of the causes of electrode failure when they have been

used in the molten salt environment. This has led to the optimisation of nanoelectrodes which

can provide reliable measurements within the molten salt. These have been used to investigate a

reaction of europium, which is an element which would be present in nuclear waste. Comparison
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is made between the di�erent sizes of electrode used to study this reaction, demonstrating the

bene�ts gained by using miniaturised electrodes enabling the fundamental steps in the reaction to

be understood.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Is nuclear power necessary?

As the world's energy demands continue to increase, due to both an increase in population and the

technological development of countries, it is putting an increasing burden on energy resources.[1]

Low carbon sources are becoming increasingly desired, as the results of global climate change

become more apparent, and many countries have signed up to CO2 emissions limits, including the

UK which has targeted reducing emissions by at least 80% from 1990 levels by 2050.[2]

It is highly likely that multiple sources of energy will be required to meet this huge challenge as

any one source or type of energy is unlikely to be able to meet all of the requirements for the

low carbon energy needed. In order to meet these targets, the UK government predicts, there will

be large changes with electricity being decarbonised through reliance on renewable and nuclear

Figure 1.1: The breakdown of global energy needs and predictions by source (A). Carbon dioxide
emissions from electricity production (B). Taken from [3]

1
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power.[4] Renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind, are attractive but in the short term

will struggle to meet the global demand, particularly due to the di�use nature of the energy source

and intermittent availability. Nuclear power thus presents, and is likely to continue to present,

an important source of low carbon energy,[5] as it is capable of providing base-load power with

low greenhouse-gas emissions. The main CO2 emissions are indirect, for example from power

plant construction, decomissioning, mining and fuel transport.[6] Considering the long lifetime of

the plant and the high energy density of nuclear energy, this means that, as an energy source,

it has very low CO2 emissions per unit energy produced, as can be seen in Figure 1.1.[3, 6] The

major drawback of nuclear �ssion is the generation of radioactive waste, which requires long term

storage and potentially cooling (which would add an energy cost).[7,8] There is also a challenge in

overcoming negative connotations in the public perception, after accidents such as Fukushima and

Chernobyl.[9, 10] Using historical production data, it has been calculated that nuclear power has

actually prevented an average of 76,000 deaths per year from 2000-2009 that would have resulted

from fossil fuel burning.[10] The negative impacts on health from other energy sources, such as air

pollution from fossil fuels, are often less immediately apparent, but are still long term concerns.

There is therefore a desire to overcome the current drawbacks of nuclear �ssion, with new reactor

designs, fuel sources and recycling of used fuel currently being investigated.

1.2 Nuclear power production

Nuclear energy is produced by induced �ssion; destabilising an atom so the nucleus divides into

various products and releases energy. This is usually achieved using the uranium isotope 235

(235U). The 235U can absorb a neutron, which brie�y creates an unstable uranium 236 nucleus;

this `mother' atom then undergoes a radioactive decay into several lighter `daughter' atoms. The

total mass of the daughter atoms is less than the mass of the target atom, with the mass di�erence

being converted into new neutrons and energy according to Einstein's relationship, E = mc2.

The neutrons released from the �ssion event can then collide with other heavy atoms and cause

subsequent �ssions, creating a chain reaction; this is shown in Figure 1.2. Nuclear �ssion energy

production aims to control this process by sustaining a controlled chain reaction. This is achieved

by ensuring an adequate amount of �ssile material (material which can undergo �ssion and sustain

a chain reaction), the use of moderators to slow neutrons and maintain the chain reaction alongside
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of a chain reaction caused by the �ssion of a 235U atom which has collided
with a thermal neutron (grey circle) producing two lighter daughter atoms, energy and
three neutrons which can then cause subsequent �ssions. [11]

control rods which can be used to absorb neutrons and prevent a run-away reaction. The energy

is used to produce electricity; this is traditionally done in the same way as other fuel sources, by

heating water to produce steam which causes turbines to rotate. The lighter elements created in

the process are called �ssion products, many of these are unstable and will themselves decay to

other species over time.

Uranium ore naturally contains 238U which is not a �ssile isotope, at 99.3% abundance. Although

it can be made to undergo nuclear �ssion, it does not produce enough neutrons to sustain a chain

reaction. In order to produce 235U, which can sustain a chain reaction, the uranium oxide ore is con-

verted into gaseous UF6. The proportion of 235U can then be enriched to 5% by separating molecules

based on di�erences in mass, either by �ltration or more commonly by gas centrifugation.[12] The

uranium is then converted into ceramic form (UO2), either by precipitation from aqueous solutions

or by decomposition and reduction with steam and hydrogen.[13] Subsequently it is heated and

pressed into fuel pellets, which are loaded into fuel pins then assemblies. Controlling the composition

of the fuel is important so that it can sustain a chain reaction. It is also vital to control the process

to ensure that supercriticality (where the rate of �ssion will increase exponentially) will not occur.

Over time the fuel rods must be replaced, as the proportion of 235U to 238U decreases and there is

a build up of �ssion products which absorb neutrons, stopping the reaction, to maintain e�ciency

and ensure the chain reaction can be sustained.
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1.3 Nuclear waste processing

Gradually the fuel e�ciency is lowered as the proportion of 238U increases and as the build-up

of �ssion products 'poison' the fuel rod (as these are e�cient neutron capturers and thus inhibit

the chain reaction). This means that after about four years, when the fuel rods are no longer

viable and require replacement, they still contain a signi�cant amount of 235U. During �ssion the

uranium nucleus splits approximately in half; however, there are numerous ways that this can

happen resulting in a probabilistic distribution in the range of product elements formed. As many

of these can also undergo �ssion, the waste fuel can contain a wide variety of elements. For thermal

neutron reactors, which are in widespread use, the typical relative proportions of the waste fuel are

shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Illustration of the typical composition of spent nuclear fuel from a thermal reactor.

The minor actinides are transuranic elements (higher atomic numbers than uranium) which are

formed by neutron capture succeeded by beta decay. Although only constituting a very small part

of the waste fuel, transuranic elements are the main source of radioactivity within the waste, due

to the high energy radiation they emit and their long half lives.[14]

After use, the waste fuel may either be stored in a geological repository or be reprocessed and

reused, as shown in Figure 1.4. In an open or once-through cycle, the spent fuel is put into

interim storage to allow it to cool and reduce the levels of ionising radiation it emits before it

is placed into a long term storage repository, which is intended to contain and isolate radiotoxic

spent fuel. Geological disposal has many issues, including local acceptance, long term safety and

uncertain costs.[7, 8] Another major disadvantage of the once-through cycle is the ine�cient use

of resources. The uranium component of the spent fuel contains enough 235U to make recycling
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the nuclear fuel cycle. Yellow arrows indicate the open fuel cycle where
uranium is mined, enriched, used for �ssion and is then disposed of in a geological
repository. The green arrows show a closed cycle where uranium is recycled and re-enters
the front-end of the process. Additionally uranium, plutonium and the minor actinides
can be extracted and used as fuel or undergo transmutation in an advanced fast reactor
system shown by the purple arrows. Light water reactors (LWR) and pressurised water
reactors (PWR) represent current generation II and III reactors which rely on thermal
neutrons for the chain reaction, fast reactors (FR) represent generation IV reactors which
use fast neutrons and are capable of transmuting minor actinides.

worthwhile, enhancing both energy and resource e�ciency. Furthermore Generation IV reactors

use fast neutrons which will make 238U a viable fuel. There are reprocessing methods to reclaim

it for future �ssion by separating it from the minor actinides and lanthanides. This can then be

fed back into the front-end of the cycle. Alternatively it can be combined with plutonium and

other �ssion products to create mixed oxide fuel which can be used in certain advanced reactors.

Reprocessing and separating out the �ssion products signi�cantly reduces the volume of high level

waste for geological disposal.

The Generation IV International Forum has identi�ed goals for research into the next generation

of nuclear systems which include the minimal production of nuclear waste and a further reduction

of the risk of materials proliferation, as plutonium is built up in the spent fuel.[15] The closure

of the fuel cycle is highly desirable as most of the spent fuel is still �ssionable and contains large

energy reserves. The main advantage of reprocessing is the preservation of materials, particularly

as there is only a �nite supply of mine-able uranium in the world. It would also be of bene�t
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environmentally, as mining uranium accounts for 32% of nuclear greenhouse gas emissions whereas

reprocessing accounts for only 7%.[16]

1.4 History of spent nuclear fuel reprocessing and the current

UK position

There are two candidate methods of reprocessing spent fuel: hydroprocessing and pyroprocessing,

which are explained in Sections 1.5 and 1.6 respectively. Reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel

originated in the USA in the 1940s by hydroprocessing, when weapons-grade plutonium was

extracted by solvent extraction following precipitation, in a process known as PUREX (Plutonium

Uranium Redox EXtraction).[17] In the 1960s the UK and France utilised and adapted the PUREX

process in reprocesing for second generation plants. This left �ssion products in the high-level waste

disposal stream. In the 80s the process was further improved to reduce the discharge of radioactive

waste and produce mixed oxide fuel for the third generation plants.[18] The UK has been closing

reprocessing facilities recently, with an end goal of 2020, and is moving towards an open fuel

cycle.[19, 20] Alongside this, the UK government is supporting the build of new nuclear reactors

up to 16 GW capacity. Combined with the current waste fuel this will amount to 31,200 tonnes of

spent fuel, which will require storage prior to disposal in a geological repository - with a predicted

date of commencement around 2075.[19, 20] While a suitable site has still to be identi�ed, in 2015

the UK government allocated ¿250 million to be invested in the nuclear industry over �ve years, to

address de�cits in the nuclear industry.[21] This is mainly focused on re-skilling the workforce and

performing research aimed at developing the next generation of reactors. This should allow the UK

to progress on developing a low carbon future energy supply capable of producing the base-load

required.

There are currently two nuclear pyroprocessing systems, both of which use chloride salts as the

electrolyte. In the USA there is one at Argonne National Laboratory which uses LiCl-KCl eutectic

to reprocess metallic fuel for the Integral Fast Reactor.[22] The other is in Russia at the Research

Institute for Atomic Reactors which uses NaCl-KCl eutectic to reprocess oxide fuel for the Fast

Breeder Reactor.[23] Advancements have also been made in nuclear pyroprocessing on small scales

in Europe and Japan.[6, 24] There is a global desire to limit proliferation, the spread of �ssile
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material rich in Pu suitable for weapons, within a reprocessing system, so pyroprocessing is highly

desirable as plutonium intrinsically should not be recovered in pure form.[25�27]

1.5 Hydroprocessing - the PUREX process

Figure 1.5: Illustration of the generalised PUREX process showing the selective separation of
uranium and plutonium from other elements by forming TBP complexes which make
them soluble in the organic phase leaving the �ssion products such as americium in the
aqueous phase.

Recycling spent fuel from thermal reactors is currently performed by an aqueous-based process,

the PUREX (Plutonium Uranium Redox EXtraction) process. Aqueous reprocessing is performed

at low temperatures, under 100oC, to ensure the water remains liquid, so the spent fuel must be

cooled as it will generate its own heat prior to reprocessing.[28] A scheme of the process is shown in

Figure 1.5. The oxide fuel is dissolved into highly concentrated nitric acid. Uranium and plutonium,

present as UO2
2+ and Pu4+, are then extracted selectively as complexes, at the phase boundary,

formed with tributyl phosphate (TBP) in a two phase system. TBP is typically added at 30% vol%

in an organic solvent such as kerosene.[29,30] The uranium and plutonium may be precipitated and

converted into oxides, by thermal decomposition or by the sol-gel process, to make them suitable for

fabrication into reactor elements. [28] The organic compounds used in this system break down due

to the radiation produced by the nuclear waste. As such, the system needs to be monitored, and

degraded compounds must be extracted and replaced. It is also possible to extract pure plutonium

using this method, from the organic phase, with dilute nitric acid, after reducing the valence of

the plutonium from +4 to +3,[28] which presents a proliferation risk. Multiple cycles are often
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needed to ensure su�cient separation is achieved, and it is di�cult to separate �ssion products

from transuranics which adds to the other disadvantage of creating large volumes of radioactive

and corrosive liquid waste. There have been multiple adaptions to the process to ameliorate some

of these drawbacks. The UREX process which adds acetohydroxamic acid to the extraction and

scrubbing processes reduces the extractability of neptunium and plutonium to reduce the risk of

proliferation.[25,31] Numerous other extraction agents have been developed to create processes such

as TRUEX (transuranic extraction) and SANEX (selective actinide extraction) to enable extraction

of various transuranic species in the ra�nate.[32�36]

1.6 Pyroprocessing

Pyroprocessing is currently being developed as an alternative fuel reprocessing approach. The

process, which is shown in Figure 1.6, recycles the spent fuel from a molten salt by electrochemically

reducing the uranium and also the actinides, and is capable of producing a high-�ssile content fuel.

The main advantages of this process are the inherent high irradiation resistance of the molten salt

system (due to the inorganic components), applicability to di�erent fuel types and compact nature

of the plant required. This means it can be situated beside a reactor, removing the need for o�-site

transportation and interim storage of the waste. As the process is performed at high temperature

and is radiation-resistant, it also removes the need for long cooling periods for the spent fuel prior

to reprocessing. It is suitable for metal fuels and reprocessing fuel suitable for advanced generation

IV systems due to the high resistance of the solvents against criticality.[15, 23]

Pyroprocessing of oxide fuels begins by the chopped spent fuel being anodically dissolved into the

molten salt system. Uranium has multiple stable oxidation states (III, IV, V and VI) within

a LiCl-KCl melt. X-ray spectroscopic studies have indicated good agreement for classical six

coordinate uranium species ([U(III)Cl6]3-, [U(IV)Cl6]2-, [U(V)O2Cl4]3- and [U(VI)O2Cl4]2-).[37]

The speciation depends on the reducing potential of the melt and quantity of oxygen present.

Normally U(III) and U(IV) are the most stable oxidation states.[6,38,39] In molten salts typically

electrochemical studies have demonstrated the one electron reduction U4+ + e− 
 U3+ and the

subsequent three electrode reduction to metallic uranium: U3+ + 3e− 
 U .[40�43] The uranium,

which is the main constituent of the spent fuel, is usually extracted by electroreduction onto a solid

steel cathode. Other actinides such as Pu and Np also show similar electrochemical reactions at
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the pyroprocessing method

more negative potentials. There are numerous other species in the waste fuel, so other reactions will

also occur. There can be a large variety in the composition of spent fuel; various reactors utilise

di�erent fuels and also the length of cooling a�ects the composition due to ongoing radioactive

decay.[37, 42, 44, 45] Both Pu, remaining U along with the actinides, which can also be used for

fuel in fast reactors and are present in much lower concentrations, are recovered using an active

electrode. These active electrodes are usually either cadmium or bismuth liquid electrodes.[46�48]

Alternatively, a solid aluminium electrode can be used.[49�51] The actinides form alloys with these

metals, as these are more stable than the pure metallic form less energy is required. Another

bene�t is that the reduction potentials become more similar for di�erent species. This means that

plutonium cannot be extracted in a pure form which is a great bene�t, as it ensures inherent

nuclear non-proliferation. One issue is the di�culty of achieving 100% separation of lanthanides

and actinides due to their chemical similarity.[23, 52] Lanthanides act as neutron poisons, they

absorb neutrons but do not undergo �ssion; if they are present in the recycled fuel it will greatly

reduce the e�ciency of the fuel.

Most plants have focused on cadmium as a reactive electrode metal due to its high vapour pressure,

which helps facilitate the product recovery of the extracted material by distillation of the liquid

cadmium.[52, 53] This trait can also pose a risk of loss, which creates a heavy �nancial burden for

replacement. Bismuth is another suitable candidate for an active electrode material as it has a lower
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vapour pressure than cadmium and is non-toxic. One possible issue is that neutron irradiation of

bismuth produces polonium 210 which is highly toxic, although has a half life of only 138 days.[54,55]

Both these liquid electrode materials are also su�ciently dense that the liquid electrode material

will remain in the crucible. Aluminium should o�er the best separation e�ciency of actinides from

lanthanides; however, the rate of extraction is expected to be slower, as di�usion is through the

solid medium.[49] Pyroprocessing could also become more important with the advanced reactors,

such as the generation IV fast nuclear reactors, which use unmoderated fast neutrons rather than

slower moderated thermal neutrons to induce �ssion, producing hotter and more radioactive waste,

to which molten salts should be resilient and not su�er degradation. It is unclear as to what fuel

will be used for these advanced reactors (for example metal, oxide and carbide) as this is still

under investigation. Pyroprocessing could be advantageous for this, as it is capable of reprocessing

di�erent fuel types, whilst hydro is unable to tolerate metal fuels.[27]

Signi�cant complications exist with the process, particularly the technological barriers of utilising

molten salts, which have hampered the transition of pyroprocessing from theory to industrial

applications. The high working temperature of molten salts and the corrosive properties, when

reactive species are present in them, create a very challenging environment in which to work.[56,57]

Additionally the fundamental properties of molten salts are still not fully understood. There is

an active literature focusing on molten salts themselves and development of in-situ monitoring

methods in molten salt.

1.6.1 Molten Salts

Molten salts (MS) are a type of ionic liquid that are typically inorganic salts which melt at high

temperatures. Molten salts have a variety of uses due to the bene�cial properties they exhibit.

Typically they have high ionic conductivity, good thermal stability and the ability to dissolve

inorganic compounds.[58�63] There are many di�erent salts and combinations of these, leading to a

wide compositional and thermal stability range. This enables molten salts systems to be tailored to

the function required. Molten salts are used in a range of industries, including molten salt batteries,

the production of chemicals and metals (for example aluminium which uses cryolite), and molten

salt reactors.[64�68] The wide electrochemical window of molten salts, the voltage range which can

be applied without oxidising or reducing the salt itself, is utilised for stabilising and extracting
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Figure 1.7: Phase diagram for the LiCl-KCl binary system.[70]

elements that are unstable in aqueous solution. An example of this is the extraction of rare earth

elements,[69] and it is key to pyrochemical reprocessing.

There are several varieties of chloride and �uoride salts which are candidates for pyroprocessing.

Each of these have di�erent electrochemical windows. The composition of the salt will also impact

the speciation of the dissolved species from the fuel and thus the thermodynamic behaviour of

it. There are, however, several challenges in using molten salts. The main complication is the

harsh environment presented by the high operating temperatures and corrosion, particularly due

to dissolved reactive species such as oxygen.[56,71�73] One of the disadvantages of using a molten

salt solvent is the high temperature and implicit energy costs required to maintain it as a liquid.

The heat emitted from some of the very radioactive materials present may also mitigate this

energy penalty. Using a mixture of salts can lower the melting point thereby reduce the operating

temperature and limit the energy cost. The high energy cost of maintaining a salt phase in liquid

form can be reduced by utilising a mixture of salts. The reduction in melting point is due to the

increase in entropy upon melting. The eutectic is known as the composition when the melting point

of the system is at its lowest, as can be seen in the phase diagram for LiCl-KCl systems in Figure

1.7. The relatively low melting temperature of LiCl-KCl (353°C) and the low cost of these salts

make it both practical to work with at lab level and reduce the costs industrially. This is the salt

used by the National Nuclear Laboratory, the UK government owned and operated nuclear services

technology provider, and is the molten salt used in this study to enhance the UK nuclear relevance

and applicability of the work.
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1.6.2 On-line monitoring of reprocessing in molten salts

It is essential to maintain tight control over any reprocessing system, both in order to safeguard the

nuclear processes, ensuring supercriticality may not occur, and also to maximise the e�ciency. For

these reprocessing methods it is therefore extremely important to develop on-line monitoring. This

would be in or near real-time measurement of the system, thus decreasing the delay between identi�-

cation and resolution of issues. This is complicated by the harsh environments of both systems, but

particularly for the molten salts used in pyroprocessing, making only a limited number of techniques

for monitoring possible. This has been predominantly accomplished for measurements in fused salts

either by spectroscopic or electrochemical techniques. Various spectroscopic techniques have been

used to investigate molten salt parameters including; ultraviolet-visible,[74, 75] nuclear magnetic

resonance[76] and X-ray.[61,77] The optical spectroscopic techniques have been shown as promising

candidates, as absorption peaks have been found to follow the Beer-Lambert law, which simpli�es

the conversion of the absorbance measured to the concentration of the species.[44, 74, 75, 78, 79]

However, in a real system with many species present, there is the likelihood of overlap from di�erent

species in the absorbance spectrum. However, these techniques all require windows which are

transparent to the electromagnetic radiation in use, and due to the harsh conditions, these can

be quickly corroded. Many of these lab-scale measurements have relied on the authors adapting

set-ups due to the paucity of suitable commercially available equipment.[74,76]

Electrochemical methods have also been utilised to measure chemical parameters in molten salts. As

the nuclear pyrochemical reprocessing uses electrochemistry, both to dissolve spent fuel into the melt

and also for the extraction of species, this is a promising approach. It is important to understand

the parameters involved and so there is a large amount of literature devoted to electrochemical

measurements in molten salts.[49, 80�82] For in-situ measurements the set up is signi�cantly less

complicated for electrochemical measurement, compared to spectroscopic methods; however, the

analysis can be more complicated. Voltammetric techniques have been shown to deviate from

expected behaviour, either due to uncompensated resistance, convection or at high concentrations

(above 1.7 wt%).[83, 84] As concentrations could be as much as 8 %, this presents limitations. An

improvement to electrochemical data recorded would be to use miniaturised electrodes, as they o�er

many bene�ts over conventional macroelectrodes, such as a higher signal to noise ratio, and they

are less a�ected by convection which would likely to be high at elevated temperatures or within a

�owing reprocessing system. The advantages of microelectrodes and nanoelectrodes will be more
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thoroughly covered in Chapter 2. Miniaturised electrodes enable the reproducible, sensitive and

quanti�able characterisation of redox systems in solution, but the fabrication of suitable sensors for

use in such extreme conditions presents a major materials challenge.

1.7 Methods of miniaturised electrode manufacture

1.7.1 Microelectrode production

A common method of microelectrode manufacture is sealing a thin wire in glass. This can then either

be cut perpendicular to the length and polished, to expose a �at disc electrode, or it can be heated

and pulled to thin and create a microcone (this may then be polished back to form a disc electrode, if

required). These traditional methods are very simple and relatively cheap to manufacture; however,

they su�er from disadvantages due to the manual fabrication which causes the area and geometry

of the electrode to vary signi�cantly between electrodes.[85,86] To a degree this has been improved,

with automated pulley systems available. The electroactive area of the microelectrode must then

be determined using microscopy or measurement of a known electrochemical system, such as, the

hydrogen evolution reaction on platinum, although this would be di�cult to do in molten salt.

When these sort of devices have been tested in molten salt, the quartz has been observed to su�er

material damage and rapid signal degradation was previously observed, as can be seen for Corrigan's

use in LiCl-KCl shown in Figure 1.8.[87]

Figure 1.8: Optical image of a commercially obtained glass pulled microelectrode and the damage
after use in a molten salt. [87]

Photolithography o�ers an alternative way to manufacture microelectrodes and reliably gives well

de�ned areas.[88�90] This technique can be used to create microelectrodes by either patterning

a metal �lm and then insulating the connections or patterning a �lm of insulator over metal to
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Figure 1.9: Illustration of photolithographical patterning (using positive resist) of a thin metal layer
shown in grey (A) coating with a layer of photoresist shown in red (B). The photoresist
is exposed to UV light while blocking certain areas using a mask shown here in black
(C). The exposed area is then soluble to developer solutions indicated by patterned red
areas (D) this is removed (E) and the metal can then be etched (F) with resist protecting
the desired area. After etching, the remaining resist is removed by dissolution leaving
the patterned metal (G).

create a window to the metal of micro-scale dimension. The process, which is depicted in Figure

1.9, involves coating the surface to be patterned with a thin �lm of a light-sensitive polymer which

is known as photoresist. This is then patterned by exposing the resist to ultraviolet (UV) light

through a photomask, which masks desired areas from being exposed to the light. For a positive

resist, as shown in Figure 1.9, the UV light breaks the cross-linked photoresist causing the exposed

area to become soluble in a developer solution. The selectively exposed area can then be etched

using various methods such as wet or plasma etching. The remaining resist is then removed, leaving

a patterned �lm. The drawbacks to this method are the high set-up costs and complex development

of the processes involved, although this is then mitigated by the numerous microelectrode devices

that can be fabricated in one throughput, which brings the cost per device down.

Screen printing is an alternative method of producing microelectrodes reproducibly, but at a cheaper

cost than photolithography. However, the resolution is far more limited than for photolithogra-

phy.[91�93] More recently this has been combined with laser ablation to improve the achievable

resolution.[94] Predominantly screen printing has been used to manufacture microelectrodes where

cost is a major concern, and the techniques is limited in the materials used as the electrode, because

paste is required for the process, and these are unsuitable for use within a molten salt.[91]

1.7.2 Nanoelectrode manufacture

Nanoelectrodes, where one electrode dimension must be on the nanoscale, present a bigger challenge

to produce as precise control is required in manufacturing methods. Nanobands were the �rst type
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Figure 1.10: Suggested di�usion pro�les to an inlaid electrode(A), one which is recessed with vertical
walls (C) and the intermediate case with angled sidewalls (B) which was found to occur
for nanoelectrodes created by FIB milling by Lanyon.[100]

of nanoelectrodes to be fabricated, as these are easier to produce.[95] These can be simply based

on a thin �lm of metal which can be deposited either by sputtering or evaporation, the edge of this

layer is then exposed rather than the planar surface. The vertical dimension is then the dimension

that is on the nanoscale, and this is more easily controlled within the deposition, rather than

patterning the planar surface. White and co-workers �rst produced these by sputtering platinum,

encapsulating it in an epoxy cylinder and grinding �at to produce a nanoband electrode which

was nominally between 2-50 nm wide and 1 cm long.[96,97] Ring-shaped nanoband electrodes have

also been fabricated in this manner, by depositing a thin �lm of metal around a glass rod which is

then covered with an insulator before the edge is exposed to create a ring electrode as the active

surface.[98,99] Focused ion-beam milling (FIB), following standard microfabrication processes, has

been used to create recessed nanoband and nanodisc electrodes. This technique was also used to

create a well ordered array of nanoelectrodes.[100] The ion beam milling process does not etch the

walls isotropically and the sidewalls were found to have an angle of about 19°, due to redeposition

of etched material. This was also found to be an issue as some of the surface of the recessed disc

electrodes was thought to have been blocked. The di�usion pro�le to these recessed discs was

thought to be intermediate between an inlaid disc and a recessed disc at the base of a cylinder, and

that the mass transport control was to the pore opening, as shown in Figure 1.10, due to the non-

vertical sidewalls. Photolithography has also been used to produce nanoband electrodes.[101�103]
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Electrochemical etching of a wire and encapsulation within an insulator is the most popular method

that has been employed to create single nanoelectrodes.[100] This has been utilised when hemispher-

ical or disc electrode geometries have been desired.[104,105] Electrophoretic paint and polymer have

been used as insulation, which shrinks when subjected to elevated temperatures, exposing the tip

of the thinned metal wire.[106] Glass pulled nanoelectrodes have also been fabricated.[107] Again

these su�er from the disadvantages of manual fabrication, as they are made individually, so it is a

time consuming process and variability within the process leads to a lack of control over the size

of the nanoelectrode produced. Consequently, the nanoelectrodes still require characterisation

to determine the exact electroactive area. The seal between the metal and the insulation is

another possible source of failure and again would be of greater concern in the harsh environment

investigated within this work.

A di�erent approach is depositing metallic layers through a polymeric membrane which creates an

ensemble of nanoelectrodes.[108, 109] An advantage of ensembles of multiple nanoelectrodes is the

increased current measured. However, these approaches have often led to di�usional overlap, due to

the large numbers of electrodes and poor control over positioning. None of the techniques discussed

have been established for use within molten salt, and considering the challenges encountered with

the seal between the active metal and insulator, a very controlled process and careful choice of

materials is likely required.

1.7.3 Miniaturised electrodes in molten salts

1.7.3.1 Microelectrodes

The majority of research into microelectrode use within a high temperature molten salt was

performed in the 1960s and 1970s, when the potential of molten salt nuclear reactors were under

investigation. Polarography was �rst pursued, where a drop of liquid metal is immersed in a

solution, the potential is then swept and the current produced from reactions at the surface of the

drop is monitored. This necessitates scans to be performed quickly to ensure that the surface of the

drop does not change. In aqueous systems typically mercury is used as the liquid metal due to its

low melting point. In high temperature molten salts, dropping mercury electrodes cannot be used

because of the high vapour pressure of mercury.[110] Various metals have instead been employed

as a dropping electrode in molten salts; the majority of the studies use bismuth and cadmium.[110]
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The metals are limited to the requirement of a moderate melting point and relatively noble to

have a reasonable potential window that can be investigated.[111] Laitinen highlights some of

the limitations of polarography in molten salts, such as the poorly understood wetting properties

between the melt and the metal and the fragility of the capillaries used, which are usually broken

upon the liquid metal solidifying.[110�112] Other limitations noted are creepage between the metal

and insulator which has been observed and corrosion, which was particularly noted for the silver

and gold dropping electrodes which Stehle investigated.[113] In an imitation of the behaviour of a

dropping electrode, Lyalikov and Karmazin used a solid platinum electrode sheathed in an insulating

tube which had an inert gas �ushed through it, causing the electrode to periodically have contact

with the molten salt. They demonstrated that this was suitable up to temperatures of 1000°C in

molten silicates. [112,114]

Attempts have also been made to use other solid microelectrodes in molten salt measurements. Most

of these are based upon the pulled wire design and many are at diameters larger than can truly be

considered a microelectrode, for instance Laitinen describes the fabrication of a microelectrode at

26 gauge, equivalent to around 400 mm diameter.[115] Carlin and Osteryoung used a 25 mm diameter

tungsten wire sealed in pyrex as the insulator to investigate lithium, and separately bismuth plating

in LiCl-KCl melt.[116] Although the scan rates used for cyclic voltammetry were very high, and thus

the typical microelectrode response was not observed, chronamperometry and pulsed voltammetry

allowed more quantitative analysis, particularly for the study of bismuth. They noted corrosion of

the insulator after extended use or during deposition and stripping of lithium, which resulted in

larger measured currents. Others have used oscillating or rotating electrodes with Pint and Flengas

using an oscillating platinum disc with a diameter of 500 mm in nitrate salts at 330°C and NaCl-

KCl at 700°C.[117] Brass bellows were used to oscillate the electrode and gave rise to steady-state

currents, but these were at slow scan rates of around 3.3 mV/s. Black and deVries used platinum

wires of between 250 and 400 mm diameter sealed in lead glass and a typical rotation rate of 264

r.p.m., they found a linear relation between wave height and mole fraction for dilute solutions

of cadmium chloride, cobalt chloride, nickel chloride, lead chloride, zinc chloride, and potassium

chromate in LiCl-KCl.[118] This was at even slower scan rates of 1.24 mV/s. The use of oscillation

or rotation also adds further complication to an already complex high temperature set-up. All

of these works have commented on the challenges of sealing the wires into an insulator, as this

either interfered with the measurement, due to species such as lead present in the glass, or failed
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to maintain a tight seal with the metal.[115] It was also usually noticed after measurements that

the the insulator was etched by the molten salt.[115, 116, 118] The complications with production

of these microelectrodes and poor control for manufacturing the pulled-wire electrodes are evident

in these studies. Black and deVries, in particular, comment on the di�culties encountered for

duplicating the behaviour of an electrode and could not draw comparisons between the di�erent

sizes investigated.[118] Using photolithography to reliably de�ne the active microelectrode areas

has been shown capable of overcoming these di�culties in aqueous conditions.[119] This has been

transferred to the molten salt system by Brady who demonstrated qualitative evidence of silver

plating and stripping in LiCl-KCl, but this was not quanti�able and the microelectrodes were badly

damaged by the harsh conditions.[120,121] Blair optimised these devices to enhance the lifetime of

the devices and produce quanti�able measurements of various species in LiCl-KCl, which is more

thoroughly discussed in Chapter 5.[57, 122, 123] This work seeks to further improve these devices

to enhance the electroanalysis of nuclear relevant species and progress this to even smaller sized

devices.

1.7.3.2 Nanoelectrodes

The di�culties encountered with developing microelectrodes for use in high temperature molten

salts have to date largely precluded the production of nanoelectrodes for use in molten salt. As

discussed, the complications of ensuring a very small active electrode using insulating materials

require the need for a very good seal, which is challenging with the corrosion damage observed in

a molten salt, and the possibility of creepage between two materials.[111,115,118] To the author's

knowledge, the only previously published attempt to employ a nanoelectrode device in a high

temperature molten salt was Blair's use of a platinum nanoband electrode with an edge length

of 100 mm.[123] This was converted from a microelectrode sensor, by etching through to expose a

band electrode as described in Section 1.7.2, to expose a 50 nm band (as the critical dimension)

around the edge of the square aperture, in similarity of band nanoelectrodes used for aqueous

measurements.[101, 124, 125] A typical response for a nanoelectrode was observed; however, the

limiting current recorded was 60.5% larger than the theoretical prediction. Cracks and delamination

were observed after use.[123] This represents a proof-of-concept nanoelectrode use in molten salt,

and represents the start of this current work for further optimisation of microelectrodes and the
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development of nanoelectrodes for use within a high temperature molten salt, for the investigation

of nuclear-relevant processes.

1.8 Objectives

There is a clear need to develop robust electrochemical sensors suitable for use in high temperature

molten salt systems, moving towards the development of sensors suitable for on-line monitoring and

also to gain insight into the electrochemical processes occurring during extraction. In this context

this thesis aims to:

1. Characterise europium in LiCl-KCl eutectic, a benchmark redox couple present in spent fuel,

using macroelectrodes.

2. Develop enhancements to microelectrode production which improves the yield and lifetime of

microelectrodes, to enable the reliable characterisation of redox species.

3. Investigate the europium couple using these enhanced microelectrodes

4. Develop reliable nanoelectrodes for use in molten salts and repeat the characterisation of

europium using these devices, to gain fundamental insight into the nature of electron transfer

reactions in molten salt.



Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Electrochemistry

Electrochemistry describes the �eld of study of the inter-conversion of electrical energy and chemical

energy. A reaction will generally occur by the process of electron exchange at the interface between

a conducting electrode and an ionic solution, the electrolyte.[126] The exchange of electrons across

the interface is called an electron transfer reaction. A typical reaction usually involves mass transfer

of the reagent to the electrode followed by electron transfer.

2.1.1 Electron transfer

Typically electrodes are metals, the electronic structure of which can be described by Band Theory.

This is due to the large number of atoms that are present which have many overlapping atomic

orbitals and give rise to a set of electron orbitals of near continuous energy distribution (a band).

Metals have overlapping valence and conduction bands meaning that valence electrons are able

to move through the material. The Fermi level, Ef , is de�ned as the energy level which would

have 50% probability of being occupied by an electron at any given time at equilibrium. The

thermodynamics of electron transfer between the metal electrode and the redox species will be

governed by the relative energy of the Fermi level of the metal relative to either the highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO) for oxidation or lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy

20
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Figure 2.1: Illustrative representation of how the potential on the electrode and hence the position
of the Fermi level of electrode e�ects the transfer of electrons between the electrode and
the redox species. When Ef is above the LUMO electrons can thermodynamically be
transferred to the redox species and reduction will be favoured. If Ef is between the
HOMO and LUMO no net reaction will occur. If Ef is below the HOMO then the redox
species will be oxidised.

level for reduction of the electronic structure of the redox species. This is shown schematically in

Figure 2.1.

The general expression for a reversible one electron transfer is:

ox+ e− 
 red

where ox represents the oxidised species and red the reduced species. The energy di�erence between

Ef and the energy level of the redox species orbital acts as a driving force for electron transfer. The

reaction will also depend on the thermal energy of the system. Applying a potential to the electrode

will change the Fermi level, and thus this can be used to control the driving force and hence the rate

of the electron transfer occurring. Utilising this enables the study of the oxidation or the reduction

of a redox species. The rate of the electron transfer, k , is described by the Butler-Volmer equation:

ks = kθ exp [±αsnF (E−Eθ)/RT ] (2.1)

where s represents either ox or red respective of the direction the process occurring, n is the

number of electrons transferred, F is Faraday's constant (96485 Cmol-1), R is the gas constant

(8.314 JK−1mol−1), T is the temperature, α is the transfer coe�cient, E is the applied potential,

Eθ is the standard electrode potential and kθ is the standard heterogeneous rate constant.

Marcus theory is a useful consideration for electron transfer relating activation and rate constant to

the thermodynamics of the system. It replaces Eyring's transition state theory for the event where
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Figure 2.2: Diagram to represent the variation of free energy with reaction co-ordinate for electron
transfer events from Marcus theory. The free energy of the transfer and therefore rate can
thereby be related to the free energy di�erence between the electron donor and acceptor
pair before and after electron transfer and the reorganisation energy (λ).

an electron moves from a chemical species (electron donor) to another (electron acceptor). A similar

diagram represents the event relating free energy to the reaction co-ordinate (q), as shown in Figure

2.2. Rather than forming a structurally de�ned transition complex the species involved are only

weakly coupled and remain independent. On the timescale of electronic transitions nuclear moments

and positions do not signi�cantly alter (Frank-Condon principle) only the electron jumps so instead

it is the reorganisation of the surrounding solvent which creates the geometrically favoured transfer.

The theory was initially developed for outer-sphere reactions where the solvent molecules are

loosely bound such as charge transfer between aromatic hydrocarbons and [Ru(NH3)6]3+ + e− 


[Ru(NH3)6]2+.[126�128]

Considering the parabolic shape of the diagram in Figure 2.2for both the reagents (represented by

R, which are the donor and acceptor pair before transfer) and products (represented by P, which are

the donor and acceptor pair after transfer) leads to the relationship between the energy barrier for

the electron transfer, ∆G†, to the standard free energy of the transfer, ∆Go, and the reorganisation

energy, λ: ∆G† = (∆Go+λ)2

4λ . This gives the expected Arrhenius form for the rate constant of the

electron transfer: k = A exp( (∆Go+λ)2

4λRT ) as expressed in Equation 2.1. The transfer coe�cient is

a measure of the symmetry of the energy barrier (this can be considered as the geometry of the
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intersection region of the graph in Figure 2.2). The force constant, kF , describes reorganisation

within the compound, controls the shape of the quadratic function. This can be modelled similarly

to a harmonic oscillator (F = −kFx2). Normally the force constants are similar for both oxidised

and reduced species (symmetric Marcus theory). Leading to the transfer coe�cient typically being

close to 0.5. It is also de�ned that αred + αox = 1.[126,127]

The theory was extended to include reactions where the inner-sphere was involved, these are the

more closely held solvent molecules. These inner-sphere reactions involve a change in geometry

or distance of co-ordination shell for example metal deposition and ion transfer reactions. The

overall rate can depend on various reaction steps depending on the system under consideration.

Examples of these include: adsorption of the reacting species, an electron-transfer step, a preceding

chemical reaction, co-adsorption of a catalyst. Butler-Volmer type laws can still apply depending

on the reaction controlling the rate. However, other laws may also apply for ion transfers and rates

may be modi�ed by apparent transfer coe�cients for inner-sphere electron transfers from adsorbed

species.[127]

An applied potential causes a chemical reaction to occur and the resultant current can be measured

to give insight into the rate of the reaction. The partial currents for reduction and oxidation

described by:[126]

ired = −nFAkredcox (2.2)

iox = nFAkoxcred (2.3)

with cox and cred being the concentrations of the oxidised and reduced species respectively, at the

surface of the electrode. The total current, i, is the sum of the partial currents. For an electrode of

given area if the concentration was �xed only the rate of electron transfer would a�ect the measured

current. However, as a reaction progresses the concentration of the reacting species can decrease

at the electrode surface. For most systems the concentration can be in�uenced by mass transport

and as the local concentration is depleted this can dominate the rate of the reaction.
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2.1.2 Mass transport

The three potentially major contributions to mass transport are; di�usion, convection and migra-

tion. In practical electrochemical measurements it is desirable to avoid complexity by having only

one of these be the main factor controlling local concentration. Often di�usion is the mass transport

form of interest and e�orts are made to reduce the in�uence of migration and convection to make

this the predominant mechanism of transport to the electrode.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of di�usion causing movement down a concentration gradient to form a
homogeneous solution.

Di�usion describes the thermal motion due to Brownian motion. If there is a region of high

concentration di�usion will gradually cause this to become a homogeneous mixture as illustrated

in Figure 2.3. The rate of di�usion depends on the concentration gradients, as described by Fick's

�rst law:

j = −D∇c (2.4)

where j is the three-dimensional �ux of a species, D is the di�usion coe�cient, ∇ is the nabla

operator (in Cartesian co-ordinates ∇ = i ∂∂x + j ∂∂y +k ∂
∂z ) and c is the concentration. Fick's second

law of di�usion describes the variation of concentration in time across a 3D space:

∂c

∂t
= D∇2c (2.5)

where t is the time and all the other variables are as described for Equation 2.4. For a process

controlled by di�usion the biggest in�uences are the growth of the di�usion �eld and the di�usion

coe�cient. The di�usion �eld growth is dependent on the electrode geometry as well as any potential

physical obstructions in the set up. This could be other electrodes in an array, which will in�uence
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the shape of the di�usion �eld. The di�usion coe�cient in aqueous conditions is typically between

10−5 and 10−6 cm2s-1, [129] and is approximated by the Stokes-Einstein equation:

D =
kBT

6πηr
(2.6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, η is the dynamic viscosity and r is the

hydrodynamic radius.

Figure 2.4: Schematic of natural convection due to temperature gradients within a solution (A) and
forced convection with the use of a rotating disc electrode (B).

Convection describes mass transport caused by the macroscopic �ow of the the solution. This

can either occur naturally, for instance due to temperature gradients present, or it can be forced

to occur if for example the solution is stirred, shown in Figure 2.4. In electrochemical processes

natural convection often arises from density gradients due to electrolysis. Convection caused by

natural forces can be di�cult to mathematically model as it can be random or unpredictable, and

often this is minimised during experiments by maintaining a constant temperature throughout the

system by using a water bath. Alternatively forced convection can be used to control the mass

transport of the system as this can be more easily mathematically modelled and thus accounted

for. This is typically achieved with the use of rotating electrodes within experiments as mentioned

in Section 1.7.3.1.

Migration describes the movement of charged ions due to the local electric �eld. An electric �eld

will be present in a solution due to the applied potential on an electrode or an imbalance of charge

distribution. The �eld will cause ions of opposite charge to be attracted towards the electrode

and ions of like charge to be repelled as can be seen in the schematic illustration in Figure 2.5.

The charge of the species and the electric �eld gradient balanced by retarding e�ects, such as
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the migration of charged species due to an applied negative potential on
the electrode, red positively charged ions move towards the electrode and blue negatively
charged ions are repelled.

the frictional forces experienced, will determine the �ux of species to the electrode surface.[129]

Migration is usually mitigated by the addition of a background electrolyte, which contains charged

ions, at a higher concentration than the redox species. The background electrolyte should be chosen

so that it does not undergo redox reactions within the electrochemical window of interest. This

then acts to shield the redox species from the charges on an electrode or ions in proximity by the

formation of an electrical double layer or by the formation of a counterbalancing charge cloud.

2.1.3 Electrical double layer

When a potential is applied to an electrode a double layer is formed which prevents further migration

as shown in Figure 2.6. The modelled structure of the electrical double layer consists of a dense

layer of oppositely charged background electrolyte ions adsorbed to the surface of the electrode by

chemical interactions known as the Stern or Helmholtz layer and a di�use layer of ions which are

not adsorbed but are still attracted to the electrode because of the electric �eld.

The di�use layer is attracted to the surface charge by the Coulombic force whilst the ions are still

free to move in the solution under thermal motion. The separation plane between the two zones

is called the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). The thickness of the di�use layer depends on the total

ionic concentration of the solution. At a certain distance the ions exist as in the bulk, as they are

completely shielded from the electric �eld at the electrode. The redox species experiences a steep

potential gradient close to the electrode surface, indicated in Figure 2.6 by the solid black line.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the electrical double layer formed at the surface of the
electrode in the solution with a dense layer of oppositely charged positive ions (red)
and a di�use layer. The solid black line indicates the potential experience by the ions in
the solution, large close to the electrode surface and decreasing with distance from the
electrode.

The possibility of electron transfer occurring via quantum tunneling with species further from the

electrode surface is therefore prevented which ensures that the electron transfer follows Butler-

Volmer kinetics. Typically the reaction occurs over distances under 5 nm.[128] The double layer

capacitance and charging current can be important in electrochemical experiments. The capacitance

of the double layer, Cdl, which determines the amount of charge within this surface layer typically

has values around 10 mFcm-2when background electrolyte is present.

2.1.4 Three electrode cell

The measurement setup requires two main components to enable the study of a single working

electrode, the application of a de�ned absolute potential and the recording of the current. A three

electrode cell is often used to study a redox reaction which consists of a reference electrode (RE),

a working electrode (WE) and a counter electrode (CE). This is illustrated in Figure 2.7.

The current is measured between the working electrode and the counter electrode. Historically, to

ensure that the reaction at the working electrode is controlling the measured current, the area of

the counter electrode is much larger than the working electrode. Electronics in the potentiostat

ensure that is now the case and that the counter electrode passes the same current as the working

electrode (with opposite sign). The reference electrode gives a �xed stable potential so that when
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Figure 2.7: Three electrode cell schematic with a working electrode (WE), counter electrode (CE)
and reference electrode (RE). The current is measured betweenWE and CE, the potential
is measured between the WE and the RE.

a voltage E (potential di�erence), is applied between WE and RE the working electrode potential

is then known and varied in relation to this reference potential. As potential is a relative scale this

allows the comparison between di�erent experiments versus a constant reference electrode.

2.1.5 Reference electrodes

A reference electrode is an important part of an electrochemical set-up as it is used to give a

stable potential to which other potentials can be referred or controlled by application of a potential

di�erence. A good reference electrode will therefore have a potential that is stable with time,

temperature and is not altered by small perturbations to the system e.g. drain currents. The

reference electrode potential is usually �xed by the use of a redox system with constant activity

of each participant of the redox reaction achieved often with the use of a saturated solution

to maintain the activity. The electron transfer reaction must also be reversible. The Nernst

equation describes the relationship between the concentration of oxidised and reduced species and

the electrode potential for a reversible electron transfer under thermodynamic control.

E = Eθ +
RT

nF
ln(

aox
ared

) = E
′
+
RT

nF
ln(

cox
cred

) (2.7)

where E is the potential of the electrode, Eθ is the standard potential of the reaction, E′ is the
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formal potential, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, n is the number of electrons in the

reaction, F is the Faraday constant and aox, ared, cox and cred are the activities and concentrations

of the oxidised and reduced forms at the electrode surface. The formal and standard potentials are

o�set by a small value as the activity is equal to the concentration multiplied by a coe�cient which

depends on the electrolyte and concentration for a constant ionic strength.[126]

Figure 2.8: Aqueous reference electrodes, saturated calomel electrode (A) and Ag/AgCl electrode
(B).

There are many di�erent possible reference electrodes. For aqueous systems a saturated calomel

electrode, which is a half cell (a structure which contains a conductive electrode and a surrounding

electrolyte) composed of mercury (I) chloride in contact with a mercury pool, or a silver/silver

chloride electrode which are often used which are both illustrated in Figure 2.8. Both types have a

porous frit which allows ion exchange between the half cells and system under measurement so that

the potential can be measured. The silver chloride reference electrode is a silver chloride coated

silver wire in contact with a solution saturated with KCl and AgCl. The half reaction for the silver

chloride reference electrode and the saturated calomel are respectively:

AgCl(s) + e− 
 Ag(s) + Cl−(saturated)

Hg2+ + 2Cl− 
 Hg2Cl2(s)

For non-aqueous systems modi�cations need to be made as using an aqueous electrode introduces

unmeasurable liquid-liquid junctions. In the case of the molten salt studied in this work, an aqueous
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electrode clearly would not be suitable at the high temperatures involved. Most reference electrodes

used in molten salts have been based on the Ag/Ag+system with a porous frit.[130�132]

2.1.6 Macro-, micro- and nanoelectrodes

There are di�erences in the di�usion �elds established at di�erent sized electrodes as can be seen

in Figure 2.9. It is clear from this that miniaturised electrodes experience enhanced mass transport

in comparison to macroelectrodes.[97, 104] At a macroelectrode planar di�usion to the electrode

surface occurs, the surface area of the di�usion remains constant as the �eld extends into the

solution over time. This results in the mass transport limited current decreasing as the redox

species has to di�use from further away. At a microelectrode a hemispherical di�usion �eld is

established due to the small size of the electrode. As this extends into the solution over time the

surface area increases to counterbalance the distance the species has to di�use from. So whilst the

species still has to di�use from further away there is an increasing volume of solution and hence

number of species accessible. This means that a steady state is established as these two e�ects

exactly counteract each other, creating a limiting current.

Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of the di�usion �elds established at di�erent sized electrodes.
Planar di�usion at a macroelectrode surface (A) and hemispherical at a microelectrode
surface (B). The colour gradient indicates the progression of the di�usion �eld extending
into the solution with time.

Whilst radial di�usion also occurs at the edges of macroelectrodes the perimeter is small in

comparison to the area of the electrode so the planar di�usion dominates. As the electrode size

decreases from macro- to micro- or even smaller to nano-, the ratio between edge and surface

increases causing the radial di�usion to dominate. This typically occurs when the radius is on a

scale of tens of microns. The radial di�usion has the bene�t of improved mass transport so that

the current density is greater at smaller electrodes than at a macroelectrode.[133,134]

This enhanced mass transport to micro- and nanoelectrodes also reduces the e�ect of unwanted

convection on the response. The comparison of the convection velocity, v, and mass transport coe�-
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cient (which is given by D/r) demonstrates the relative contributions of each, so for microelectrodes

where D/r≫ v there is no convective e�ect. This has enabled the use of microelectrodes in �owing

or stirred systems.[135, 136] The time for the system to reach steady state is around r2/D,which

is very long for macroelectrodes so experimentally impractical whereas for microelectrodes occurs

rapidly. The steady state response at micro- and nanoelectrodes results in a response which is

signi�cantly easier to analyse than for macroelectrodes, particularly as in addition it has been shown

to produce additive responses for measurements on multiple analytes.[57] For macroelectrodes in

order to extract a steady-state current mathematical techniques such as convolution have to be

used.[126] This has been shown to have variable amounts of success e.g. within a molten salt

system, when additional non-Faradaic charging currents cannot be neglected .[57,137]

Although small electrodes have high current densities they exhibit low absolute currents due to

their small size. There is also reduced voltage drop across the electroactive surface. Both of these

e�ects lead to a lower voltage drop within the electrochemical cell (known as iR drop) for micro- and

nanoelectrodes in comparison with macroelectrodes. This has made it possible for microelectrodes

to be used in resistive solutions and in the gas phase.[134,138]

Micro- and nanoelectrodes additionally su�er less unwanted noise on measurements. Noise, such

as capacitative and electrical noise, can hinder the measurement of Faradaic current (current due

to redox process). Capacitive charging current arises because of the formation of a capacitative

electrochemical double layer, as described in Section 2.1.3. The charging current, ic, can be de�ned

as the normal equation for charging a capacitor:

ic =
V

Rs
e−

t
τ (2.8)

where V is the voltage applied, Rs is the solution resistance between the working and reference

electrode and t is the time. The time constant, τ , is de�ned as:

τ = RsCdl (2.9)

and the capacitance of the double layer, Cdl, is given by:

Cdl = ε0εr
A

d
(2.10)
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where ε0 and εr are the permittivity of free space and relative of the solution respectively. A is the

area of the electrode and d is the double layer thickness. Therefore the charging (non-Faradaic)

current is proportional to the area of the electrode for all sizes of electrode. The bene�t lies within

the relationship of the Faradaic current to the size of the electrode. For a macroelectrode the

Faradaic current is directly proportional to the area of an electrode, as can be seen from Equation

2.12. Whereas for micro- and nanoelectrodes the current is proportional to the electrode dimension,

dependent on the radius for a disc electrodes as evident from Equations 2.13 and 2.14. Therefore

for a macroelectrode the ratio of the Faradaic to capacitative current is constant, irrespective of

the electrode area. For a microelectrode or nanoelectrode the capacitative current decreases more

rapidly than the Faradaic current as the electrode shrinks. Thus the ratio of Faradaic to capacitative

current increases. The electrical noise also decreases signi�cantly with a reduction in electrode area.

This leads to a better signal to noise ratio for miniaturised electrodes, which is bene�cial for the

detection of redox species at low concentrations.[138]

2.1.6.1 Geometry of electrodes

Microelectrodes of many di�erent geometries have been used for investigating redox processes.

Examples of common geometries are shown in Figure 2.10. Only the limiting current for inlaid disc

and hemispherical microelectrodes have been analytically modelled to date, but this is bypassed with

the use of numerical models for other geometries. Mathematical modeling is easier for symmetrical

electrodes as this allows the reduction of the calculation. The general expression for the limiting

current, il, for a microelectrode is:

|il| = BnFDcr (2.11)

Where n is the number of electrons transferred in the reaction, F is Faraday's constant, r is the

radius of the electrode and D is the di�usion coe�cient as previously de�ned. B is a constant

which depends on the geometry of the electrode. For a disc electrode B = 4. Both the shape

and whether the electrode is inlaid (�ush with the surface of the insulator), recessed or protruded

a�ects the prefactor. Previous computational and experimental studies have indicated that a small

recess of around 500 nm does not cause a signi�cant deviation from the inlaid square microelectrode
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Figure 2.10: Schematics showing common microelectrode geometries, with grey representing the
electrode and blue an insulator, viewed from above (solid colour) and the side (striped).
The geometries shown are an inlaid disc (A), ring (B), square (C), band (D), recessed
disc (E), cylinder (F), cone (G) and a hemispherical electrode (G).

response.[139, 140] In this thesis work solely recessed disc electrodes with a recess of 500 nm are

used, as illustrated by Figure 2.10 E.

2.1.6.2 Arrays

To overcome one of the limitations of low current measurements with the use of small electrodes,

often groups of small electrodes are combined to amplify the current. If these groups are randomly

positioned then they are normally known as ensembles; if the position is ordered then they are

known as arrays. If a group of microelectrodes was considered rather than a single microelectrode,

initially hemispherical di�usion occurs at each individual microelectrode element. However, as

time progresses and the di�usion �eld grows these will start to overlap and a planar di�usion �eld

will be established across the entire area of microelectrodes.[91] Ensembles are clearly harder to

analytically model as the positions and inter-electrode distances are not well de�ned. Although

groups of electrodes ampli�es the measured current, di�usional overlap complicates the measured

response. In this work arrays of electrodes are not used. For development of on-line sensors they

could be of use to amplify the measured signal.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of the development of the di�usion �eld for an array of microelectrodes,
changing from hemispherical di�usion to individual elements to planar di�usion across
the array.

2.2 Electrochemical techniques and reactions

2.2.1 Redox couples

Figure 2.12 shows a typical reduction reaction at an electrode where both the oxidised and reduced

species are soluble (soluble-soluble reaction). Mass transport controls the movement of the redox

Figure 2.12: Schematic of a simple soluble-soluble reduction at the surface of an electrode.

species to the surface of the electrode where it undergoes electron transfer before the product travels

away from the electrode under mass transport again. In some cases the product is not soluble in

the solution, in this situation the reduced species remains on the surface of the electrode. If this is

insulating it can passivate the surface of the electrode and prevent electron transfer. Alternatively

the deposited species can be conducting, for metals this type of reaction is called a plating reaction

for the metal in reduction and the oxidation of the metal is known as a stripping reaction.

2.2.2 Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry is a common technique used to investigate a reaction at an electrode. This

involves sweeping the potential of an electrode from an initial potential to an upper or lower vertex

(depending on the direction of the scan) before scanning back to the initial potential. Normally the

potential is scanned linearly at a constant scan rate, v, and the current is measured. The resultant

plot of current against potential is known as a cyclic voltammogram (CV). In this work CVs are

scanned negatively as `�rst' direction on the forward scan unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 2.13: An example of a the voltage sweep applied to perform a cyclic voltammogram (A) and
typical responses for a reversible electrochemical system using a macroelectrode (B), a
microelectrode with a soluble-soluble couple (C) and a plating-stripping reaction on a
microelectrode (D).

When a CV is performed across potentials at which a redox reaction can occur on a macroelectrode

the typical response is shown in Figure 2.13. Initially the current is controlled by the potential

and the kinetics of the electron transfer. The Nernst equation (2.7) describes the ratio of reduced

and oxidised species (at the electrode surface) as a function of the applied electrode potential,

E. Typically the formal potential is used for practical measurements as concentration is an

easier function to measure and control in comparison to the activity of species. With changes

in temperature or the concentration of the redox species there will be a shift at the potential at

which the reaction occurs. As the concentration of reactant decreases at the electrode surface in

comparison with the bulk, mass transport then starts to dominate the response which is evident

in the CV with the peak being followed by a reduction in measured current for the macroelectrode

response. As already discussed for a micro- or nanoelectrode soluble-soluble reaction a limiting

current is established rather than a peak due to the enhanced mass transport to the electrode.

For a plating and stripping reaction on a miniaturised electrode whilst the reduction results in
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a limiting current as it is mass transport limited the oxidation reaction is di�erent as the plated

material is on the surface of the electrode so the stripping reaction is a sharp peak shape.

For a macroelectrode with di�usion as the dominating mass transport mechanism the peak current,

ip, for a reversible reaction is de�ned as:

|ip|√
v

= b(nF )
3
2Ac

√
D

RT
(2.12)

where v is the scan rate, b is a prefactor depending on the type of reaction, A is the area of

the electrode, c is the bulk concentration and all other variables are as previously de�ned. For a

soluble-soluble reaction b = 0.4463 and the equation is known as the Randles-Sevcik equation. For

a plating reaction b = 0.61 which is known as the Delahay equation which is only valid for the peak

observed in the reduction reaction.[126]

The analytical expression for the limiting current at a disc microelectrode, the Saito equation, is

given as:[141]

|il| = 4nFDcr (2.13)

where r is the radius of the microelectrode. For a square band nanoelectrode, the expression for

the limiting current is:[123,140]

|il| = 0.98nFDcl (2.14)

where l is the length of a side of the square aperture. This equation is modi�ed for a ring nanoband

electrode with a geometrical factor B = 1.46 to give:

|il| = 1.46nFDcr (2.15)

The measured current also depends on the reversibility of the reaction. Figure 2.14 shows an

illustration of the change in expected CV response, for a macroelectrode, depending on the electro-

chemical reversibility of the system. The reversibility of the electrochemical system depends on the

rate of electron transfer compared to the mass transfer. A reversibility parameter, Λ, is de�ned as:
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Figure 2.14: Schematic of typical CV responses (A) for reversible (solid line), quasi-reversible (dotted
line) and irreversible (dashed line) electron transfer. In�uence of scan rate on the cyclic
voltammogram for a reversible (B) and quasi-reversible (C) redox couple.

L =
k0√
D nF
RT v

(2.16)

where k0 is the rate of electron transfer, D is the di�usion coe�cient, n is the number of electrons,

F is Faraday's constant, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature and v is the scan rate.[126]

A value greater than 15 is expected for an electrochemical reversible system and lower than 0.001

for an irreversible transfer.[126, 142] For rapid electron transfer kinetics Nernstian equilibrium is

attained and the characteristic `duck' shape is seen in the CV. In the quasi-reversible case the rate

of electron transfer is comparable to that of mass transport and the peak potential depends on the

scan rate. For the irreversible system the electron transfer is slower than mass transport and an

appreciable overpotential is required to drive the reaction.[142] The variance with scan rate is also

shown in Figure 2.14 for a reversible and quasi-reversible system. The important di�erence is that

for a reversible system the peak current should be proportional to the square root of the scan rate

and the peak potential at which this occurs is invariant with scan rate. A quasi-reversible case

there is a clear dependence on scan rate for the peak potential and as scan rate increase the peak

separation also increases.

2.2.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)

Another technique which can be utilised to garner information from a system is AC electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy. Whilst in cyclic voltammetry the system is perturbed far from equilibrium

through large applied potentials, in impedance measurements a small potential perturbation is
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Figure 2.15: The applied sinusoidal potential (blue) and the measured current (yellow) which is
reduced in amplitude and shifted in phase (φ).

applied.[129] Both resistance and impedance are measures of the ability of a circuit to oppose the

�ow of electrical current when a voltage is applied. Resistance is used for DC (direct current) and

impedance is the AC (alternating current) equivalent. An ideal resistor will meet the criteria of

obeying Ohm's law, will be invariant with frequency and AC voltage and current signals must be

in phase with one another. Impedance, Z, can be considered as complex plane resistance, for which

the equivalent of Ohm's law can be written for non-ideal resistors:

Z =
E

i
(2.17)

In EIS measurements an oscillating small sinusoidal AC potential, Eac (usually around 5-10 mV

r.m.s. amplitude) is superimposed on a �xed DC potential, Edc, which is imposed on the working

electrode. The mean concentration in the electrode environment of the reduced and oxidised species

is set by the DC potential. The response measured is the AC component of the current, iac at

di�erent applied frequencies, ω (in radians s−1). The applied AC potential is small in order to keep

the response of the cell pseudo-linear. This means the observed impedance is independent of the

magnitude of Eac. There is a phase shift between the potential and current sinusoidal signal at any

given frequency, as can be seen in Figure 2.15.

The applied potential, Et at time t, can be expressed as:

Et = E0sin(ωt) (2.18)
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where E0 is the amplitude of the signal and ω is the frequency (in radians). In a linear system the

measured current can be similarly described by:

it = i0sin(ωt+ φ) (2.19)

where it is the current at time t, i0 is the amplitude of the current and φ is the phase shift between

the applied voltage and the measured current sinusoidal signal.

Zt =
Et
it

=
E0sin(ωt)

i0sin(ωt+ φ)
= Z0

sin(ωt)

sin(ωt+ φ)
(2.20)

Using Euler's formula (exp(jφ) = cos(φ) + jsin(φ) where j represents
√
−1), both Et and it can

be expressed as complex functions and the impedance at a certain frequency can be represented as

a complex number.

Z(ω) =
E0exp(jωt)

I0exp(jωt+ φ)
= Z0exp(jφ) = Z0(cosφ− jsinφ) = ZRe − jZim (2.21)

2.2.3.1 Nyquist plots and equivalent circuit representation

An EIS measurement will record the current response at a range of frequencies (usually this is

around 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz). Limited at the high frequency end by the charging of the double

layer and at the low frequency end by the length of time and presence of noise (for example

due to the convection). A Nyquist plot is normally used to display and analyse EIS data. This

displays the imaginary component versus the real component of the impedance as is shown in

Figure 2.16. Each point on the Nyquist plot is the impedance response at a set applied frequency.

The real component (ZRe = Z0cosφ = Z ′) is plotted on the x-axis and the imaginary component

(ZIm = −Z0sinφ = −Z ′′) on the y-axis.

Comparison is usually made between the electrochemical response and an equivalent electrical

circuit.[129] An ideal resistor has no frequency dependence so would be a single point on the x-

axis at the value of the resistance. A capacitor is represented by a vertical line on top of the

y-axis(Z ′ = 0). Therefore, for a resistor and capacitor in series (the blue circuit in Figure 2.16)

the result is a vertical line shifted by the amount of the resistance R1 shown in Figure 2.16 by the

blue line. For a resistor and capacitor in parallel a di�erent response is obtained as the current can

pass through either component. The result is a semicircle as the current �ow follows the path of
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Figure 2.16: Illustration of a Nyquist plot and they typical response from a combination of circuit
elements.

least resistance; at high frequency through the capacitor and at low frequency through the resistor

(when the impedance through the capacitor is very large).

2.2.3.2 Common Circuit Elements

These ideal circuit elements have been shown to have equivalent or near equivalent electrochemical

analogues.[126] These are discussed below.

Resistors (R) Resistance is a measure of the opposition to current �ow in an electrical circuit.

Ideal resistors follow Ohm's law and there is no dependence on frequency so there is no

reactive part (phase shift).

Capacitors (C) Capacitors store electrical charge, usually they are formed of two conducting

layers separated with an insulator. They are common in electrochemical systems, mainly in

places where an ideal (2D) interface is present. Farads are the units for the amount of charge

stored. 1 Farad is equivalent to one coulomb of charge stored when one volt is applied across

the capacitor. Capacitors are purely reactive impedance and an ideal one would have no
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resistance. When an AC potential is applied across a capacitor, the current leads the voltage

(the phase is shifted −π2 ). The impedance of a capacitor increases with decreasing frequency,

and the equation describing it is:

Zc =
1

jωC
(2.22)

Where ω = 2πf the radial frequency and C is the capacitance.

Warburg Element (W) The Warburg element is the permittivity and is used as a model of linear

di�usion of a redox species to the electrode (at longer times when the local concentration has

been depleted). The Warburg element depends on both the surface area of the electrode as

well as the di�usion coe�cient of the redox species. On a Nyquist plot a Warburg element

appears as a 45° line. The model for the Warburg impedance is:

ZW =
σ

ω1/2
(1− j) (2.23)

where σ is the Warburg coe�cient.[126] Most equivalent circuit modelling programs give a

value for the magnitude of the admittance Y0 at the radial frequency ω=1 rad s-1. This is

related to the Warburg coe�cient by:

σ =
1√
2Y0

(2.24)

Constant Phase Element (Q) A constant phase element is a non-intuitive element which has

been used to describe depressed semicircles (which have a centre some distance beneath the

x-axis) by adding an additional variable N which describes this shift. This is illustrated in

Figure 2.17. Adding an additional variable will always improve the �t so care has to be taken

when using a constant phase element so that it is physically realistic within the system, for

example indicating inhomogeneous layers, rough surfaces or dispersion for a physical property.

The impedance of a constant phase element is given by:

Z =
1

Y0(jω)N
(2.25)

For the physical situation of a roughened interface N = 1
(D−1) , where D is the fractal
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dimensionality. A value of N = 1 represents an ideal capacitor, N = 0.5 is mathematically

equivalent to a Warburg element and N = 0 is mathematically equivalent to a resistor.

Figure 2.17: Illustration of a typical response of a resistor and capacitor in parallel in an ideal system
(A) and how the constant phase element can be used to describe the shift of a semicircle
(B) in actual measurements due to non-ideality within physical processes. The centre
of the semicircle is depressed by an angle of (1−N)× 90° visible in the diagram as the
grey cross.

2.2.3.3 Combination of circuit elements

As described usually a combination of components is used to model an electrochemical system. For

reactions in series the impedances are additive:

Z =
∑
n

Zn (2.26)

Thus the combination of a resistor and capacitor in series is the sum of both impedances which

describes the vertical line with an o�set on the x-axis (shown in blue in Figure 2.16). For reactions

in parallel the admittances (inverse of the impedance) are additive:

1

Z
=
∑
n

1

Zn
(2.27)
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2.2.3.4 Physical parameters in electrochemical cell

Solution resistance, Rs, is determined by the rate of ion migration through the electrolyte. When

considering an applied alternating voltage between two plate electrodes a charged ion will alternate

between being attracted then repelled to each electrode surface. The rate of resulting ion migration

will depend on the concentration and their mobilities. As at a low enough frequency ions will build

up at the electrode interface, the high frequency intercept on the x-axis is used to determine the

solution resistance of a system.

The electrical double layer, discussed in 2.1.3, is a source of capacitance within the system - the

double layer capacitance, Cdl. There is also an inherent resistance to the electron transfer reaction,

Rct. Typically the rate of electron transfer is very quick, compared to the mass transport, so is

more easily measured with impedance techniques.[128]

As de�ned the Warburg element is used to model linear di�usion. This can be used to describe

the di�usion to a macroelectrode and is generally dominant at lower frequency when this controls

the rate of the reaction. However, as previously discussed in Section 2.1.6 the di�usion pro�le to

micro- and nanoelectrodes becomes hemispherical. At these small scale electrodes a depletion zone

of similar dimension to the electrode forms signi�cantly faster (so will occur at higher frequency)

than for a large macroelectrode. A resistance is used to model the resistance of transport for a redox

species through the depletion zone to the Helmholtz plane. This is known as non-linear resistance,

Rnl.

2.2.3.5 Established circuits

Figure 2.18 shows an example of a typical Nyquist plot obtained during a reversible electrochemical

process at macroelectrode. The equivalent circuit generally used to model electrochemical systems

at macroelectrodes was developed by Randles in 1947, which is also shown in Figure 2.18.[143]

At very high frequencies the total impedance is dominated by the solution resistance. At high

frequencies the charging of the electrical double layer acts as a pathway of low resistance to non-

Faradaic current. As the frequency decreases (the double layer has become charged) the redox

reaction occurs and the reaction is under kinetic control with the rate controlled by 1/Rct. This

value can be extracted from the Nyquist plot by extrapolating the semicircle and subtracting the

solution resistance. As the reaction progresses the analyte is depleted at the interface, establishing
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Figure 2.18: Schematic of a typical Nyquist plot obtained using a macroelectrode with a reversible
electrochemical system and the Randles circuit (right) used to �t this response.

a di�usion gradient and the reaction is controlled by the di�usion regime. For the linear di�usion

which occurs at a macroelectrode the Warburg element is used as a circuit element. The top of the

semicircle occurs at the relaxation frequency and is related to the RC time constant, τ , (the time

required to charge the capacitor through the resistor). This is de�ned generally by:

τ =
1

ω
=

1

2πf
= RC (2.28)

This provides information about the timescales for various processes and allows the calculation

of the capacitance. Elements with higher relaxation frequencies (lower time constants) appear

at higher frequencies in the Nyquist plot. If elements have very similar time constants then the

observed features in the Nyquist plot will overlap and it becomes challenging to distinguish values

for the individual elements.

The Nyquist plot obtained when using a microelectrode to probe a reversible electrochemical system

looks markedly di�erent to the macroelectrode response. The typical response is shown in Figure

2.19. As such it has been the subject of signi�cant research to advance the theory to explain

and analyse the system. Figure 2.19 also shows the modi�ed Randles equivalent circuit which is

frequently used to model the EIS response seen with a microdisc electrode.[119,139] The impedance

response has been theoretically shown to vary with the positional geometry of the electrode with
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respect to insulators.[144] However, the established circuits described here have been used to model

electrodes of similar recessed geometry to those presented within this work.

Figure 2.19: Schematic of a typical Nyquist plot from a microelectrode and reversible electrochemical
system and the modi�ed Randles circuit (right) frequently used to model the response
of a microdisc electrode.

The response is initially similar to that from a macroelectrode. The modi�ed Randles circuit which

is frequently used to model this contains similar elements to the Randles equivalent circuit for

macroelectrodes. When the system switches to a di�usion controlled regime a 45° degree line is

observed which is modelled by the Warburg element. However a semicircle is then evident in the

plot; this is modelled by a non-linear resistance, Rnl, in parallel with the Warburg. This resistance

as discussed models the hemispherical di�usion established at the microelectrode and determines

the steady state response.

For nanoband electrodes the equivalent circuit that has previously been used to �t a response from

a single electrode within an array is shown in Figure 2.20.[125,140] The kinetic response should be

of similar form with a semicircular feature. The lower frequency region di�ers from a microelectrode

response with the Warburg element being replaced by a redox capacitance, CN . It was postulated

that this was due to the increased non-linear di�usional transport to the nanoband edges and

the capacitance gives a measure of the volume of solution above each microsquare aperture which

underwent rapid redox conversion.

The situation is then the same as for a microelectrode with the steady-state hemispherical di�usional
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Figure 2.20: Schematic of a typical Nyquist plot from a nanoelectrode and reversible electrochemical
system and the modi�ed Randles circuit (right) frequently used to model the response
of a nanoband electrode.

transport, de�ned by Rnl, occurring into this volume. The non-linear di�usion resistance is related

to the current i(E) in the steady state reversible voltammogram by 1/Rnl = ∂i(E)
∂E .

2.2.3.6 Theoretical Variation of Circuit Elements with Edc

Performing repeated EIS measurements at di�erent DC potentials allows the interrogation of the

system at a variety of �xed redox compositions. The variation of the various circuit elements has

been previously determined for an electrochemical system from �rst principles.[139] For the charge

transfer resistance the kinetic expression is:

Rct,k =
RT

kθAF 2c
[exp(

−αoxnF (Edc − Eθ)
RT

) + exp(
(1− αox)nF (Edc − Eθ)

RT
)] (2.29)

From this expression it can be seen that a minimum will be observed when Edc = Eθwhen with

the minimum value Rct.min described by:

Rct,min =
2RT

n2F 2ckθA
(2.30)

Where kθ is the standard rate of electron transfer, A is the electrode area and all other variables

are as previously de�ned. If however, the process is thermodynamically controlled by Nernstian

equilibrium at the electrode it has been shown that the expression would then be:
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Rct,e =
Rct,min

4
[2 + exp(

F (Edc − Eθ)
RT

) + exp(
(−F (Edc − Eθ)

RT
)] (2.31)

Fitting the experimental response at di�erent DC potentials enables these functions to be �tted to

the extracted charge transfer values and the determination of the relative importance of kinetics

and thermodynamics to the charge transfer process. The non-linear resistance should always be

under thermodynamic control and should thus follow this functional form (with Rnl.min replacing

Rct,min) and again show a minimum when the applied DC potential is equal to the standard

reduction potential. Similarly the Warburg coe�cient should follow the identical thermodynamic

functional form (if the admittance is plotted this will be inversely proportional by the relationship

σ = 1/
√

2Y0). The functional form of these are:

σ =
σmin

4
[2 + exp(

F (Edc − Eθ)
RT

) + exp(
(−F (Edc − Eθ)

RT
)] (2.32)

and

1

Y0
=

4

Y0,min[2 + exp(F (Edc−Eθ)
RT ) + exp( (−F (Edc−Eθ)

RT )]
(2.33)

2.3 Molten Salt Electrochemistry

When electrochemistry is performed within a molten salt the salt itself acts as the electrolyte, and

o�ers the bene�t of a very wide potential window. The LiCl-KCl eutectic is used in this work,

which occurs at a molar ratio of 59.2 moles LiCl to 40.8 moles KCl. This corresponds to 45 g LiCl

and 55 g KCl within an 100 g amount of the eutectic. When molten the viscosity is similar to that

of water, however, unlike pure water the molten salt has a high ionic conductivity as it is comprised

of ions (although many are paired). It should be noted that the theory of electrochemistry outlined

in Section 2.1 is founded on ambient conditions in neutral solvents, predominantly water, with a

dissolved background electrolyte at low concentrations. It is currently unproven for molten salt

systems. There are several theoretical papers suggesting local order extending further into solution

from the electrode surface, due to the liquid being comprised of many ions controlled by Coulombic

forces.[72, 145]
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Figure 2.21: Typical CV showing the solvent window of LiCl-KCl using a tungsten macroelectrode
as working electrode.

At the solvent limits with su�cient potential applied, the molten salt can undergo electrochemical

reactions. Figure 2.21 shows the large solvent window of around 3.8 V for a LiCl-KCl eutectic melt.

At the negative potential end around -2.6 V lithium ions are reduced to plate lithium metal, this

can then be re-oxidised to form lithium ions seen as a stripping peak. At the positive potential

end chloride ions are oxidised to form chlorine around +1.2 V. The chlorine produced can escape

the system so no large reduction current is seen. Occasionally a small peak can be observed when

chlorine gas adsorbed onto the electrode is reduced, although it is unclear why this sporadically

occurs.



Chapter 3

Experimental

3.1 Introduction

The micro- and nanoelectrode devices in this work were fabricated at the Scottish Microelectronics

Centre using standard microfabrication processes. This chapter details these processes, the elec-

trode architecture at the start of this work, alongside a description of the functionality of the layers

and the experimental set up for the testing of these devices. Signi�cant work to establish devices

which are suited to use in the harsh environment of the molten salt has been performed by previous

members of the group, Brady and Blair. [120, 123] The layers have been previously optimised by

Blair to provide both stress relief and corrosion resistance to the molten salt. However, there were

still signi�cant issues a�ecting the yield and lifetimes of devices when used in LiCl-KCl eutectic.

The further development of single microelectrodes and progression towards nanoelectrodes which

allow investigation into reactions in a molten salt will be covered in Chapter 5.

3.1.1 Microelectrode & Nanoelectrode design

The architecture of the microelectrode and nanoelectrode devices is a patterned metal layer on

top of an underlying insulator, then a top insulating layer with patterned openings to de�ne the

microelectrode and the contact pad. A single microelectrode device was produced on a 35 mm long

and 3.75 mm wide silicon chip, by dicing the silicon wafer upon which the layers were patterned.

A schematic of a device is shown in Figure 3.1. The width of the contact pad was maximised to

49
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the initial microelectrode showing the layout and dimensions. The exposed
metal is shown in dark grey and areas of metal beneath the top insulator are lilac/white,
the remaining area in purple is insulation without metal underneath. The width of the
track reduces from the contact pad to the microdisc electrode. The microdisc size has
been exaggerated for ease of visualisation.

enable easier connection to a crocodile clip, and the distance from the microelectrode was chosen

to be su�ciently long to prevent salt reaching the contact pad and short circuiting the device

or damaging the connection. Microdiscs were used as these were found to be more resilient to

thermal stresses due to the elimination of corners, which were found to be a point of stress for

square microelectrodes.[123] Five di�erent diameters of microdisc electrodes were fabricated on

each wafer: 10, 20, 30, 50, and 100 µm. There was space for a total of 40 chips on each wafer, eight

of every diameter except 10 µm (of which there were seven), and also one test square which did not

have an opening through the top insulator (as a test device which could be utilised to ensure the

functionality of the top insulating layer). The layout of the devices on the wafer is shown in 3.2.

The contact pads were located on the outside of the wafer and the microelectrodes were positioned

towards the centre.

3.1.1.1 Substrate

The substrates used for fabricating microelectrodes were four inch <n> silicon wafers (IDB). Silicon

was used as a substrate due to established compatibility with the materials and processes; it

is very commonly used as a substrate for micro-electro-mechanical devices.[146] At the elevated

temperatures when used in the melt the silicon becomes electrically conductive as the intrinsic

charge carrier concentration dominates, making any doping of the wafer irrelevant.[147] This
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Figure 3.2: A layout showing the positioning of the micro- and nanoelectrodes on the four inch wafer.
The lilac colour represents the metal layer, the purple areas show the openings which
are created in the top insulating layer allowing access to the electrode metal and the
yellow shows the top capping layer that may be used (when over the exposed metal this
appears red).

necessitates an underlying insulator between the silicon substrate and the electrode metal to avoid

shorting (Section 3.1.1.2). If not, the edges of the substrate which are exposed to the melt (from

dicing) become active and dominate the response. It is also mechanically strong at the elevated

temperatures, which is required both for processing steps and for the end use.

3.1.1.2 Underlying Insulator

This layer is required to provide insulation between the conductive silicon substrate and the

electrode metal. At the beginning of this work the underlying insulator was a 500 nm thermally

grown layer of silicon dioxide. Although this is known to degrade in the molten salt, it is necessary

to incorporate it into the architecture to act as a stress relief layer for the Si3N4 top insulating layer

and prevent delamination.[123] Only a small area at the edge of the electrode is exposed to the

molten salt and so, whilst it is highly desirable to be chemically inert in the molten salt, corrosion
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was previously established to be a minor issue in comparison to the stress issues encountered without

it.[123]

3.1.1.3 Electrode metal layer

The metal is also required to be stable in the salt and not melt at the working temperature or

during the fabrication processes, where the maximum temperature it will be exposed to is 800oC

during the nitride deposition. In an ideal case it should be chemically and electrochemically inert,

so that alloying does not complicate the analysis of the signal and the metal cannot be accidentally

stripped o�. Previous studies have used platinum or tungsten as suitable materials.[123] Tungsten is

a refractory metal and platinum is a noble metal and hence both should be chemically inert. Melting

points are 3422oC and 1768oC for tungsten and platinum respectively and so they are commonly

used as electrode materials in molten salt studies. The thickness of the metal layer should be large

enough to ensure it is conformal and preclude pinhole formation, whilst also providing su�cient

conductivity without delamination due to stress (which increases with thickness). Tungsten and

tantalum layers were 200 nm thick whilst platinum layers were only 50 nm thick, due to the higher

cost of platinum. It is also known that platinum can be electrochemically stripped at around +1

V vs Ag/Ag+, however, this is a higher potential than the redox active species of interest so can

be avoided.[148�150] Both these metals do not adhere particularly well to non-metallic substrates,

such as silicon, so require the use of a seed layer to enhance the adhesion.

3.1.1.4 Adhesion layer

The adhesion or seed layer is used to improve the adhesion between some metals and non-metallic

substrates. Titanium is a standard seed layer material in industry, however, it was seen that

titanium was rapidly removed when immersed in the molten salt.[123] The loss of metal was found

to contribute to device failure and alternatives to act as an adhesion layer were sought. Titanium

nitride had previously been used as a corrosion barrier elsewhere so was tested and shown not to

su�er from corrosion in the molten salt.[123, 151] A 20 nm layer of titanium nitride was therefore

used as standard in this work to provide adhesion between the bottom insulator and the metal

layer.
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3.1.1.5 Top insulator

This layer performs the function of separating the electrode metal from the molten salt. The

contact pad and microelectrode are opened by etching a de�ned area in the layer. The layer is

required to be an electrical insulator, mechanically stable at the elevated temperature under study

and be chemically stable in the salt. Silicon nitride has a dielectric constant of 7.5 and is used as a

dielectric in microelectronics.[139,152�154] It is also considered to be resistant to chemical attack.

From previous studies it was found essential to use LPCVD stoichiometric silicon nitride (Si3N4)

to provide adequate corrosion resistance and non-permeability.[123] Issues were encountered with

damage to silicon oxide and permeability of silicon rich silicon nitride, meaning they were unsuitable

as materials for this layer.[123] The silicon nitride has a very high intrinsic stress so this needs to

be relieved by other layers in the architecture, which is accomplished with the use of a silicon oxide

layer for the bottom insulator to balance the stress.[123, 155] The top insulator needs to be thick

enough to minimise parasitic capacitance between the salt and metal track and to prevent pinhole

formation over the track, which would lead to a larger active area than expected. Increasing the layer

thickness increases the depth of the cavity which increases the recess of the cavity, eventually leading

to observation of di�usion into a pore. A balance between these competing factors is required. For

Blair's �nal device design the top insulator was 500 nm thick, providing adequate insulation without

a�ecting the mechanical and electrochemical performance.[123,156] This had previously been shown

by numerical simulation not to adversely a�ect the di�usion pro�le signi�cantly.[140]

3.1.2 Fabrication Process

The principles and details of the fabrication processes used to produce a wafer of devices are brie�y

outlined here. The run sheets for all devices are found in Appendix 1. The underlying insulator of

silicon dioxide was thermally grown on the surface of a silicon wafer by exposing the wafers to a

hydrogen and oxygen atmosphere, at high temperature, in a quartz furnace. The thickness of the

oxide layer increased with time, although the rate slowed signi�cantly with thickness as described by

the Deal-Grove model.[157] The thickness and uniformity across a single wafer and between di�erent

wafers was measured using re�ectometry. The rate of oxide growth was around 1.7 nm/min, which

was calculated from the measured thicknesses of previous oxide growth measurements, and the

process time was adjusted to give a layer of 500 nm, illustrated by Figure 3.3a).
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500 nm SiO2 grown  

10 nm TiN adhesion layer 
deposited 

50 nm electrode metal 
deposited 

3 µm photoresist spin coated 

UV light exposure through mask  
to cross-link 

Develop photoresist 

Etch through metal and 
adhesion layer 

Strip off  photoresist 

Spin on 3 µm photoresist 
and pattern 

Etch through nitride layer 
and strip off photoresist 

500 nm silicon nitride 
deposited 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 
f) 

i) 

j) 

k) 

h) 

g) 

Figure 3.3: Cross-sections showing the fabrication procedure used to make microelectrode devices
at the start of this work. Processes are a) forming SiO2 underlying insulator, b) and
c) deposition of the adhesion layer and platinum metal layer respectively. d)-h) show
the photolithographic pattern and etch process used to de�ne the metal area. The
stoichiometric silicon nitride deposition is shown in i) and then again the pattern and
etch technique is illustrated by j) to form the openings in the top insulator to the contact
pad and electrode to produce the �nal microelectrode device k).
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A TiN layer of nominally 20 nm was then sputter deposited by sputtering Ti in an N2 atmosphere,

using an OPT Plasmalab System 400 sputter system (Figure 3.3 b). Sputter deposition is a process

used to deposit thin �lms by positioning the wafer under a target of the desired material. A plasma

is generated using an inert gas, ions are then accelerated into the target by applying an electrical

�eld. The atoms from the surface of the target material are physically sputtered by this and land

on the wafer beneath, building up a thin �lm. A 50 nm layer of platinum was deposited by electron

beam deposition (Figure 3.3 c); this uses a magnetic �eld to direct a beam of electrons into hitting

a crucible of the desired metal, which causes it to be heated and atoms to be released from a

tightly controlled local environment. The deposition chamber is under high vacuum, so there is

a long mean free path for the metal, which then condenses back to a solid on the surface of the

wafer. E-beam deposition requires a smaller amount of metal than sputtering so is more suitable

for platinum deposition due to the high cost of the metal. During deposition the �lm thickness was

measured using a quartz crystal for the system used. Afterwards the thickness could be measured

with pro�lometry or scanning electron microscopy measurements.

Standard photolithographical patterning and etching was used to remove material from selected

areas. The wafers were cleaned, rinsed in a sequence of acetone (KMG Ultra pure chemicals

semiconductor grade VLSI), isopropanol (KMG Ultra pure chemicals semiconductor grade VLSI)

and deionised water. They were then dried under a nitrogen stream and dehydrated (on a hotplate

at 90oC for 60 seconds) to encourage the adhesion to the surface. The wafers were then sat in an

atmosphere of HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane, Aldrich 97 % purity), which is used as an adhesion

promoter for photoresist, for 10 minutes. A 3 mm layer of positive photoresist (Megaposit SPR

220-3, Microchem) was spun on at 3500 rpm and softbaked for 60 seconds at 90oC, shown in Figure

3.3 d. It was then exposed to UV light for 12 seconds in contact mode through a photomask, which

had transparent and opaque areas (de�ned by chrome on a quartz substrate for this work) which

mirrored the pattern desired on the wafer, Figure 3.3 e. The light caused a photochemical reaction

to occur in the photoresist exposed which changed the solubility of the material to a chemical

developer, in this work MF26A resist developer (Microposit) for 60 seconds. Positive photoresist

makes the areas of photoresist exposed to light more soluble. The developing solution removes these

areas leaving a patterned mask on the surface of the wafer which protects selected areas from being

etched, shown in Figure 3.3 f. The pattern in the photoresist was used as the etch mask in order

to remove the exposed platinum and titanium nitride. This is necessary to make the patterned
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metal smaller than the �nal chip to avoid exposing a band of metal at the perimeter of the chip,

which would be electroactive and lead to a signi�cant electrochemical response. The metal layer

was etched using a reactive ion etcher JLS RIE. Reactive ion etching involves the generation of a

plasma in which a mixture of chemical and physical etching occurs depending on the gases utilised.

In chemical etching the gases used will react with the material to be etched thus removing it from

the surface. Physical etching, seen for an inert gas such as argon, involves driving the ions into the

surface by a DC bias, physically removing atoms from the surface of the metal. For these devices

an Ar mill was used to remove the Pt (25 sccm Ar at 200 W) for 9 minutes exposed by the resist

pattern. The TiN layer was removed using a CF4 etch with Ar (60 sccm CF4 and 4 sccm Ar at 75

W) for approximately 25 minutes. Once the metal was etched, Figure 3.3 g and the critical areas

(around the electrode which will be immersed in the melt) were non-conductive, which was tested

with a multimeter, the photoresist was removed using ACT-CMI (Versum materials) resist stripper

at 50oC for 15 minutes or Microposit remover 1165 (Dow) for 15 mins with sonication, each were

shown to be suitable for the stripping process. The wafers were then rinsed in isopropanol and

deionised water to clean, and were dried with nitrogen.

LPCVD (low pressure chemical vapour deposition) stoichiometric silicon nitride was deposited in

a horizontal tube furnace. The wafers were loaded into the furnace at 600oC, the temperature was

then ramped up to 800oC. Dichlorosilane (SiH2Cl2) and ammonia (NH3) gases were introduced

at a ratio of 1:2 and pressure of 100 mT. The gases reacted on the surface of the wafer and the

deposition rate was around 1.21 nm/minute (calculated from previous depositions). LPCVD is a

type of chemical vapour deposition which uses a lower pressure, which results in fewer gas phase

reactions. Pumps also circulate gases within the deposition chamber, the formation of the �lm

is then limited by the surface reaction and results in a uniform and dense �lm. The process is

operated at high temperatures to ensure a reasonable deposition rate. For the 500 nm thick layer

the deposition process was �ve hours to create the layer as shown in 3.3 i.

The same pattern and etch process was repeated using a di�erent mask to create the openings in

the nitride layer to form the contact pad and electrode (Figure 3.3 j and k). The JLS-RIE was used

to perform the same CF4 and Ar etch (60 sccm CF4 and 4 sccm Ar at 75 W) for approximately 18

minutes. The CF4 chemically reacts with the silicon nitride to produce volatile Si and the argon

present in the mixture of gases speeds up the exposure of unetched Si3N4to the CF4by physical

bombardment.[158] Once the nitride windows were etched the remaining resist was again removed
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with warm resist stripper as described before. The wafer was diced into individual chips using a

DISCO DAD-640 dicing saw, with a diamond impregnated saw blade. To protect the chips from

debris the wafer could be coated in a layer of photoresist and softbaked prior to dicing. This was

initially done for the �rst batch of wafers fabricated. Removing the resist was performed in a stream

of acetone (Fisher, Analytical grade 99.8 %), isopropanol (Fisher, Analytical grade 99.8 %) and

then rinsed with deionised water (Millipore Milli Q, 18.5 MWcm minimum). Issues were found in

ensuring that all the resist was removed (Chapter 6 & 7) so subsequently wafers were diced without

a photoresist coating.

3.2 Experimental set up

Electrochemical measurements were carried out using Autolab PGSTAT30 and PGSTAT128N

potentiostats (Ecochemie) which were controlled via a PC, and NOVA (version 1.11, Metrohm)

was used for data collection of voltammetric and impedance measurements. NOVA was also used

for data analysis including circuit �tting for the impedance spectroscopy which utilises the nonlinear

least-squares �tting routine. A weight function can be utilised for the �tting, which multiplies each

point by a weight factor equal to the inverse of the square of the impedance modulus when the

weight function option is selected. If it is not selected all points will have the same weight factor.

Origin (2015 and 2018) was used for further data analysis.

3.2.1 Aqueous electrochemical measurements

All solutions were prepared using deionised water (Millipore, >18.5MWcm). Aqueous potassium

chloride, KCl (Sigma Aldrich, >99% purity), or sulphuric acid (0.1 M) (Alfa Aesar) was used during

electrochemical cleaning of micro- and nanoelectrodes. KCl was used as a background electrolyte for

all redox couples. Redox measurements were performed using potassium ferricyanide, K3Fe(CN)6

[1 mM] (Sigma Aldrich, >99% purity) and potassium ferrocyanide, K4Fe(CN)6.3H2O [ 1 mM]

(Sigma Aldrich, >98.5% purity) with KCl [ 100 mM] (Sigma Aldrich, >99% purity) background

electrolyte. The fabricated micro and nanoelectrodes were used as working electrodes, with a

saturated calomel electrode (SCE) (Fisherbrand accumet, Fischer Scienti�c) forming the reference

electrode (RE) and a platinum gauze (Sigma Aldrich) attached to a platinum wire as the counter

electrode (CE). All aqueous measurement potentials are quoted with respect to the SCE reference
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Figure 3.4: Schematic (A) and actual (B) set up employed for high temperature electrochemical
measurements.

electrode. All experiments were performed in a Faraday cage to minimize the e�ect of noise from

external electromagnetic radiation.

3.2.2 High temperature molten salt measurement

50 g of LiCl (Sigma Aldrich, >99% purity) and KCl (Alfa Aesar, >99% purity) in a 40.8:59.2 molar

ratio was prepared inside a glassy carbon crucible (HTW), inside a glovebox with Ar atmosphere

and placed inside a quartz cell with a borosilicate lid, manufactured by H Baumbach & Co. This

set-up can be seen in Figure 3.4. Redox agents added to the LiCl-KCl included AgCl (Fisher

Scienti�c, 99.999% purity) (usually unless stated otherwise 22 mg, 5 mMol equivalent to 3.01 moles

kg−1) and EuCl3 (Alfa Aesar).

AgCl could be added directly to the LiCl-KCl prior to melting as it was found to be una�ected by

small amounts of oxide and hydroxide in the melt. For EuCl3 measurements both LiCl and KCl

were heated to 250oC under vacuum, to reduce the amount of oxygen and water associated with the

compounds. LiCl-KCl was then melted and sparge dried before the measured amount of europium

(III) chloride was added to the re-solidi�ed puck. This did not produce a measurable di�erence

than sparge drying the prepared LiCl-KCl with added EuCl3. Sparge drying the molten salt was

performed by �owing argon (at a rate of approx 1 L/min) into the molten salt whilst electrochemical

cycling between the positive and negative potential solvent limits was performed. This was based

upon the procedure developed by Elliott.[137] An example of a CV from a molten salt which

contained a signi�cant amount of associated water is shown in Figure 3.5. The corresponding CV
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of CVs recorded when the salt contained water (red line) showing additional
peaks evident between the solvent limits (+1.2 - -2.6 V) during sparge drying (red line)
and the salt after drying (black) which is closer to zero current between the ends of the
electrochemical window.

during sparging, and after using the procedure for approximately 10 minutes (30 full CVs) are also

shown in Figure 3.5. This demonstrates the improvement that can be achieved with the use of the

sparge drying process. Sparge cleaning was utilised to remove any contamination with associated

water but the duration was minimised to prevent possibly unbalancing the salt if too much chlorine

was evolved and lost from the system.

The lids have �ve vertical ports and two ports on the side for attachment of electrodes and gas

lines. If used externally the cell was sealed using vacuum grease and was heated to 723 K inside

an open tubular Carbolite furnace (Model GVA12/100/300) with a 300 mm heated zone. Dry Ar

(supplied by BOC) �owed through the cell during the experiment in an attempt to maintain an

oxygen and moisture free environment. If heated inside the glovebox (MBraun) the vacuum grease

was not necessary as the entire glove box was maintained under argon. Both set-ups are shown in

Figure 3.6. A metal gauze sheath around the cell was employed to act as a pseudo-Faraday cage

to reduce noise due to electrical interference, particularly from the furnace heating coils.

The Ag/Ag+ reference electrode, used throughout for molten salt electrochemical measurements,

was a 1 mm Ag wire (Sigma-Aldrich 99.9% purity) in 1 g of LiCl-KCl + 1 wt% AgCl encased in

a mullite tube (Multilab); a schematic of this is shown in Figure 3.7. The mullite is permeable

to Li+ at the operating temperature, which allows the ion permeability necessary to maintain

the expected Ag+ + e− 
 Ag potential. All potentials of molten salt measurements are quoted
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Figure 3.6: Vertical tube furnace (A) and bench-top furnace used within a controlled atmosphere
glovebox (B).

with respect to this reference electrode. The macro working and counter electrodes used were

1.8 mm diameter tungsten rods (Goodfellow). Care was taken to position the counter electrode

deeper than the working electrode, to ensure that the counter electrode had a larger surface area

and the current through the cell was controlled by the working electrode. During measurements

and tests of the developed micro- or nanoelectrode these were employed as the working electrode

instead. The temperature of the melt was measured and continuously recorded with a Comark

C28 K type thermocouple, inside a sealed mullite tube which was immersed in the salt. After any

temperature increment the cell was then held for a minimum of 10 minutes at that temperature to

ensure that the cell was evenly heated. Macroelectrodes, thermocouple and reference electrodes are

shown in Figure 3.4. Connection of minituarised devices to the potentiostat was complicated by

the high temperature and corrosive environment. Large nickel plated crocodile clips (Hirschmann

test and measurement) crimped to a steel rod were used to provide electrical connection to the

microelectrode, and also perform the function of mechanically supporting the device to suspend it

in the salt. A small square of ceramic was positioned between the rear of the chip and the crocodile

clip to prevent electrical connection to the silicon substrate. This connection is shown in Figure

3.14 (A).
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Figure 3.7: Schematic (left) of the reference electrode fabricated in house for use in molten salt
measurements. Image of electrodes, including RE, and thermocouple connections (right).

3.3 Enhancements to experimental protocol for the high tem-

perature measurements

During any experiment the rod was lowered until the micro- or nanoelectrode device was immersed

in the salt. For micro and nanoelectrode devices the open circuit potential was observed and used as

an indicator that the microelectrode had been lowered into the salt. The large separation between

the contact pad and and electrode helped ensure only the microelectrode was submerged in the salt

and prevent immersion of the larger contact pad.

3.3.1 Reducing noise in measurements

For all experiments performed within the glove boxes the potentiostat was connected via an

extension cable, that was potted to provide the electrical connection and maintain the seal of the

box. These were made in house with shielded wires (RS components) soldered to the corresponding

pins in the connections (Binder). These were then potted by MBraun. The extension cable

connects to the normal connection from the potentiostat for the Metrohm potentiostat, so the

di�erential ampli�er is located in close proximity to the furnace set up, this was considered to

be important to minimise noise during the experiments. The extension cables were tested and

compared to the normal con�guration using a dummy cell to ensure �delity of the measurements.

The response using the extension cables was found to be identical to the standard set up and within

speci�ed tolerances for the potentiostat test procedures so could be employed in the set up without
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negatively a�ecting measurements. One of the issues of using single electrode devices rather than

arrays was the low currents which were measured making them more susceptible to noise (which

was a considerable issue for high temperature measurements as there were many potential noise

sources within the glove box). The pseudo-Faraday cages were still used to reduce noise during

the measurements. Unfortunately measurements in the bench-top system still su�ered from some

noise during measurements. This was minimised by braiding the cables between the di�erential

ampli�er and the crocodile clips, as the common mode rejection system enables rejection of noise

as long as it is the same for both measurement cables, which limited the impact of noise within the

measurements.

3.3.2 Drift of reference electrode potential

As shown in Figure 3.7 the reference electrode used throughout this work was a silver wire immersed

in LiCl-KCl eutectic with 1% weight AgCl added enclosed in a mullite tube, which were fabricated

in house. The functionality of this is similar to a typical Ag/AgCl junction electrode, where a silver

wire is immersed in a Cl- rich solution. However in this case the reaction which characterises the

electrode is :

Ag+
(non−aq) + e− → Ag(s)

Therefore the Nernst equation for this reaction is:

E = E0 +
RT

F
ln(aAg+)

This has been veri�ed experimentally for a mixed LiCl-KCl-CaCl2 melt.[159] A high concentration

of AgCl is used in the melt to maintain a constant activity of silver ions. An Ag/AgCl electrode

is well suited for use within a molten salt system as it is not a�ected by oxide ion contamination

as silver oxide is unstable at temperatures below those used for most molten salt systems.[6, 131]

Mullite, which has the structure Al4+2xSi2−2xO10−x (with x between 0.2 and 0.9), is known to

form mixed crystals.[160] It has useful properties such as a high mechanical strength and thermal

shock resistance. The electron transfer can occur due to the lithium ions' ability to di�use across

the mullite tube which is acting as a frit. The ionic conduction is thought to occur through the

grain boundaries of the tube's thin walls. A wide variety of materials could be used as a sheath

to contain the silver chloride containing melt including glass, quartz and ceramic materials such as
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Figure 3.8: CV focusing on Li plating (cycling from 0.5 V to -2.5 V) in LiCl-KCl eutectic over time
at v= 200 mV/s (left) and from this a plot of the onset of lithium plating versus time
(right) �tted with a simple exponential function.

mullite which can conduct ions in di�erent ways.[161] A similar reference electrode is described by

Wang, but uses an alumina tube in place of mullite, although this necessitated thinning in order

to provide the necessary ionic conductivity to be able to complete the electrochemical cell.[132]. A

concern would be if the frit was permeable to the silver ion as this could contaminate the solution

under investigation. However, in both eutectic LiCl-KCl and eutectic LiCl-KCl with added other

redox agents, measurements have been performed with no observation of silver plating and stripping

� which would be seen at the concentration of silver chloride present particularly with additional

silver from the wire.[137, 162] Therefore the mullite frit is not permeable to silver ions and the

solution will not be contaminated unless the tube su�ers breakage.

It was observed within the group that over time and multiple usages of the fabricated reference

electrodes the full window was observed to shift by approximately 0.2 V. Thus the potential limits

needed to be adjusted to observe the complete electrochemical window (seen in Figure 3.5 with Li

plating at the negative potential end). This was thought to be most likely due to a shift in the

potential of the reference electrode and so long term stability testing of reference electrodes was

performed. Experiments were performed to monitor and record if an observable shift in reference

potential of the reference electrode over time occurred, by measuring a de�ned electrochemical

window every hour over a long period of time in the same system. CVs were recorded using tungsten

rods as the working and counter electrodes using a melt of dried LiCl-KCl eutectic. Figure 3.8 shows

the change measured over an 18 hour time period using a newly fabricated reference electrode. A
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clear shift in the onset of lithium plating was observable over time. The Li stripping peak grows

in size as the same potential limits were used for each cycle recorded and as the plating onset has

shifted to a more positive value there is more lithium plating onto the electrode. The plating current

also shows some transient spikes, this could be an indication of dendritic plating, which may also

explain the change of shape seen in the stripping peak which no longer looks like a sharp even peak

but seems to contain multiple peaks. The other interesting observation is that the initial change in

the shift of the solvent limits is far larger than the changes at later time. The time interval between

scans shown in Figure 3.8 progressively doubles to emphasise the larger shift at earlier times, and

adjustment to a more constant system. This can also be seen in the plot of applied voltage of the

onset of lithium reduction with time which was found to �t a simple exponential with an R2 value

of 0.999. From this plot its clear that after a period of around 6 hours a near constant value for Li

plating onset is observed.

For a reference electrode to maintain a �xed value of its potential relative to the solution phase

requires that the chemical composition of the electrode and the solution to which it is directly

exposed is �xed, as the potential depends on the relative activities of the species involved. This

should remain constant in the fabricated reference electrodes as the fused LiCl-KCl will result in

a large concentration of chloride ions, and the solution should be saturated with silver ions from

the added silver chloride in equilibrium with the immersed silver wire. The fabricated reference

electrodes were sealed so it is unlikely that the composition changed. For aqueous Ag/AgCl

electrodes aging e�ects have been well documented. This is attributed to porosity of deposits

on the electrode. Ag/AgCl reference electrodes were found to shift to more positive potentials and

the aging period varied from a few minutes to 20 days.[161] At the elevated temperatures in the

fused salt system, the silver ions would dissolve into solution more easily as there is more thermal

energy. Another possible cause is attributed to a change in the frit of the reference electrode; a

possible thinning of the mullite tube. A gradual deterioration of the mullite was observed over

long time usage of the reference electrodes. Eventually cracks would appear and there was often

discolouration on the exterior of the tubes. As it is known that silicon oxide can su�er material

degradation in molten salt, it was theorised that this could cause aging of the sheath and potentially

be contributing to a change in junction potential leading to the positive drift of the electrode

potential over time.

To further test this theory and monitor the permeability of the mullite tube the resistance of the
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Figure 3.9: Schematic showing experimental set up for measurement of the junction potential

frit was measured from EIS measurements, with a tungsten rod inside the mullite frit acting as the

working electrode along with 1 g of salt (the same as was in the crucible). The normal reference

and tungsten counter electrodes were also used and the schematic of the setup is shown in Figure

3.9. This was performed initially using only using LiCl-KCl eutectic for both salts. It was then

repeated with LiCl-KCl with 60 mM EuCl3 added to clamp the open circuit potential of the molten

salts. EuCl3 was used as it was found to be a good soluble redox couple (Chapter 4). The salt

was kept the same between the interior of the mullite tube and within the crucible in order to limit

the number of factors a�ecting the junction potentials involved in the experiment. A di�erence in

the concentrations or the presence of di�erent ions across a membrane would contribute additional

junction potentials, although any junction potential between di�erent melts would be expected

to be considerably lower than the resistance of the frit itself. This was a measurement of direct

transfer across the frit induced by electrochemistry and not identical to the mullite performing as

a reference electrode frit, and thus was a non-ideal measurement. However, only the EIS response

for a small applied perturbation at OCP was applied to cause the direct transfer once every hour

to minimise impact and attempt to monitor changes over time in the mullite frit.

The typical EIS response and circuit �t recorded in this system is shown in Figure 3.10, and it

looked signi�cantly di�erent to the usual response for a tungsten rod in LiCL-KCl with europium
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Figure 3.10: The typical Nyquist EIS response for a W rod housed in a mullite tube. The response
shown was in LiCl-KCl eutectic after 6 hours.

as discussed in Section 4.2.2. In this system the EIS response seemed to be limited by a large

resistance; this is not unexpected as the frit is 2 mm thick.

The impedance response did not �t well to the resistor and capacitor in parallel that was previously

used to �t the typical response for a tungsten rod in LiCl-KCl eutectic. Instead a constant phase

element was needed to improve the �t to the data. It is tempting to suggest that this could be

due to the porosity of the mullite. This circuit, shown in Figure 3.10, �tted well with a q2 value

around 0.01 for all of the responses recorded. The EIS response over time is shown for the LiCl-

KCl eutectic in Figure 3.11. There was a signi�cant amount of noise on the OCP recording for

the melt containing europium which may contribute to the discontinuities observed in the points

over time. There was also a more negative OCP value recorded for the blank LiCl-KCl melt,

which was surprising as the eutectic had been previously electrochemically cleaned by the standard

procedure outlined in Section 3.2.2. It is reassuring that the EIS responses both with and without

redox agent are consistent, with very similar values observed for both despite the large di�erence

between the OCP values at which the measurement was performed (around 0.3 V di�erence). Both

initially show a resistance value around 65 kW at the low frequency end of the Nyquist plot and

reached a resistance value around 45 kW after 48 hours. Again a larger change is clearly observed

in the EIS response over the initial time that the mullite tube is immersed in the melt, with a

signi�cantly larger decrease in the maximum resistance for the �rst six hours of the experiment.

This is consistent with the cyclic voltammetric measurement across the solvent window indicating

that this is indeed the period of greatest change for the mullite material.
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Figure 3.11: Change in EIS response over time for measurement behind the mullite tube frit (left)
and the evolution of OCP value over time (right) for the measurements performed in
LiCl-KCl eutectic (top) and in LiCl-KCl-EuCl3 (bottom).

The �tted values for the equivalent circuit used to model the response are shown in Figure 3.12. Over

time the resistance was observed to decrease, this is thought to be due to the corrosion occurring in

the mullite - as it contains silicon dioxide which is known to corrode in the system,[122,123] which

would then allow easier transport of ions through the frit. The �tted values were consistent for

both experiments (with and without redox agents) and the resistance values are the same within

error. Over a longer time period the change of the resistance gradually decreased as can be seen in

Figure 3.12, an exponential curve �tted reasonably well to the observed resistance, except for the

very early time values, with an R2 value of 0.987. However in this measurement the resistance does

not appear to decrease to a clear limiting value, but continues to decrease with longer times. An

expression with the association of a double exponential improved the �t with an R2 value of 0.996.

This indicates that there could be two timescales associated with the equilibrium of the frit. The

larger change was observable at earlier times on an apparently similar timescale to the observed

change in the solvent window. The constant phase element values �tted were more constant, with
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a change of less than 0.2 nMho, particularly with the larger errors associated with the values. This

was particularly the case for after 15 hours when the �tted values appeared to reach a limiting

value with some degree of �uctuation. This suggests that after a period of approximately 10 hours

the reference was more constant, which corresponded well with the observations of the solvent

window limits measured using a new reference electrode. This suggests that a conditioning step is

important to reduce changes occurring in the frit during measurement. When reference electrodes

are fabricated they should be `conditioned' for approx 10 hours by immersing them in clean LiCl-

KCl melt to induce this change in the frit. Care should be taken when heating and cooling the

reference electrodes to avoid very fast freezing and melting of the internal salt, as this leads to

cracking of the mullite tube most likely due to the stress induced. The tubes were also observed to

break far more frequently in the presence of oxide and hydroxide, presumably as this increases the

concentration of corrosive species within the salt.[163]

It would be possible to utilise alumina in place of mullite which would remove silicon dioxide from

the frit. This has been shown to function by Wang for an alumina tube for use in �uoride salts, and

chloride salts are considered to be less corrosive than �uoride melts.[56,132] Alumina is promising as

it has been reported to be resilient to corrosion and thermal shock.[132] A non-ideal feature for the

described alumina tube is the manual grinding to reduce the wall thickness of the tube from 1 mm to

circa. 0.1 mm. As this is a manual process it would therefore introduce a large degree of error into

the fabrication process and impact the reproducibility between di�erent reference electrodes. The

same experiment was conducted using an equivalent alumina tube in place of the mullite (without

reducing the wall thickness) and measuring the impedance across the barrier. For this system only

noise was recorded indicating there was a lack of ion transport through the alumina frit. Grinding

was not performed as the aim was to improve the reliability of reference electrodes and it was

undesirable to introduce human-caused variation into the fabrication process. If the grinding could

be performed mechanically and hence reliably, then using alumina as the frit material could be

further investigated.

3.3.2.1 Improvements to fabrication of reference electrodes

The improvement in fabricating reference electrodes, by using pre-cleaned LiCl-KCl eutectic ground

with AgCl (1 wt%) as the interior melt in the mullite tube and the use of a conditioning step

where they are immersed in a clean melt for several hours prior to use resulted in smaller drifts
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Reduced Chi-Sqr 292.55784
Adj. R-Square 0.99612

Value Standard Error

R

y0 61745.74627 327.84857
A1 -4569.09045 439.25763
t1 1.99559 0.36
A2 -13706.55158 221.67795
t2 22.35949 1.52683
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Figure 3.12: Fitted values for the EIS response to an (QR) equivalent circuit for the LiCl-KCl melt.
The error bars on the resistance plot are too small to be seen.

observed within other experiments. This is shown by Figure 3.13 (left) where the electrochemical

solvent limits were seen to be invariant with time, enabling con�dence in measurements. With the

reliability of the reference electrodes improving, it provides con�dence that the reference potential

isn't shifting within a measurement and enables easier comparison across experiments using di�erent

reference electrodes. This is exempli�ed by an experiment investigating the di�erent alloying peaks

of a platinum electrode with lithium and bismuth shown in Figure 3.13 (right), where despite the

experiments being performed with di�erent reference electrodes there is very good agreement with

the corresponding peaks as the apex can be seen to align.

3.4 Improving the durability of reference electrodes and con-

nection to microfabricated electrodes

The other issue encountered with the reference electrodes was the durability during experiments.

This was a major issue encountered initially, as the mullite tube was often observed to have cracked

during tests. This at worst contaminated a solution of a di�erent redox couple such as europium or

at best signi�cantly increased the concentration of silver chloride, resulting in an unknown amount

of silver present in the molten salt. This was a drain on both time and materials and ideally would

be improved for a reliable reference electrode. Although this was found to occur with aging of

the reference electrode, it most commonly occurred after removing the lid of the cell to replace a

microelectrode. The breakage of the reference electrode was thought to be due to the large changes
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Figure 3.13: Figure showing CVs of the full electrochemical window for LiCl-KCl system showing
the invariance over time using a W macroelectrode as WE at a scan rate of 200 mV/s.
CV in LiCl-KCl eutectic (black line) and a separate experiment in LiCl-KCl with the
addition of 50 mM BiCl3(red line) both using a Pt wire as WE at a scan rate of 200
mV/s.

in temperature it was subjected to most likely causing rapid freezing and melting of the internal

salt in the mullite tube.

At the start of this work large crocodile clips were used to connect to the contact pad of the

electrode devices. The crocodile clip was physically crimped onto a tungsten rod. This seemed

to produce a reliable connection and the single tooth was bent to only touch the contact pad of

the chip and avoid contact with other layers, it could also be sanded for reuse. It did require the

removal of the lid of the quartz cell to change electrodes (as the crocodile clip was larger than

the diameter of the port) which opened the system and allowed the ingress of air for experiments

performed in the external furnace. To improve this, mini crocodile clips were used which were also

physically crimped to W rods. However, the shape of these did not match the area of the contact

pad well (as the teeth were set wider than the contact pad) and the spring in these was found to

corrode quickly, often resulting in the device falling into the molten salt during a measurement or

when removing the device, which was also undesirable as it prevented analysis of the device after

use. An alternative connection method was found with dolphin clips. The dolphin clips required

the use of a thicker backing plate to reduce the diameter of the clip when in use so that it could

pass through the ports; machinable ceramic (Macor) was made into a customised backing plate,

this was designed with grooves each side to prevent rotation of the clip and the device, whilst

being thick enough to allow the device and connection to �t through the ports on the lid. Figure
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Figure 3.14: Optical images of di�erent connections (front and side); macro croc clip (A), micro croc
clip (B) and dolphin croc clip (C) (left image). Comparison of the various connection
methods to analyse performance of the connection to a microelectrode device using the
standard redox couple of ferri/ferro aqueously with a platinum microelectrode of 100
mm diameter (right).

3.14 shows a comparison of the various connections attempted for the high temperature set-up. A

test of the various connection methods was performed aqueously to check the connection to the

microelectrode, and test whether the micro croc clip could be �attened to improve the contact.

From the various options available a dolphin clip was found to o�er better contact to the contact

pad, as can be seen in Figure 3.14. The surface area for electrical connection to the contact pad

was larger, and the lack of teeth prevents the possibility of punching through to a di�erent layer.

The dolphin clips could not be physically crimped to a rod of metal reliably (as can be seen from

the aqueous test), so were instead spot welded to steel rods. Spot welding the connection was found

to provide both a strong physical structure and ensure the electrical connection was good. It could

also be performed in-house so this improvement was used for both dolphin clips and the micro

croc-clips. The dolphin clips were also found to show a better response than the mini croc-clips,

even when they had been �attened to provide a better contact. The dolphin clips were spot welded

onto steel rods sealed into a ceramic sheath with putty as can be seen in Figure 3.14.

The other improvement was an adaption to the lid of the cells with the replacement of one of the

ports (GL14 connection) with a larger quick �t port (B14) which had a diameter larger than the

microfabricated electrode, to enable switching of devices with greater ease. This is shown in Figure

3.15. Both the mini croc-clips and the dolphin clips could be inserted through this as they were

smaller than the avoiding the requirement to remove the lid. A quick-�t adapter to screw thread
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Figure 3.15: Image of the improved cell lid allowing easier exchange of microfabricated electrodes
for testing.

could still be attached to the rod prior to assembly, enabling the positioning of the device within

the cell. This resulted in easier switching of devices and, as the reference electrodes were no longer

exposed to sudden thermal shock, resulted in an improvement in the durability of the reference

electrodes with fewer occurrences of the mullite tube cracking. Unfortunately reference electrodes

were employed by multiple users and at the start of this work no record was kept so the lifetime

improvement could not be quanti�ed. These enhancements led to a large improvement in the yield

of initially functioning devices, and indicates that some of the low yield �gures for molten salt

microelectrodes were likely due to poor connection to devices.



Chapter 4

Fundamental Characterisation of

EuCl3 on Macroelectrodes

4.1 Introduction

Lifetime results for microelectrodes have been characterised using silver chloride as a model plat-

ing and stripping system, both previously and in this study (Section 5.2.5).[123] Although this

exempli�es a typical plating and stripping reaction, silver is unlikely to be a constituent part of

a spent fuel stream and not all redox species present in waste fuel will undergo plating/stripping

redox reactions. In addition, to demonstrate the optimised micro- and nanoelectrodes suitability for

extracting information about the processes (particularly the electron transfer reaction) occuring at

the electrode interfaces, a suitable soluble and electrochemically reversible one-electron redox couple

was required to be identi�ed. To address all these requirements, measurements were performed in

LiCl-KCl eutectic containing europium (which is a nuclear relevant species) model lanthanide metal

and established soluble/soluble redox couple.[78, 164�166]

Europium is a well studied redox species in LiCl-KCl eutectic.[78, 79, 164�169] However, there

is some disagreement regarding the electrochemical reversibility of the Eu(III)/ Eu(II) couple

in the molten salt media, with some reporting it as reversible and others reporting it as quasi-

reversible (as described in Section 2.2.2) on typical measurement timescales.[78] Europium chlorides

have also been noted to coexist in both divalent and trivalent states, as Eu(II) and Eu(III) in

73
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varying proportions within an LiCl-KCl melt.[164, 169�171] The exact speciation is also unclear

with some literature reporting that they exist as [Eu(II)Cl4]2- and [Eu(III)Cl6]3-.[164, 170] A

computational study suggests that the average coordination number in the bulk melt is six, however,

the coordination shell is a�ected by the proximity to the electrode with the smaller Eu(III) ion

coordination dropping to around 3-4.[172] After addition of europium (III) chloride to a molten

chloride salt it has been reported that it can immediately be reduced to Eu(II) by the reaction

2EuCl3 
 2EuCl2 + Cl2 .[52, 164] Kim had previously reported that around 20 % was converted

when using absorption spectroscopy to measure the reaction. Park et al. reported when using

electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy that around 50 % was reduced to Eu(II) in frozen

samples of the molten salt.[171] This chapter therefore considers these observed variations by

characterising the electrochemical response of europium in LiCl-KCL eutectic using a tungsten

macroelectrode as the working electrode and comparing the resulting responses with literature. The

experimental characterisation will �rst be performed using cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy, followed by discussion of the results of these measurements. A particular

focus, given the need to determine the suitability of the redox system, is the electrochemical

reversibility of the system and whether both the divalent and trivalent europium ions are stable in

the solution.

4.2 Characterisation of europium as a redox agent in LKE

using macro tungsten rods

4.2.1 Voltammetric measurements

The blue line in Figure 4.1 shows the typical CV in dry LiCl-KCl eutectic melt containing 60 mM

EuCl3 recorded on an inert tungsten electrode. Tungsten was chosen as it is inert in LiCl-KCl and

has not been found to form intermetallic compounds with europium at elevated temperatures.[137,

162, 173] Reassuringly, the expected solvent window limits are seen in the CV, with chloride

oxidation at the positive potential end occurring at approximately 1.2 V and lithium plating and

stripping at the negative potential end at approximately -2.5 V. The other feature seen in the CV

is the expected oxidation (a') of Eu(II) to Eu(III) and on the reverse scan the reverse reaction of

the reduction of Eu(III) to Eu(II) (a). The black line shows why care had to be taken to ensure
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Figure 4.1: Full window CVs of LiCl-KCl-EuCl3 (60 mM EuCl3 added) solution at 698 K using a
tungsten macroelectrode at a scan rate of 200 mV/s. The black line shows the overlap
of oxide/hydoxide impurities with the europium signal, the red line is the CV during
sparge drying of the melt (the �fth scan out of ten) and the blue line shows the typical
response of europium after drying.

that impurities were excluded from the melt as these were found to have several electrochemical

signatures. This includess an oxidation around 0.5 V, also shown in Figure 3.4, which complicates or

at worst precludes measurement of the europium redox species. This was consistent with previous

measurements of wet salts, which was overcome by Elliott, using a technique of �owing argon

through the fused salt whilst cycling to the solvent limits known as sparge drying.[137] Figure

4.1 shows the sequence of an initially wet salt, a sparge drying CV and the resultant CV after

cleaning. It is clear that sparge drying the melt successfully dries the salt as the waves due to

the electrochemically active water contaminant were removed whilst leaving the electrochemical

signature of europium. This signature is certainly due to the presence of europium as comparison

of the blue line with the CV shown in Figure 3.5 (which shows the typical CV obtained after sparge

drying the LiCl-KCl eutectic) where there is no evident electrochemistry around 0.3 V. Sparge

drying for this case was performed for 10 complete CVs and sparged with argon for approximately 10

minutes. One potential issue identi�ed with europium was the formation of europium oxychloride,

previously observed by Bermejo,[167] on heating europium chloride hexahydrate. Therefore the size

of the europium peaks was measured and using an approximate size of the immersed electrode was
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found to correlate with the known amount of europium trichloride added (using literature values for

di�usion coe�cients).It can then be concluded that the europium signal can be recovered from a wet

salt, indicating that insoluble europium oxychloride is not produced - even at elevated temperatures

in the molten salt. Although every e�ort was taken to reduce the amount of impurities, particularly

water associated with the salt, this provides con�dence that the europium signal could be recovered

if impurities were found.

Figure 4.2 shows the typical response for the investigation of the potential region where europium

electrochemistry was observed for dry salt. A single set of redox peaks was observable. As expected

the cathodic and anodic peaks attributed to Eu(III)/Eu(II) were characteristic of a soluble-soluble

redox couples and consistent with that reported for this system.[87,167] The scan was started in the

direction of increasing voltage so Eu(II) would �rst be oxidised to Eu(III). This was the �rst scan

performed after the system sat at OCP for 10 minutes to allow equilibration. Clearly there was a

negative current observed indicating that there was Eu(III) in the solution. In the CV shown in

Figure 4.2 the CV appears to be evenly positioned about the x-axis of zero current, with the peak

current associated with oxidation of Eu(II), α′, and the reduction of Eu(III), α, being approximately

equal. Assuming that the di�usion of the product away from the electrode is similar to the di�usion

of the reactant species to the electrode during the scan, this suggests that there was a near equal

distribution of Eu(II) and Eu(III) species present within the melt, consistent with the sparging CV

in Figure 4.1. Similar di�usion coe�cents is reasonable for the reversible reaction (discussed in

section 2.2.2) for the interconversion of the species, and consistent with other work.[174]

Figure 4.3 shows the result of a scan rate study on the europium system at 60 mM concentration

in LiCl-KCl employing a tungsten macroelectrode as the working electrode. In this case, very little

current is observed at the start of the CV when the scan is swept in the positive direction. This

is entirely di�erent to the CV shown in Figure 4.2, when initially a negative current was observed.

In this instance it shows that there is little to no reductive current at the start of the CV, which

indicates that there is very little Eu(III) in the melt. This demonstrates almost complete reduction

of the Eu(III), which was the form originally added to the melt.

Examining the backround current within a dry and clean melt, around the potential region the CVs

were started (-0.1 to 0 V), there is not a huge variation in the value of the background current,

certainly not to the level of 4 mA current di�erence seen in comparison of Figures 4.2 and 4.3,

indicating that this observable shift in the position of the CV is shows varying proportions of
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Figure 4.2: First scan CV of Eu3+/2+ couple in molten LiCl-KCl containing 60 mM of EuCl3at
425°C. CV started at 0.08 V in the positive direction at a scan rate of 100 mV/s.

the Eu species within the melt. This shows that the reduction of Eu(III) within the melt is not

due to thermodynamics, but rather is a kinetic reaction. There is signi�cant discussion of this

in the literature debating the amount of each europium species present within molten LiCl-KCl

eutectic reinforcing the idea that there is variation in the amount of Eu(II) and Eu(III) in di�erent

melts.[52, 78, 164, 168, 171] Interestingly it has also been noted that on addition of Eu(II) to the

melt as an initial material, no oxidation to Eu(III) was observed.[171] Kim previously reported,

using absorption spectroscopy that around 20 % was converted from Eu(III) to Eu(II). Park et al.

reported that around 50 % was reduced to Eu(II) in electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy

which was performed on frozen samples of the molten salt.[171] The variation has been attributed to

the oxide concentration within the molten salt.[164] For the data shown here all the measurements

were performed in a glovebox under an argon atmosphere to limit the amount of oxygen present.

The variation in proportion of Eu(III)/(II) is likely due to the presence of reducing species within

the melt, which could change the redox state of the europium. It was visible that di�erent salts

had varying amounts of water associated with them, which was evident in the appearance of the

initial whole window CVs. This also led to changes in the level of electrochemical drying of the

salt required, which could a�ect the quantity of reducing species in the melt. During the drying

process both H2 and O2 would be generated from water. Another possibility is the formation of Li

from lithium reduction at the edges of the entire potential solvent window. The opposite reaction,

occuring on either the WE or the CE, produces Cl2 which could escape the solution and thus leave
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Figure 4.3: Scan rate study performed on Eu(III/II) couple in molten LiCl-KCl eutectic at a
concentration of 60 mM with the scan beginning at -0.08 V at 375°C, the raw data
is shown in A and the background corrected CV is shown in B.

some Li remaining near the electrode. The presence of a lithium colloidal suspension within LiCl

has been noted by Merwin et al..[175] The reducing environment is also corroborated by Park's

measurement of no conversion to Eu(III) when Eu(II) was added to LiCl-KCl eutectic. This also

provides useful evidence that the reaction is not thermodynamically controlled.

For the scan rate study shown in Figure 4.3A the negative current at the start of the 200 mVs-1

scan was found to be -0.174 mA. This is within the range of the background current observed in

just the pure eutectic and is obviously di�erent from the CV shown in Figure 4.2 where the current

was around -4 mA at the start of the positive sweep. The current also doesn't change with the scan

rate for the start of the CV in the raw data in Figure 4.3, therefore the small amount of current

is background. This is for this case only as there was near complete reduction of Eu(III). For CVs

such as in Figure 4.3 where it is plausible that the background current is solely due to a reaction

other than Eu(III)/(II), a background correction can be performed. The background correction

was performed using the region where there should be little to no Faradaic current (this was taken

as the region between -0.05 and 0.05 V for each CV), and subtracting the linear �t of this region

across the entire CV. The result of this is shown in Figure 4.3 B.

Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of the peak current to the square root of scan rate for both the

raw data and the background corrected data. The peak current was found to correlate directly

with the square root of the scan rate, as can be seen with the linear regression �tted in Figure

4.4, showing the current was under di�usional control. This is consistent with that previously

reported.[167] The main in�uence of the background correction was centering the intercept around
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Figure 4.4: Peak current versus the square root of the scan rate for europium reaction a/a' seen in
Figure 4.2 for the raw data (left) and the corrected data (right). The solid lines are the
�tted linear regressions which have been extrapolated to v0.5=0. Error bars are 1sv.

a' a

Raw Corrected Raw Corrected

Intercept /mA -0.0761 ± 0.0031 -0.278 ± 0.021 0.475 ± 0.009 0.316 ± 0.014
Slope/ mAV-1s1/2 7.23 ± 0.09 0.615 ± 0.006 -5.49 ± 0.03 -0.615 ± 0.004

R2 0.99919 0.99942 0.99988 0.9998

Table 4.1: Comparison of the raw and corrected linear regressions for the reactions a' and a at 375°C

zero current. Compensating for the apparent resistance obviously caused the magnitude of the

gradients of the reduction and oxidation to be equal. From the raw data although there is a slight

discrepancy between the magnitude of the gradients obtained by linear regression on the data, this

is reasonably small (around 24% di�erence) indicating that the Eu(II)/Eu(III) reversibility is high.

This also con�rms that the di�usion coe�cients for each of the charged europium species are very

similar and can be considered as approximately the same. The gradient of the regression shows an

improvement in the error level with background correction. The intercept instead shows a slight

increase in the error of the linear regression �t. It is not entirely clear why this is the case, however

it is only a small di�erence and all of the linear �ts provided a good �t to the experimental data.

Figure 4.5 shows the variation of the cathodic and anodic peak potentials with the logarithm of

the scan rate. Whilst there is a slight divergence this is very small, suggesting that peak potential

is near independent of ν. This invariance is similar to that presented by Bermejo for the LiCl-KCl-

EuCl system for this range of scan rates, whilst there was a clear divergence at a scan rate of 600

mVs-1.[167] For this study at all sweep rates recorded the current is therefore controlled by the rate

of mass transport.
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Figure 4.5: Variation of the peak potential for a and a' with the logarithm of the sweep rate.

Scan rate studies were also performed on the Eu couple at 60 mM concentration at higher tem-

peratures of 400°C, 425°C and 450°C. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.6. It should be

noted that these data sets were collected together, but separately to the one performed at 375°C.

The scan rate study was also performed over a slightly wider potential window as well as at higher

temperatures. The CVs were started at the upper potential limit and scanned negative so the

reduction was the �rst reaction. Current was observed when CVs were started at the positive end,

indicating that Eu(II) is converted into Eu(III), again this data set suggests that a large amount

of the EuCl3 has been reduced in the melt.

As expected the macroelectrode peak shaped response is seen. In these measurements the in�uence

of convection is seen to be less as the current approaches the zero current axis, indicating that the

�ux of species to the electrode surface is still decreasing as the depletion zone around the electrode

grows with time. However, the window is wider so it is harder to infer whether this would happen for

the system at 375°C. No real in�uence of convection is apparent for both data sets as the intercepts

are near zero (or opposite sign), for the plots of peak current variation with the square root of scan

rate. The magnitude of the current is larger, which is most likely due to a larger active electrode

area (as the immersed area of the macroelectrode was not well controlled). This illustrates why

the data collected could not be used to extract accurate values for the di�usion coe�cient with the

Randles-Sevcik equation, as the exact immersed area of the electrode was unknown. The variation

of peak current with the square root of scan rate is shown for the data sets collected at 400°C,

425°C and 450°C in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Scan rate study CVs at 400°C (top left), 425°C (top right) and 450°C (bottom), the scan
was started at the 0.88 V and scanned negatively.

Clearly across all data sets there is a very strong linear correlation of peak current with the square

root of the scan rate as would be expected for linear di�usional control occuring at a macroelectrode

as described in Section 2.2.2. Table 4.2 shows the values extracted from these scan rate studies. The

very high R2 value for all data sets shows the linear regressions �t very well to the data reinforcing

the clear linear dependency of the peak current with v0.5.

The intercept values are reasonably small for all of the experiments performed; as would be expected

if these were reasonable background subtractions. The similarity between the extracted values for

the di�erent temperatures which were recorded in the same melt is evident.

The assumption is that the reaction is reversible and therefore should follow the Randles-Sevick

equation;|ip| = 0.4463(nF )
3
2Ac

√
Dv
RT . For a plot of |ip| vs. v0.5 the magnitude of the peak

current should also change with the area of the electrode and the square root of the di�usion

coe�cient. From the equation the greatest e�ect will be due to the area of the electrode. This

is clearly re�ected in the results where the gradient of the plot is very similar for those recorded
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Figure 4.7: Peak current versus the square root of the scan rate for europium reaction a/a' from the
raw data seen in Figure 4.6 at 400°C ( top left), 425°C (top right) and at 450°C (bottom).
The solid lines are the �tted linear regressions which have been extrapolated to v0.5=0
and error bars are 1sv.

in the same experimental set-up, and very di�erent from the lower temperature which had been

recorded separately. For the measurement in the same set-up at higher temperatures the electrodes

were neither adusted nor moved during the collection of the data; thus the active area should be

constant. For the data set collected at the lower temperature it is likely that the electroactive area

was much smaller. Interestingly the gradient decreased as the temperature increased which is not

as would be expected with aqueous measurements, since the di�usion coe�cient depends on the

temperature, dynamic viscosity η and the hydrodynamic radius r as de�ned by the Stokes-Einstein

equation:[176] D = kT
6πηr . Normally for aqueous conditions η decreases with increasing temperature,

so the gradient would be expected to increase with temperature. So whilst this is interesting it

cannot be considered conclusive given the unknown areas of the macroelectrodes. Indeed, the

measurement of di�erent systems highlighted the complication of using macroelectrodes with a

poorly known active electrode area, particularly as there is a lack of knowledge around the wetting
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Reaction Temperature /°C Intercept /mA Gradient /mA(Vs-1)-0.5 R2

a'

375 -0.076 ± 0.003 7.23 ± 0.092 0.99919
400 0.853 ± 0.027 14.75 ± 0.090 0.99974
425 0.703 ± 0.025 14.71 ± 0.066 0.99986
450 0.978 ± 0.089 14.29 ± 0.250 0.99875

a

375 0.475 ± 0.009 -5.49 ± 0.027 0.99988
400 1.100 ± 0.115 -16.01 ± 0.599 0.99029
425 1.454 ± 0.064 -15.98 ± 0.193 0.99864
450 1.800 ± 0.058 -15.92 ± 0.192 0.99897

Table 4.2: Extracted values from the raw data of the scan rate studies at di�erent temperatures.

properties of molten salts on various materials.[123, 167, 177, 178] Despite e�orts to overcome this,

including the manufacture of �xed area electrodes as well as gradual increments of the immersion

depth and analytical comparison of the resultant electrode response, the use of macroelectrodes is

still hampered by the issue of unknown electroactive area.[137,167]

4.2.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

The one electron transfer was further investigated with the use of electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy around E1/2. The typical response is shown in Figure 4.8, this is the response at

an applied DC potential of 0.16 V. At high frequencies the results are spurious as there appears to

be some cell inductance.
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Figure 4.8: Nyquist plot of the EIS response of LiCl-KCl-EuCl system at 375°C at an applied DC
potential of 0.16 V (left) with the inset showing the highest frequencies magni�ed. The
Nyquist plot of the response at three di�erent applied DC potentials around E1/2 (right)

Therefore very high frequency data (above 2.6 kHz) was discarded from subsequent analysis. For the

low frequency data a 45° line was observed, typical of the Warburg element. This is not surprising
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Figure 4.9: Fitted Rct (left) and Cdl (right) values with change in applied DC potential for the
LiCl-KCl-EuCl system at 375°C.

as this is typical of the low frequency end of the Nyquist plot of a macroelectrode response where

linear di�usion dominates. Somewhat more surprisingly, there appears to be little evidence of the

semicircular feature expected at high frequencies. This suggests that electron transfer was a very

rapid process and therefore the charge transfer resistance was low in this system and thus that

semicircle was merged into the response due to di�usion at high frequencies.

The response at di�erent applied DC potentials is also shown in Figure 4.8, this is only shown for

three potentials due to the similarity between the plots and overlap making it hard to distinguish

them separately. The total impedance clearly decreases at the DC potential closest to E1/2 (0.31

V) and is larger for both potentials either side. This is the typical behaviour expected. It is

evident at all applied DC potentials that the response is dominated by di�usion as the main feature

of the response. To �t the response to an equivalent circuit the established Randles' circuit for

macroelectrodes was used. The solution resistance was set to zero as after disregarding the highest

frequencies, the intercept was very small (between 0 to 0.5 W) and could only be �tted with a large

error. The low solution resistance was consistent with previous voltammetric measurements in

LiCl-KCl eutectic.[137,162] To reduce the error on the rest of the �tted parameters it was therefore

necessary to �x the solution resistance parameter to zero. The Randles' equivalent circuit �tted the

data well with the q2 value always lower than 0.2. The variation of Rct and Cdl with DC potential

is shown in Figure 4.9.

As would be expected the Rct value was found to be very small and there was no clear variation

with applied potential. This is probably due to the di�culty of �tting the response without a clear

semicircular feature evident in the Nyquist plot. The Cdl values were reasonably consistent. Fixing
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Figure 4.10: Y0 (left) and sigma (right) variation for �tted EIS responses of W macroelectrode in
LiCl-KCl-EuClsystem. Error bars of 1sv are too small to be seen on the plot.

Rct to the average value of 0.667 W resulted in a reduction of the average value of Cdl, however it

was still di�cult to �t it accurately.

Fixing Rct resulted in an increased percentage error on the �tted value of Cdl to over 100%, from

around 30% for the circuit �tted allowing Rct to vary. Therefore the capacitance values shown in

Figure 4.9, extracted whilst allowing Rct to vary, is likely to be a more accurate representation of

the physical double layer capacitance. The capacitance appeared constant within error across the

range of applied potentials measured. For aqueous measurements the typical value of Cdl, is around

10 mF/cm2. With an approximate area of 1.5 cm2 with the measured immersion depth of 2.5 cm

and taking the average Cdl value the normalised capacitance was found to be 6.7 ± 2.1 mF/cm2,

which is reasonably similar to aqueous values, especially considering the large errors with �tting

to the high frequency region. The estimated area seems reasonable but should not be considered

reliable.

As would be expected from the appearance of the Nyquist plot the �t for the low frequency region

using a Warburg element was signi�cantly better. The �tted data gave rise to the expected shape

for the Warburg element and the error on this was very small (maximum of 1 % of �tted value), this

is not unexpected as the di�usion is expected to dominate the response on a macroelectrode. The

Warburg admittance Y0 and impedance sv for the system is shown in Figure 4.10. The extracted

values from the system very clearly �t the expected thermodynamic response (red line) as would

be expected, with an R2 value of 0.997. Using the �tted value of σmin from the thermodynamic �t,

equation 2.2.3.6 and a literature value for the di�usion coe�cient the area of the electrode looks
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likely to have been smaller than that estimated from the geometric calculation, and was found to

be 0.63 ± 0.20 cm2. Without having an accurate and reliable value for the area it is not possible

to use the �t to the Warburg impedance for the calculation of other values such as the di�usion

coe�cient. It is clear from these measurements with the dominating feature due to di�usion, that

the charge transfer is taking place too quickly and cannot be accurately measured even with the

use of EIS on a macroelectrode. It is therefore desirable to utilise smaller electrodes to gain more

insight into the processes occuring and this will be the objective in subsequent chapters.

4.2.3 Reversibility and uncompensated resistance

Similarly to the work performed by Elliott and Reeves the iR drop in the system could be calculated

by comparing the peak current and the peak voltage at which it occured for the scan rates

investigated.[137, 162] An uncompensated resistance can then be calculated with the gradient of

this plot. Figure 4.11 shows this plot for the study performed at 375°C and 425°C. The plots for

400°C and 450°C are not shown but were very similar to that shown for 425°C. These values are

summarised in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.11: Uncompensated resistance calculated for the scan rate study performed at 375°C (left)
and 425°C (right).

The resistance was higher than that observed by Elliott (which was typically around 0.15 W) when

investigating bismuth and cerium alloying. It was, however, of similar magnitude to some of those

calculated by Reeves; for example aluminium plating on a tungsten macroelectrode where the

apparent resistance of the plating reaction was 3.54 W. For the data sets collected at the higher
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temperatures there is less apparent resistance and the values are more typical of those reported

previously by Elliott and Reeves.[137, 162] The high resistance observed especially in the 375°C

Reaction Temperature /°C Ru/W

a'

375 5.363 ± 0.727
400 0.896 ± 0.232
425 0.910 ± 0.040
450 -0.571 ± 0.194

a

375 6.729 ± 0.643
400 2.00 ± 0.412
425 2.180 ±0.247
450 1.563 ±0.086

Table 4.3: Table showing the calculated uncompensated resistances for the di�erent temperatures.

system could be due to possible contamination on the tungsten macroelectrodes. Perhaps due to

the presence of oxides on the surface (tungsten is known to form a stable oxide). Although a

high resistance at the electrode surface would be expected to change the charge transfer resistance

measured, the resistance is still quite low and Rct was di�cult to accurately measure with the

macroelectrodes. For the soluble-soluble redox couple the surface of the electrode should remain

unchanged during the measurement whereas for plating and stripping reactions including alloying,

the surface of the electrode could be a�ected during the process. Alternatively the spread of peak

potentials at di�erent scan rates could indicate that the system is quasi-reversible. However, the

EIS measurement indicated that the solution resistance or any uncompensated resistance was very

low (under 0.5 W), suggesting that the uncompensated resistance extracted from the voltammetric

data were a little high. As there was noise within the measurements this could have contributed to

some uncertainty in the determination of peak current and potential. Interestingly, the resistance

for the reduction was always found to be higher than the uncompensated resistance for the oxidation

reaction α'.

Clearly the reaction is chemically reversible, but to conform to the electrochemical de�nition of a

reversible system the electron transfer kinetics need to be su�ciently high as discussed in Section

2.2.2. Therefore the reversibility parameter, L, was calculated for the scan rates investigated.

The di�usion coe�cient was calculated using the gradient from Figure 4.4 and an approximate

area calculated from a measured immersion depth of the macroelectrode after use of 2.15 cm

for a 4 mm diameter W rod. From this the di�usion coe�cient was calculated to be (4.34 ±

0.07) x 10-6 cm2 s-1, which is consistent with literature values considering experimental errors and
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di�erences in the temperatures under investigation.[87,167] Using the average value of Rct from the

impedance �ts as the minimum it was possible to �nd an approximate value of the electron transfer

rate k0 = 0.658 cm s-1, which could be used to calculate the maximum and minimum values of

the reversibility parameter, L, for the scan rates investigated. Table 4.4 summarises the values

calculated in comparison with other reported electron transfer rates.

k0/cms-1 0.003 0.26 0.658
Source Bermejo[167] Corrigan[87] estimated from EIS

L500 mV/s 0.519 41.7 106
L25 mV/s 2.32 187 472

Table 4.4: Reversibility parameter calculated for di�erent rate constants, from the EIS data and
values reported in literature.

The approximated electron transfer rate from the impedance response was higher than both pre-

viously reported values. However, the value calculated is also reliant on extracted values with

signi�cant errors and no clear expected bowl for the charge transfer resistance. So whilst it can

guide calculation of an approximate rate constant it is desirable to probe this further. This could be

achieved with the use of micro- and nanoelectrodes and is further investigated in Chapters 6 and 7.

The reversibility parameter for both the approximate rate constant in this study, and that reported

by Corrigan, was greater than 15 at all scan rates investigated positioning it as a reversible couple.

Using the rate constant reported by Bermejo the reversibility parameter at all scan rates was within

the quasi-reversible de�nition.[126, 167] It is important to note that Bermejo's study used glassy

carbon electrodes and this work used tungsten so it is possible that the carbon electrodes caused

some other reaction or surface layer to be formed. It should also be noted that there was evidence

of a secondary peak in the voltammetry presented within their work.

The peak separation was measured to be ∆EP = 0.128 V (at v =100 mV/s) for the data set collected

at 375°C which is 3.6 % di�erent to the expected value of 0.124 V calculated using the equation

∆EP = 2.2RTF . Schroll, who investigated the LiCl-KCl-EuCl system, found a higher value of 0.16

V and indicated that this could be due to slow heterogeneous electron transfer.[78] However, there

was also evidence of two oxidation peaks in the reverse scan which could be evidence of impurities

in the fused salt or another reaction occuring. This study seems to suggest fast electron kinetics

but the measurement of the electron trasnfer rate was very limited with the use of macroelectrodes.
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4.2.4 E�ect of temperature

A slight positive shift in the half wave potential was observed with an increase in temperature

as can be seen in Figure 4.12, although there are only three data points and the CVs are quite

noisy which made the determination of the peak voltages more challenging. A linear trend was

found which indicated an increase in E1/2 of 6.4x10−4V/K which was consistent with that seen in

literature (Schroll found it to be 5x10−4V/K[78] ). The change in standard potential is expected

to follow ∂Eo

∂T = −nF ∂∆Go

∂T . Therefore would be expected to increase with more entropy within the

system, as demonstrated by this measurement.
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Figure 4.12: CV of Eu(II)/Eu(III) at 100 mVs-1at di�erent temperatures. Scan is the second CV of
a set which starts at 0.88 V and is scanned in the negative direction.

4.2.5 Conclusions

Europium chloride gave a clear measurable response in LiCl-KCl on a tungsten macroelectrode

which was indicative of a soluble-soluble couple. Eu(II)/(III) was found to be most likely electro-

chemically reversible or at the very least quasi-reversible. As the species is non-radioactive and

will be present in spent nuclear fuel it is therefore a suitable species to use as a redox couple to

investigate the response on a variety of electrodes. On a macroelectrode it was found to conform

well to theory and the values obtained were in agreement with literature values. The EIS and CV

measurements were consistent. Previously low kinetics described in literature are likely to be due

to some other reaction or surface layer on the electrodes.

The proportions of Eu(II)/(III) were found not to be �xed by the thermodynamic reaction but by

reduction of Eu(III) due to the presence of electrochemically (or chemically) generated reducing
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agents. Within measurements perfomed in this study variations were observed within the propor-

tions of each species, which is also re�ected in the wide range of reported ratios in the literature.

Limitations were encountered in measurement and extraction of parameters at high frequency in EIS

measurement of the reaction. This precluded a clear measurement of the charge transfer resistance

and the capacitance of the double layer. Both this, and the di�culty of a poorly known area of

the electrode, demonstrate the motivating factors that have driven the creation of minituarised

electrochemical sensors to probe reactions further in molten salt systems.



Chapter 5

Improving Miniaturised Electrodes

for Molten Salts - Identi�cation and

Elimination of Failure Mechanisms

for Improved Devices

5.1 Introduction

For sensors to be suitable for use in a molten salt environment they are required to withstand

elevated temperatures (around 450oC for the LiCl-KCl eutectic) and be corrosion resistant, as

there are many corrosive species present in the melt. These include both oxidising and reducing

agents such as redox species and oxygen gas.[56, 73, 163] Signi�cant work has previously been

carried out within the research group to develop microelectrode devices for use within a fused

salt.[57,87,120�123] These have been microfabricated in-house, and the architecture may be tailored

to improve the suitability of them for use in harsh conditions. Brady initially demonstrated the use

of these, mainly in acidic aqueous media but also showing the proof of concept for use in a molten

salt.[120] These were then further improved by Blair to increase the lifetime to approximately 4.9

hours and yield of devices to about 65%.[123] Although for the lifetime measurements Blair noted

91
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that they were still highly variable between di�erent devices, the error on this average value for

his �nal device design was 6.7 hours (for a small number of devices). It is clearly necessary to

improve the lifetime of devices in order to utilise these sensors for more extensive quantitative

analysis of reactions in molten salts. This is particularly the case for EIS measurements as each

individual measurement at an applied DC potential takes approximately 5 minutes to complete.

This chapter will �rst detail the functionality of the electrodes at the start of this work, and their

limitations together with the systematic work undertaken to address these issues. The techniques

which have been used within this work to characterise the devices are then discussed before analysing

failed microelectrodes with the aim of identifying the failure mechanisms. This was performed by

examining both the complete devices and the materials individually. Modi�cations to improve the

architecture of devices to prevent failures were then evaluated, with the aim of developing more

reliable devices capable of performing fundamental measurements within the molten salt system.

Once this was achieved they were to be utilised to gain fundamental insight into charge transfer

kinetics.

5.2 Improvement of the microelectrode devices

5.2.1 Performance of benchmark microelectrodes at start of this work

The start of this current work is Blair's �nal device.[123] Figure 5.1 shows the design of the electrodes

and this is the device that all subsequent designs were benchmarked against. The microelectrode

technology developed comprised of a device with reduced critical area referred to as a super thin

track electrode. The electrode shape was improved by changing from the initial microsquare to a

microdisc, thus minimising potential points of stress. The architecture used a silicon substrate, a

stress relief layer of silicon dioxide (500 nm thick), and a titanium nitride adhesion layer (20 nm

thick) below the electrode metal. This metal was either platinum (50 nm thick) or tungsten (200

nm thick). Both adhesion and metal layers were patterned using reactive ion etching to create a

very thin track, minimising the critical area where defects could cause device failure. A layer of

stoichiometric silicon nitride (500 nm) protected all non active areas with windows patterned to

provide access the electrode and the contact pad.

The main factors analysed by Blair for the functionality of devices were the yield and the life-

time.[123] The yield in manufacturing is the fraction of units which function correctly out of those
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Figure 5.1: (A) Cross-section of in-house fabricated microelectrode at the start of this current work.
(B) Layout of electrode.

produced.[179,180] In this and previous work on microelectrodes the yield is de�ned as the number

of functioning devices after the microfabrication process.[123] Yield �gures are reduced by devices

either failing completely or not functioning to the required speci�cation. This is typically due to de-

fects, which may be systematic within the design or random (typically this can be due to particulate

contamination).[179] It is interesting that the yield for the microelectrodes was signi�cantly lower

when they are used in molten salt instead of aqueous media (where the engineering yield is close to

100 %).[140] For Blair's �nal design (the super thin track platinum electrode) the yield when used

in molten salt was 65 %.[123] The lower yield of functional microelectrodes suggests that the molten

salt provides a more challenging environment than aqueous solutions and therefore the consequences

of any defects were greater in the molten salt. The de�nition and test for a functioning electrode

used by Blair was adopted by this work in order to provide a meaningful comparison between

generations of electrodes. For an electrode to be deemed functional in the molten salt environment,

it was required to produce a response that was typical for a microelectrode with a limiting current

and a stripping peak (when silver plating and stripping was measured in a potential window between

0 V to -0.5 V), in addition the measured limiting current must be within error of that predicted by

ilim = 4nFDcr, as discussed in Section . This potential window is smaller and more positive than

the window which would be required for sensing species in pyroprocessing. [6, 181]
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the thin track (TTM) and super thin track (STTM) electrode designs.
Taken from [123].

Devices which have �fatal defects� never function properly directly add to the yield �gures. Defects

that cause a device to fail after a period of time are known as �latent defects�, these reduce the

longevity of the device. The lifetime of devices is de�ned as the length of time that the device

demonstrates the expected response. For dedicated measurements of lifetime continuous cyclic

voltammetry of Ag+ plating and stripping was performed using a concentration of approximately

5 mM to remain consistent with the previous work done within the group on lifetime characteri-

sation.[123] The objective of this work was to establish the defects and causes that lead to failure

of devices in order to increase the yield and extend the lifetime. As no wafer level test has been

established to identify the defects causing failure in the molten salt this is particularly important, as

identi�cation of a faulty electrode was not possible before use in molten salt.[182,183] Only obvious

defects such as a poorly de�ned electrode area due to an issue in lithography could be detected

with inspection methods within fabrication. At the end of Blair's work although many devices

gave the desired quantitative response there was a large number of microelectrodes which did not

function. The causes of failure were not identi�ed and therefore this thesis focused on determining

other failure mechanisms and overcoming them to allow reliable measurements.

5.2.2 Identi�cation of Connection to Silicon Substrate as a Failure Mech-

anism

A common feature of the failed benchmark devices was very high currents observed in measurements

(in the micro-amp range rather than nano-amps) and a signal which was highly variable.[123] Even

at the largest size of microelectrode (100 mm diameter) and with a concentration of Ag+of 5 mM

the maximum expected limiting current would be 250 nA. Measurements in the micro-amp range

are at least an order of magnitude larger suggesting a signi�cantly larger electrode area. Blair had

already improved the top insulator in the design to use stoichiometric silicon nitride (above the

metal of the track) to prevent leakage current and silver plating in this area. In Blair's work the
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Figure 5.3: Blair's results of leakage current (A) for a 4 mm2 test square buried beneath Si3N4
insulator and silver deposits (B) observed after the measurement on the silicon substrate
(x100).[123]

area of metal patterned on the device was also reduced in order to limit the critical area where if a

defect was located it would result in failure, which led to an improvement in yield.[123] The �nal

benchmark design is referred to as the `super thin track' (STTM) shown in Figure 5.2 and has a

critical area of metal calculated to be 22 mm2 assuming 1 cm immersion into the melt. Within

this work it will be compared to another design referred to as the `thin track' (TTM) which has a

larger critical area of metal of 30.8 mm2 at the same immersion depth into the molten salt.

However, even with this improvement a large number of devices (45%) did not function. As metal

loss was also a common feature, neither an increase in the exposed metal area or failure of the top

insulator could have caused the larger currents observed. One possibility is a connection between the

metal to the silicon substrate. At the high temperatures used in the molten salt silicon is conductive

due to the thermal excitation of intrinsic charge carriers into the conduction band.[147] Clearly this

is not the case in aqueous measurements due to the low temperature of the solutions (around 25oC)

as the silicon has a much higher resistance. The exposed silicon around the perimeter (of the

region of the chip which is submerged in the melt) would create a signi�cantly larger electroactive

area, and could cause the high currents observed. This is also likely to cause variation between

experiments, as the positioning of the device is performed manually and relies on monitoring the

OCP until a steady and expected value is detected, leading to variation in the immersion depth.

Blair investigated whether this was the cause with test structures consisting of buried metal plates

which should have no exposed area and thus no measured current would be expected. Instead he

found that for many of the devices, tested by holding at a silver plating potential for 15 minutes, a
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Figure 5.4: (A) Electrochemical signal measured with only the very tip of the diced chip immersed
into the salt (without the electrode contacting the molten salt). Every tenth scan at a
scan rate of 0.2 V/s in LiCl-KCl eutectic with 5 mM AgCl starting at 0.1 V is shown
on the graph. (B) shows the optical image of the electrode with the immersion depth
indicated by the solidi�ed salt remaining at the bottom of the chip (white material at
the end of the chip) and the location of the exposed active electrode highlighted.

large leakage current was observed with signi�cant variation between nominally identical samples.

He also observed silver deposits on the perimeter of the silicon substrate and no evidence of silver

on the top Si3N4 insulator.[123] An illustration of his results is shown in Figure 5.3.[123]

This was still under study at the start of this work so further investigations were undertaken to

con�rm that the silicon was the source of these large currents. Devices were positioned so that

there was none of the metal electrode area immersed in the molten salt whilst performing the

standard measurement. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the cyclic voltammograms recorded and

the appearance of the chip after 15 minutes measurement. These CVs have a very large current

(in the micro-amp range), signi�cantly above the 80 nA that would be expected for the 30 mm

diameter electrode according to Equation 2.13. There is also evidence of nucleation loops and

initially signi�cant plating although this may not all have been stripping on the return sweep.

The measured current could not have been from any electrode metal as this was not immersed

in the molten salt, instead there must be some connection to the conductive silicon which had a

large area in contact with the melt around the perimeter of the chip. It is proposed that there

is a failure of the underlying silicon dioxide insulator. The ceramic plate positioned between the

crocodile clip and the back side of the device prevents contact at the rear of the chip and it is

unlikely that the crocodile clip had pierced through the contact pad on the top and contacted the

silicon as this would require piercing the metal, the adhesion layer and the bottom insulator and no

damage was apparent for the devices characterised. From these tests to discern the defects causing
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Critical area /mm2 Top insulator Bottom insulator Metal layer

Thin track (TTM) 1.2 20.3 9.6
Super thin track (STTM) 0.1 22.1 10.8

Table 5.1: Critical areas of layers in the microelectrode architecture calculated assuming 10 mm
immersion into the melt and possible connection to a contact pad length of 2 mm.

microelectrode failure it is clear that there is a connection between the silicon substrate and the

adhesion/metal layers, most likely occurring through the underlying SiO2 insulator.

Measured currents vary over time and show large di�erences between nominally identical devices.

Large variability was also observed between devices fabricated from the same wafer where this failure

has been observed for some electrodes and others have functioned well, suggesting that these stem

from random defects most likely within the silicon dioxide underlying insulator separating the metal

and substrate. Particulate contamination leading to random point failures in the oxide layer are

thought to be unlikely as the layer was 500 nm thick and thermally grown. Chemical attack or

corrosion of the oxide (observed for other oxides) could create conduction pathways, but again this

seems unlikely as the metal pattern is centred on the chip and measurements have shown a leakage

current very rapidly after immersion into the melt. Another possibility is that Li+ di�usion in

the silicon and silicon oxide, which have both been investigated as anode materials for batteries

as they can intercalate lithium,[184�186] could be creating conduction pathways. The di�usion

coe�cient of Li+ in Si has been determined to be on the order 10=12 cm2 s=1.[187] Electrochemical

reactions of SiO2 with the electrolyte has been observed to make the �lm less dense and cause

the bonds to become disordered, which would impact the barrier properties of the layer.[188, 189]

Connection to the substrate is a major issue as the current would swamp any signal from the

microelectrode, and thus cause devices to fail immediately, reducing the yield. Prior examination

of the electrodes at room temperature in aqueous experiments does not allow for the identi�cation

of devices which have connective pathways to the substrate, as the silicon isn't conductive enough in

these low temperature measurements, thus the yield of devices in aqueous experiments is typically

> 99%.[123, 182] This complicates testing of fabricated devices as it means practically they must

be used in the fused salt to check functionality.
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5.2.2.1 Critical areas of electrodes

The measurement of a large current with no patterned metal area immersed in the molten salt

(Figure 5.4)also demonstrates an important point; that the critical area for the di�erent layers in

the architecture varies depending on their function. The critical areas for the di�erent layers are

presented in Table 5.1. For failure of the underlying bottom insulator the critical area is the total

area of the patterned metal, as any failure in this region leading to connection between the layers

would cause total failure of the device. Defects in the top insulator would only lead to electrode

failure if they are located above the patterned metal area which is immersed in the melt, and thus

cause a change in electroactive area. The metal layer is critical for the electrical connection along

the length of the chip (value presented in Table 5.1) and for a precise electrode area. Although the

design was changed from thin track to super thin track to reduce the area of metal immersed in

the melt, this actually slightly increased the total area of metal on the entire device.

5.2.3 Elimination of connection to silicon substrate

It was important to eliminate or signi�cantly address this failure mechanism as it reduces the

yield of functional devices. Two methods were considered feasible solutions by either; using a

non-conductive substrate in place of the silicon, or improving the bottom insulator layer in the

structure. Both were evaluated to see if they could be successfully employed.

5.2.4 Feasibility of using a non-conductive substrate

Assuming the electrical conduction of silicon is the problem the most obvious change to eliminate

the issue would be to use a non-conductive substrate. Although this appears to be an ideal solution,

there are several potential issues. The list of suitable substrates is quite limited as the majority

of semiconductor fabrication is based on silicon,[190] and any alternative needs to be resilient to

the harsh environment of the molten salt. A change of materials could also require the complete

development of a new fabrication procedure. A problem Blair encountered with previous designs

was delamination due to stress,[123] so stress must be carefully considered for any adjustment in

design. Typically this occurs for thin �lms when the deposited �lm expands or contracts relative

to the substrate. The two types of stress that can occur are: compressive when the �lm is held

under compression or tensile when the �lm is held in tension relative to the substrate which it is
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Figure 5.5: Cross-section through a wafer which is under compressive stress (A) and tensile stress
(B).

�xed to.[191,192] Both of these cause characteristic wafer bows which are illustrated in Figure 5.5.

One of the most commonly encountered causes of stress is due to changes in temperature.[193] This

arises when �lms, which have di�ering coe�cients of thermal expansion, are heated and expand or

cooled and contract di�erent amounts.

Signi�cant work had gone into balancing the stress in the benchmark electrode when used at

the elevated temperatures.[123] The thermal expansion of the silicon substrate and silicon based

insulating layers are similar and are commonly used at the SMC which means fabrication hurdles

can be avoided. Potential materials for an insulating substrate include: quartz, diamond and

sapphire. All of these are signi�cantly more expensive than silicon.[194] Table 5.2 shows the thermal

expansion coe�cients of di�erent materials that could be used (as substrates, metals and insulating

layers) to fabricate micro and nano-electrodes. A likely candidate could be diamond, as the thermal

expansion coe�cient is much more similar to the insulators used in the current structure (silicon

oxide and silicon nitride). There is precedence for using diamond in a molten salt however, diamond

wafers are very expensive.[195] Another issue is diamond is not commonly used in-house, so the

process �ow would likely need redevelopment and there are several potential hurdles (including

the possibility that the diamond could oxidise at high temperatures similar to the furnace loading

temperatures).[196] Both sapphire and quartz would be likely to be suitable as a substrate material

as the materials have been seen to be resilient in the molten salt environment. Aluminium oxide

has been used for reference electrode sheaths, so it is likely that sapphire would be resilient.[132]

Quartz is already used in-house for the cell containing the melt for its resilience. Both aluminium

nitride and boron nitride have very similar thermal expansion coe�cients so may provide viable

microelectrode devices with sapphire. Unfortunately it is not possible to deposit either of these

insulators in house so these insulators were not examined in this work. An initial feasibility trial was
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performed using quartz wafers which had demonstrable corrosion resistance in molten salt and a

coe�cient of thermal expansion which was more similar to the silicon based insulating layers than

sapphire. Quartz wafers were also cheaper than the alternative insulating substrates and easily

available.[197]

Function Material Thermal expansion coe�cient at 20oC (10-6/K)

Substrate

Silicon 2.4
Quartz 0.5
Diamond 1.0
Sapphire 6.7

Insulator

Si3N4 3.2
SiO2 0.6

Aluminium nitride 4.5
Boron nitride 8

Adhesion layer Titanium nitride 9.4

Metal
Platinum 8.8
Tungsten 4.5

Table 5.2: Thermal expansion coe�cients of materials used in microelectrode devices and various
possible other materials for use in future designs. Values from [198�201].

The feasibility study on quartz wafers used tungsten as the electrode metal, because it is commonly

used in molten salt measurements,[123, 202, 203] The electrodes on the quartz substrates were

fabricated following the standard procedure detailed in Section 3.3. The standard CF4/Ar dry

etch was used to pattern the tungsten and the TiN adhesion layer (38 minutes). The deposition

of the adhesion layer and metal presented no di�culties and the wafers passed visual inspection

under the microscope. The increased fragility of the quartz wafer compared to silicon was noted

and created challenges, with one wafer shattering during processing. Fabrication was continued

with the other tungsten coated metal wafer and stoichiometric silicon nitride was deposited onto

this following the standard procedure. After removal from the nitride furnace the wafer appeared

satisfactory at macro-scale. However, after cooling the nitride layer was observed to have cracked,

as can be seen in Figure 5.6. The channeling cracks which were observed are consistent with a �lm

under tension, as has been previously measured for stoichiometric silicon nitride deposited at the

SMC.[123,192,193,204,205] Some loss of adhesion was also noted which was most likely due to the

generation of shear stresses along the interface of the cracks.[206] The electrode area was not well

de�ned as can be seen in the zoomed in image of the patterned metal area in Figure 5.6. Although

more visually apparent on some metal areas, cracking was apparent across both the metal regions

and the quartz wafer. The metal layer itself showed no evidence of cracking despite di�erences
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Figure 5.6: Insulation layer of stoichiometric silicon nitride layer on quartz wafer patterned with
tungsten showing evident damage, cracking and delamination across wafer. Inset shows
a 500x zoomed image across an electrode which appeared to have a uniform covering
when visually examined but is also clearly cracked upon closer inspection.

in thermal expansion coe�cients between the tungsten and both the adhesion layer and quartz

wafer. Tungsten electrodes were previously fabricated on silicon wafers without the problem of

stoichiometric silicon nitride cracking, so it is unlikely that this stress would be the sole cause of

the cracks.[123] It is more likely that di�erences in the thermal expansion coe�cients between the

quartz wafer and the silicon nitride, as the much thicker substrate sets the stress.[193]

It may be possible to achieve a uniform �lm of stoichiometric silicon nitride on a quartz substrate

by adjusting temperature and pressure settings in the furnace used for deposition. However, this

might not solve the issue as the thermal expansion of silicon nitride is more than double that of the

quartz. Di�erent substrate materials with better matched thermal expansion coe�cients could be

an avenue of potential future research. This could be worth further research, however, it is highly

probable that optimising fabrication procedures would be very time consuming, with the possibility

of further problems being encountered with di�erences in thermal expansion coe�cient, stress and

other possible material damage in the molten salt. The current device fabrication procedure and

architecture had taken signi�cant work previously both with materials and device architecture to

develop microelectrodes suitable for quantitative measurements.[120,123]
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5.2.5 Improving the underlying insulator

As a cause of microelectrode failure was established to be connection to the silicon substrate through

the SiO2 bottom insulator, it was found not to be performing well as an insulator under these harsh

conditions. The feasibility of improving the bottom insulator with the inclusion of a thin layer of

silicon nitride was evaluated. Silicon nitride is known to produce a denser �lm, is a good barrier to

lithium ions and LPCVD stoichiometric silicon nitride had been shown to be a chemically resistant

barrier to the LiCl-KCl eutectic.[207] It was undesirable to completely remove the oxide layer, as it

is known to be an e�ective stress relief layer and the work with quartz highlighted the importance

of stress in the design of the electrodes.[123] Stoichiometric silicon nitride is known to have tensile

stress.[208�210] Thermally grown silicon oxide typically has the opposite compressive stress and is

used in microelectronics and MEMS devices as a stress relief layer, as incorporating it results in a

reduced net stress in the device architecture.[155, 211] This is a common method used to control

stress in thin �lm stacks.[212]Previous work by Blair switched the lower insulator to thermally

grown silicon dioxide, as a stress relief layer for the top silicon nitride layer.[123]

Figure 5.7: Schematic of the new device architecture including an additional layer of stoichiometric
silicon nitride beneath the metal.

Figure 5.7 shows the layer structure evaluated with an enhanced bottom insulator. As the top

insulator was functioning adequately for insulation, it was decided not to change the thickness of

this layer. An additional 100 nm thick stoichiometric silicon nitride layer was included beneath the
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Figure 5.8: Typical CVs of disc microelectrodes fabricated with silicon nitride underlying insulator
in LiCl-KCl with 5 mM AgCl at 450oC and a scan rate of 100 mVs-1. (A) Shows the
response for a 100 mm diameter electrode, (B) a 10 mm diameter electrode (C) is a
di�erent 100 mm diameter electrode and (D) a 30 mm diameter electrode which was
deemed non-functional.

metal. To compensate for the additional tensile stress from the extra Si3N4 layer, the thickness of

the oxide was increased to 1 mm.

The improved bottom insulator was evaluated by measuring the current for a buried plate of metal

beneath the top insulator at a voltage where silver plating should occur, and by measuring silver

plating and stripping in LiCl-KCl eutectic for fabricated microelectrodes. Figure 5.8 shows the

typical response seen for microelectrodes with the improved bottom insulator. Most electrodes

functioned (77 %) and gave limiting currents very close to those expected for the size of active

electrode, calculated using Equation eq: micro current (il = 4nFcDr) and a literature di�usion

coe�cient of silver at this temperature of D = 2.44 x 10-5 cm2s-1.[57] The comparison of the

measured currents and those recorded experimentally are presented in Table 5.3.

There was little evidence of the traits considered to be associated with electrical connection to the

underlying silicon, such as silver deposits on the side of the silicon chips and higher magnitude
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Microelectrode diameter / mm Graph Expected ilim / nA Measured ilim / nA

100 A 259.06 248.5 ± 3.2
10 B 25.91 24.10 ±1.8
100 C 259.06 957.8 ±0.6
30 D 77.72 No limiting current

Table 5.3: Table showing comparison of expected and measured limiting currents using the
microelectrodes used in Figure 5.8.

of measured currents.[123] When electrodes failed to produce a typical microelectrode response

very low currents were recorded, such as in Figure 5.8 D. This is more indicative of a di�erent

issue: a poor connection rather than the large currents observed when connection to the silicon

substrate was encountered.[123] One issue encountered was the reference electrode breaking during

the measurement, as was the case for the CV in Figure 5.8 C, where the device produced a response

that was characteristic of a microelectrode but with a current far larger than the 259 nA expected.

Upon removal of the device it was discovered that the reference electrode sheath had broken exposing

both LiCl-KCl eutectic with a higher concentration of AgCl added (1 wt % in 1 g) and the silver

wire. The silver wire was then acting as a quasi-reference electrode. There is a shift observable in

the onset of the plating potential which would be a�ected by the shift in equilibrium at the reference

and also the change in concentration of Ag+ in the solution. The increase in concentration of Ag+

in the solution expected with the mullite sheath breaking equates to 14.2 mM, which is roughly

three times the initial value. From the measured limiting current the current was approximately

four times the expected value correlating with an Ag+concentration of 19.9 ± 0.3 mM, which is a

similar order of magnitude to that expected but could indicate a slight possibility of a marginally

higher local concentration and not e�ective mixing. The improvements in the set-up implemented

to reduce the breakage of reference electrodes are discussed in Section 3.4

A comparison of the yield �gures for these designs with the improved STTM is shown in Table 5.4.

Layout and architecture Total yield / % Number tested

Thin track 60 41
Super thin track 65 40

Super thin track with improved bottom insulator 77 26

Table 5.4: Comparison of yield �gures for benchmark electrodes in comparison with new design of
improved bottom insulator. Yield �gures for thin track and super thin track are taken
from [123].

Care should be taken in comparing these �gures as these statistics are from many di�erent users
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and therefore the yields are di�cult to directly compare due to the in�uence of variables such as the

redox couple/concentration and size of the device not being controlled in yield �gures. Also it should

be noted that for the improved insulator the yield �gure is for fewer devices examined. However,

it is promising that a signi�cantly greater number of devices characterised function well enough to

show the expected microelectrode response, 77%, compared to previous batches of electrodes where

the yield was between 40-65% for di�erent architectures.[123,213] A larger improvement in yield was

observed for the implementation of an extra Si3N4 bottom insulator (in this work) compared with a

reduction in the area of metal on a chip (in Blair's work). Additionally the signatures thought to be

due to connecting to the silicon substrate, such as signi�cantly larger currents and high capacitance,

were not observable for the CV response of any devices characterised with the improved bottom

insulator. Both of these indicate that the inclusion of an additional insulating layer of silicon nitride

beneath the metal alleviates the issue of conduction paths through the oxide layer. The electrodes

still showed a much higher failure rate in the molten salt than for aqueous characterisation. However,

the yield of devices was characterised prior to the improvements implemented for connection to the

microfabricated electrodes discussed in Section 3.14. It is likely that some of the failed devices

may have su�ered from poor connection which would be consistent with the low current measured

and the sinusoidal noise evident in Figure 5.8, leading to a reduced yield being recorded. This was

consistent with the set-up Blair used so the connection should not have impacted a comparison of

the yield �gures.

The improvement in shorting defects to the silicon substrate was also con�rmed by the measurement

of buried test squares (a metal plate underneath the top insulator) which yielded no current observed

in chronoamperometry at -0.5 V for the three test structures incorporating an underlying nitride

layer. There was some noise and variance in the current measured on the buried test square,

however, this was in the nano-amp range and should be negligible for measurements on devices.

This is an improvement on the large currents observed for the measurement of a range of buried

test squares for the original architecture at the start of this work.[123,213] For all of the electrodes

characterised there was no evidence of delamination within the insulating layers, therefore the

additional layer of stoichiometric silicon nitride in the bottom insulator is a positive improvement

to the architecture of micro- and nanoelectrodes. After this study the design improvement of an

additional insulating layer was incorporated into all electrodes microfabricated for molten salt use.
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5.3 Lifetime of devices with improved underlying insulator

The operational lifetime over which electrodes perform to speci�cation is another important aspect

of device functionality, that requires optimisation both for measurement (to gain time varying

insight into the processes occurring at electrodes), and for the design of sensors for use in an online

monitoring process. The de�nition to assess the functionality of an electrode and determine a

lifetime was, again, the same as the one used by Blair to enable comparisons to be drawn.[123].

This was that the current response was typical and agreement with the theoretical limiting current

for the silver plating and stripping reaction.

The lifetime of these improved devices is shown in Figure 5.9 and were found to be highly variable.

The majority of electrodes showed a response which was typical for a microelectrode with a lifetime

between 1 to 2 hours. However, a small number of electrodes functioned for signi�cantly shorter

time periods; of the order of minutes. Often a noisy signal was evident on the plating current
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Figure 5.9: Lifetime of platinum microelectrodes characterised in this work (left). Comparison with
the thin track (TTM) and super thin track (STTM) versions in Blair's work for the
improved STTM produced in this work.[123]

after several scans, suggestive of dendrite formation. The limiting current would also typically

increase. There was no clear di�erence between the fabrication methods employed for patterning

the metal layer, with a high variability between all microelectrodes. The average lifetime was 0.9

± 0.7 hours, which was shorter than some of the benchmark devices (one of which functioned for

over 50 hours).[123] However, statistically relevant comparison is challenging as clearly there is a

large variation in lifetimes of all the electrodes, and only a few lifetime values characterised for
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the benchmark devices. It appears that the median values were similar across di�erent devices

with some exceptions which survived longer time periods. The reason for the decreased average

lifetime is unclear, but a contributing factor may be the determination of when a limiting current

is no longer observed as although e�orts were made to be consistent the interpretation of when a

limiting current failed to be established could be di�erent. It is also possible that the stress has

been increased by the inclusion of the additional silicon nitride layer. This was not apparent in the

same fracturing of devices as seen in those fabricated with too much nitride for the top insulation

layer, Figure 5.10 for inspection of the failed devices. Interestingly the larger area of metal pattern

appeared to give rise to some electrodes demonstrating longer operational lifetimes in the melt. For

this reason and the track resistance discussed in Section 5.5.5 a return was made to the thin track

metal pattern.

5.4 Stress in new architecture and the importance of silicon

nitride thickness

The silicon oxide layer thickness was increased in the improved architecture (Figure 5.7) to com-

pensate for the additional stress from the 100 nm layer of stoichiometric silicon nitride. This

was evaluated to be adequate, except for when electrodes were produced with a slight increase in

nominal top insulator thickness. When this deviated slightly from the target value of 500 nm due to

a slight di�erence in deposition rate, resulting in the top layer of stoichiometric silicon nitride being

measured as 551.5 ± 6.4 nm (using re�ectometry) all electrodes characterised showed evidence of

cracking, as shown in Figure 5.10. This was also apparent through larger currents than expected in

the electrochemical measurements, which was evidently due to larger areas of exposed metal when

the insulator cracked.

The electrodes fabricated with the underlying nitride are thus suspected to be very close to the upper

limit for stress. In the current microelectrode architecture the 1 mm SiO2 layer is providing just

enough stress relief for 100 nm layer of underlying and 500 nm of top Si3N4. It is critical that this

silicon nitride thickness is not exceeded otherwise the devices will fail in the MS environment. This

was con�rmed by a wafer fabricated in the same batch undergoing an additional dry etch process

prior to patterning and opening up windows in the insulator for the electrode and contact pad. This

thinning of the top insulator by approximately 52.7 ± 2.9 nm (measured with re�ectometry) was
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Figure 5.10: Optical image of the electrode and track after fabrication and before immersion into
the melt (left) and cracking evident of the top insulating silicon nitride layer after
immersion in LiCl-KCl eutectic (right), alongside salt remains which appear as black
specks in the image.

adequate to prevent cracking in the MS. Subsequently all silicon nitride depositions were performed

to give slightly less than the 500 nm and thus prevent this issue occurring. It was undesirable to

make the top Si3N4 insulator much thinner as it was still required to isolate the metal from the

salt.

5.5 Analysis of device failure for electrodes with improved

bottom insulator

5.5.1 Electrochemical signature of microelectrode failure and analysis

after removal

During the measurement of silver plating it was often observed that there were transient spikes in

the limiting current and it had an increased average value, which is exempli�ed by the pink line

in Figure 5.11. This response is an example of the electrochemical signature of the microelectrode

failing in the molten salt and is identical to the failure Blair observed during measurements.[123]

The charge passed in the stripping peak was also seen to decrease when the spikes in current were

observed. As the plating current was also observed to increase this indicates that there may be

detachment of silver from the microelectrode surface.
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Figure 5.11: CV of 10 mm microelectrode scanned at 100 mVs-1 in LiCl-KCl containing 5 mM AgCl,
showing change in limiting current signal over time.

The microelectrodes were optically examined after use and removal from the molten salt. Signs of

failure in the devices were manifold. A change of colour was often observed in the nitride covered

area, both the areas with underlying metal and those without. This would appear to indicate that

the nitride has been changed by exposure to the molten salt, possibly by thinning of the layer by

chemical attack or due to thermal e�ects. Thinning could not be directly measured due to the

structure of the devices. The re�ectometry measurement used to measure the thickness of silicon

nitride layer was not capable of providing a reliable measurement due to the optical similarity of

the underlying silicon oxide layer. A common feature observed on platinum microelectrodes after

removal from the LiCl-KCl eutectic was that areas of metal were missing. This typically appeared

to begin with small sub-micron regions that with time merged into larger areas. An example of

this is shown in Figure 5.12 for an electrode which was tested in LiCl-KCl with silver plating and

stripping. The platinum appears to have developed a large number of holes in the layer and also

looks to have been undercut. This electrode also demonstrates some other damage; including a

crack emanating from the electrode and also a hole in the top insulator (most evident in Figure

5.12 of the SEM image of the electrode after use), along with large amounts of salt ingrained into the

top insulator. Cracks and holes in the insulator were unusual when electrodes were inspected after

use, however, metal loss was apparent in most of the devices utilised in molten salt measurements.

All of these would contribute to a change in the active electrode area of the device, most likely
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an increase of exposed metal which would be consistent with the increased current. Any change

in active area would interfere with measurements of fundamental processes at an electrode in the

molten salt. As the metal loss was observable after many yield and lifetime evaluations it was

decided that it warranted investigation to eradicate this failure mechanism.

Figure 5.12: Optical image of a platinum microelectrode before (top left) and after (top right) being
immersed in LiCl-KCl and silver plating and stripping for 12 minutes. The SEM of the
same electrode (bottom) from which EDX measurements were taken, showing damage
including metal loss and cracking.

The EDX (energy dispersive x-ray) analysis showed an absence of both the platinum metal and

titanium making it likely that the adhesion layer of titanium nitride had also been lost from the

surface of the microelectrode. This was con�rmed by AFM measurements of electrodes after failure,

showing a height di�erence of around 70 nm between the top insulator and regions where metal

was lost which corresponds to the thickness of both the metal and the adhesion layer.

5.5.2 Investigation into the cause of metal loss

Both micro- and nano- (Section 7.1.3) platinum electrodes were observed to su�er from metal

loss during lifetime measurements involving silver plating and stripping on the surface of the
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electrode. As this changed the surface area of the electrode, and thus the electroactive area,

this makes the sensors unsuitable for use in a quantitative monitoring system, and casts doubt on

any fundamental measurements performed to further understand the processes occurring at the

metal electrodes. Thus it was necessary to reduce and ideally eliminate this failure mechanism,

which required understanding what factors were causing this observed metal loss. Two possibilities

were chemical loss due to the salt environment or, alternatively, harsh mechanical treatment of the

electrode with the plating and subsequent stripping of silver.

An analogue to platinum stripping was the stripping of aluminium which has previously been found

to occur if aluminium were immersed in molten LiCl-KCl eutectic. Both platinum and aluminium

can be electrochemically stripped inside the electrochemical window of the LiCl-KCl eutectic. This

suggests that chemical species could be a possible cause of the metal loss. Aluminium can be

stripped at a much lower potential (around -1.2 V) and it was found that aluminium loss could be

prevented by holding at a more negative potential (where aluminium plating should occur).[162]

Several experiments were performed to observe if the same would be true in this case - if holding

the electrodes at a potential of -0.2 V between scans would prevent the metal loss observed. This

value was selected for silver plating measurements as it was above the potential where silver should

plate but more negative than the potential where the platinum would strip. The holding potential

was around 1.2 V lower than the platinum stripping potential ( platinum is known to strip at

a positive potential around 1 V vs. Ag+),[123, 214] so even with any variance in the reference

electrode potential, the working electrode would always be at a platinum plating potential.

To determine if metal loss was caused by the silver stripping electrodes were also tested in LiCl-KCl

eutectic with a soluble-soluble redox couple performing measurements, and solely with immersion

into LiCl-KCl eutectic. Microelectrodes were used for this investigation as it was easier to image

the electrode surface and the conditions were imposed for a period of one hour. Figure 5.5 shows

typical examples of the optical results. Although the di�erent electrodes tested appear very di�erent

colours this can be caused by a small variation in thickness of the layers of the device so should

not be over-interpreted. Care was taken to ensure that microscope settings were identical for the

images taken of the initial and �nal appearance of the electrode so a comparison could be made

between them.

Metal loss was apparent across the devices immersed in the salt, to varying extents. The only

condition where metal loss was not observed was heating the electrode to 450oC with no salt present.
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Test performed Initial appearance Appearance after test

Measured
Eu in

LiCl-KCl
EuCl3

Held at
-0.2 V in
LiCl-KCl

Immersed
in

LiCl-KCl

Heated to
450oC not
in molten

salt

Table 5.5: Optical images of electrodes before (left) and after (right) di�erent molten salt conditions
to elucidate the cause of metal loss observed.
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Figure 5.13: Optical image of a 100 mm diameter platinum microelectrode before (A) and after (B)
cycling for 30 minutes in melt containing 52 mM EuCl3 .

Although it was suspected that the elevated temperature was not causing the metal loss (as during

fabrication the metal is heated to 800oC for the deposition of the silicon nitride), this con�rms that

the metal loss is due to the interaction with the molten salt. The most damage was observed for

the electrode cycled around the europium redox reaction, with likely metal loss extending from the

electrode to underneath the insulator. The electrode immersed in the eutectic showed small regions

of metal loss (the green regions on the electrode) which are not present on the initial image. It

was found that holding at a platinum plating potential didn't prevent the metal loss occurring on

the platinum electrode, in a similar manner as that achieved for aluminium electrodes.[162] There

was a high degree of variability between di�erent electrodes tested and there was no indication

of correlation with applied potential. This indicates that although the process might be assisted

by electrochemistry, the mechanism behind this is likely to be physical in origin. It is challenging

to know when this damage occurred as imaging of the microelectrode necessitated freezing of the

salt on the surface of the chip and then rinsing with deionised water. As the rapid freezing is

a particularly harsh process for the device it could be contributing to the metal loss observed.

However, the optical visualisation of metal loss coupled with the spiky limiting current indicates

that there is likely to be some surface change during the measurement itself. This characteristic

metal loss was observed in the absence of redox species in the molten salt, and was seen to occur

irrespective of whether electrochemistry was performed using the microelectrodes. Metal loss was

also evident on tungsten electrodes in other molten salt work.[123]

The electrodes were investigated after failure by inspecting visually and also using SEM to analyse

damaged areas. Figure 5.13 shows a comparison of the visual appearance of an electrode before use
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Position 1 2 3

Si 71.6 74.3 66.8
O 14.5 14.9 27.2
Pt 6.7 4.9 0.0
Ti 0.6 0.6 0.0
N 0.5 1.9 5.9
Eu 1.7 0.6 0.0
Cl 0.1 4.4 3.5

Table 5.6: Normalised atomic percentages from EDX measurement at various positions of the used
platinum microelectrode (Figure 5.13).

and after measurement in a melt containing EuCl3. The proportions of elements detected by EDX

measurement of the electrode after use are summarised in Table 5.6 for the positions indicated

in Figure 5.13. The area showing delamination was found to contain no measurable Ti or Pt,

(nitrogen is still observed as the underlying insulator is Si3N4). Clearly both the adhesion layer

and the platinum metal have been lost in areas that appear green in the visual image. There is also

evidence of Eu remaining on the electrode metal, as expected on drying. Similarly for the platinum

electrodes EDX measurements did not detect platinum or titanium on regions where suspected

metal loss had occurred on the active area of the electrode.

5.5.3 Investigating the materials used in microfabricated electrodes

As metal loss was observed across a range of di�erent salts and could not be prevented by applying

a plating potential to the devices. A thorough investigation was performed on the materials used

for each of the layers in the microfabricated electrodes stack as failure of any layer could cause

metal loss.

5.5.3.1 Electrode metals

Metal loss was observed when the sample was immersed in the fused salt and even when not

subjected to electrochemical reactions at the metal interface. This suggests that the mechanism

for the metal loss observed is mechanical or physical in nature and not chemical, particularly as

it was seen to occur for di�erent metals [123]. To con�rm that this was the case the durability of

the electrode metals in LiCl-KCl melt was investigated. This necessitated the use of bulk materials

to avoid the requirement of an adhesion layer to attach the metal to a dielectric, ensuring that

this couldn't be a cause of failure. Materials considered for use as the metal layer in the electrode
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Figure 5.14: CV response for a macroelectrode of tungsten and platinum at 0.2 V/s in dry LiCl-KCl.
The current has been normalised to the lithium plating peak.

architecture were evaluated including: platinum, tungsten, molybdenum and tantalum. Testing the

bulk materials was achieved by immersing wires of each metal simultaneously into clean LiCl-KCl

for 300 hours. No electrochemistry was performed and the temperature was maintained at 450oC

throughout the experiment with the wires immersed and withdrawn whilst the salt was molten.

The mass of the wires were compared but there was no observable change for any of the metals. The

frozen salt was analysed by ICP-MS to determine if the metals were present in the melt. There were

trace amounts of some metals present in the salt, however, the amounts were very low. Considering

the long length of immersion and negligible amounts detected, it is unlikely that chemical removal

is the cause of platinum loss from microelectrodes where metal loss was observed to occur within

minutes for multiple devices. Although bulk metals are likely to behave di�erently from a thin �lm

of the material, it would be expected that chemical corrosion would be similar for �lms and the

bulk material.

The electrochemical response for each metal was also recorded within the solvent window of a clean

LiCl-KCl salt. The comparison is shown in Figure 5.14, the current was normalised to the lithium

plating peak potential for easier comparison as the current magnitude was signi�cantly larger for

the CV employing platinum as the WE.

As can be seen in Figure 5.14 tungsten shows the expected response of lithium plating and stripping
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Figure 5.15: Phase diagram for platinum-lithium adapted from ASM.[215]

at the negative end, and chlorine evolution at the positive end of the solvent window. This is

unsurprising as tungsten is a refractory metal and W rods are employed as the standard working

and counter electrodes within molten salt research within the group and have extensively been used

in literature. [57] For the response recorded on the platinum wire there are several peaks within

the expected solvent window. At negative potentials these are likely to be due to the platinum

alloying with lithium. From the phase diagram shown in Figure 5.15 it is clear that at 450oC there

are numerous platinum- lithium alloys that can be formed. When the potential is swept positively

the platinum starts stripping around 0.7 V. The current initially increases as the potential is swept

positive. However, then it suddenly falls to zero which suggests the surface becomes passivated

preventing further platinum stripping, causing chlorine gas evolution to be suppressed with a peak

only visible at a higher potentials (around 2 V although this is not shown in this CV). The return

sweep is very interesting as this shows an oxidative peak on the reduction sweep. This could be

linked to the passivation of the surface as this is removed and then platinum can be plated.

This was further investigated using LiCl-KCl with 20 mM PtCl2. Figure 5.16 shows the plating

and stripping reactions on both a W rod and Pt wire in this solution. There are subtle di�erences

between the two CVs starting at the same potential (the grey line showing the response with a

tungsten WE and red line showing the response with a platinum WE), such as the appearance of

two peaks in the plating of Pt on the reductive sweep. This is attributed to the Pt plating onto

W initially and then a Pt surface. The similarity can be explained by the plating of Pt through
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the reductive sweep for the tungsten electrode thus the alloying reactions will most likely be the

same in both systems. When the CV was started at a potential positive of platinum stripping, the

response is more similar to that observed for a tungsten rod in just the eutectic LiCl-KCl, showing

a clear Li plating and stripping peaks, as well as the start of chlorine evolution at the positive

potential end of the window. Small peaks are evident of Pt-Li alloying as throughout the scan

platinum will be plating onto the electrode. Peaks were very similar for the Pt wire in clean LiCl-

KCl and PtCl2 salt (Figures 5.14 and 5.16), the only real di�erence is the shape of the reduction

peak during alloy formation. The alloying and passivation of platinum wire were also con�rmed

using the optical furnace to visualise the processes occurring at the electrodes. During the reductive

period beneath -1.75 V, supposedly due to alloying, the platinum wire became darker in colour and

increased in size. The electrode then decreased in size during the corresponding oxidation peaks.

There were far fewer bubbles evolved on the Pt wire at positive potentials compared to a W rod in

LiCl-KCl. Again, con�rming that the surface of the electrode is passivated or coated preventing the

evolution of chlorine at the expected potential. It is unclear what is causing the surface to become

passivated. Literature suggests that this is due to platinum oxide forming. However, although

this may be possible these experiments were performed in a glove box to minimise the presence of

oxygen and the salt was thoroughly dried before experiments were performed. Other possibilities

are forming hexachloroplatinate. Certainly in the optical measurements a brown colour is visible

around the liquid gas interface which would correspond with the colour of this compound.

The alloying of platinum has been shown to occur with bismuth in LiCl-KCl.[137] Although

platinum is commonly used as an inert metal at standard conditions in molten salt environment it

is clearly not acting as an inert metal. This could be an interesting phenomenon and could be used

to provide a series of signals as a �ngerprint of an analyte which could help to identify components.

However, this would likely need to be incorporated with inert electrodes in a monitoring system.

This is because the platinum alloying with the solvent would severely limit the useful electrochemical

window, and thus reduces the utility of this as the sensor metal. Also alloying could cause damage to

the material and cause changes in the electroactive area so quantitative analysis could be precluded.

The same features were observable on platinum microelectrodes. At the positive end this was very

clear but the current decreased signi�cantly after each scan. After removing the electrode having

performed only 5 CVs it was clear that the platinum had been removed and not replated. The

negative scan also showed signi�cant damage. This shows that platinum microelectrodes can only
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of CVs initially scanning in the negative direction at a scan rate of 200
mV/s on tungsten and platinum in LiCl-KCl with 20 mM PtCl2 added at 450oC. The
red line is platinum wire WE and the grey line is tungsten rod WE both starting at
0.08 V. The black line is the response of the tungsten rod WE with the scan starting
at 1.1 V.

be used in a narrower window of around 2 V where the platinum is inert and provides motivation

to use alternative metals for the fabrication of a microelectrode sensor to function over a wider

solvent window.

5.5.3.2 Adhesion Layer

Previous studies showed that titanium nitride was a chemically stable adhesion layer as it did not

appear to be removed when samples were immersed in molten salt.[123] This was in preference to

other possible materials such as titanium, which was removed by electrodissolution upon immersion

and cycling in the salt.[123] To con�rm that the titanium nitride is adequately resistant to corrosion

dedicated test structures were fabricated with TiN layers of two thicknesses; 20 and 200 nm on 100

nm stoichiometric silicon nitride. The 20 nm corresponded to the thickness used within the electrode

architecture and 200 nm was a more visually apparent layer. The TiN was deposited by sputtering

Ti in an N2 atmosphere using an Oxford Plasma Technology Plasmalab System 400 sputterer. This

was then patterned into test squares and Greek crosses by a wet etch using hydrogen peroxide at

50oC following photolithography.
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Figure 5.17: Optical image of titanium nitride test structures before (A & C) and after immersion
in LiCl-KCl eutectic for 35 hours (B) and immersed in a di�erent melt for 10 hours
(D).

The Van der Pauw method was used to measure the sheet resistance of the test structures using

the crosses. There was found to be a very large variation in the sheet resistance measurements

across the wafer indicating some non-uniformity of the layer. The deposition process is known to

have some variability, and with the 20 nm layer being very thin it is unsurprising that variation

was observed across the wafer. To overcome this limitation several measurements were recorded

for each chip both before and after it was immersed in the salt for a period of time, to gain an

accurate measurement of any changes occurring. Recording multiple measurements and examining

the change in sheet resistance for a single chip allowed a clearer picture of the e�ect on the titanium

nitride.

As can be seen in Figure 5.17 the titanium nitride did not optically appear to su�er damage

from immersion in the salt. This was the case for multiple samples. However, after immersion

in a corrosive salt the silicon nitride layer appeared changed by the immersion, as seen in Figure

5.17 D. After immersion the silicon nitride visibly looked very patchy, this was corroborated by

re�ectometry measurements showing a clear linear decrease in thickness with time, as shown in

Figure 5.18. The corrosion of the silicon nitride was found to vary in di�erent batches of salt. It

is known that impurities, particularly oxides and hydroxides, increase the rate of corrosion within
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Figure 5.18: Measured change in silicon nitride layer thickness by re�ectometry as a function of
immersion time in the molten salt.

molten salts.[56] The average rate of silicon nitride layer thickness decrease was found to be 8.58 ±

0.88 nm/hour in salt 1 which was more corrosive, most likely due to oxide or hydroxide impurities

present in the melt. In salt 2 the rate of decrease was found to be 0.24 ± 0.01 nm/hour as the salt

contained fewer corrosive species. This demonstrates the importance of a dry and impurity free

salt for measurement to limit corrosion. However, from all immersion studies (even in the more

corrosive salt) the TiN layer did not appear optically changed.

Figure 5.19 shows the change in sheet resistance measured for the 200 nm thick TiN test structures

immersed for di�erent times in a dry LiCl-KCl eutectic melt. The sheet resistance measurements

also con�rmed that the TiN was not being attacked in the molten salt, as over time they did not

show an increase in resistance. The sheet resistance would be expected to increase in magnitude

with a thinning of the TiN layer as resistance is inversely proportional to thickness. It was surprising

that after immersion the sheet resistance decreased linearly with time for the samples measured for

both layer thicknesses. A similar phenomenon was observed for the 20 nm thick TiN test structures.

The likely explanation for this is that the TiN is deposited by sputtering Ti in an atmosphere of

N2, thus it is likely that the layer is annealing in the high temperature environment of the molten

salt (450oC). This was corroborated by a similar decrease in the sheet resistance of a TiN sample

that was annealed under argon. Literature also indicates that titanium nitride layers can be porous

and that annealing a�ects the sheet resistance.[216] The annealing time is slightly di�erent to the
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Figure 5.19: Change in measured sheet resistance for Greek cross structures of 200 nm thick TiN with
immersion time in LiCl-KCl eutectic at 450oC. Each point represents measurements of
eight separate Greek crosses on a sample immersed in the salt.

immersion time as the sample remained in the furnace during the slow cooling process, which

accounts for minor di�erences between the values. This indicates that no chemical change to the

TiN layer is responsible for the metal loss observed as it is clearly stable even in relatively corrosive

salts. Therefore the metal loss is likely attributable to a physical process occurring. It seems likely

that the adhesion between the TiN and the platinum is superior to the adhesion onto the silicon

nitride, which would explain why titanium nitride is also found not to be present in cases of metal

loss from the electrode surface.

5.5.4 Eliminating the adhesion layer

The physical restructuring of the TiN identi�ed earlier could be contributing towards the observed

metal loss by exerting force on the thin layer of deposited platinum. Another motivation for

removing the adhesion layer from the architecture of the electrode is for the development of MNEE

nanoelectrodes, where the TiN edge is exposed to the melt. In this case the TiN contributes

to the signal recorded, as shown in Figure 7.6. This complicated the measurement with two

di�erent responses evident, and this feature could be exacerbated if one layer undergoes an alloying

reaction and the other metallic layer does not. Hence the motivation to work towards achieving

an architecture that did not require an adhesion layer. A possible metal candidate which does not

require an adhesion layer is tantalum, as it can be used as adhesion layer itself.[123,217] It has also

been reported that tantalum has very good resistance to corrosion.[218]
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Figure 5.20: Typical CV within LiCl-KCl eutectic using tantalum rod at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s.

However, it is �rst important to establish whether tantalum is suitably inert electrochemically.

A CV using a macroelectrode using a 2 mm diameter tantalum rod as the working electrode in

the electrochemical system is shown in Figure 5.20. There was no evidence of alloying within the

electrochemical window of the LiCl-KCl eutectic. Thereby demonstrating suitability of tantalum

as an inert electrode to investigate fundamentals of electrochemical reactions within the melt.

Tantalum electrodes were fabricated and characterised for heat and corrosion resistance to LiCl-KCl

eutectic. A concern was that oxides are known to form on tantalum and there were further concerns

over the �delity of the connection to the devices.[219,220] These tantalum electrodes were fabricated

with an aluminium capping layer, which was deposited after argon milling the surface whilst under

vacuum to remove the top surface oxide. The structure of the capped microelectrodes is shown in

Figure 5.21. Aluminium was used as it is known to be removed from devices without applying a

Figure 5.21: Cross-section of tantalum microelectrode with aluminium capping layer.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of a tantalum electrode before (A) and after (B) use in LiCl-KCl at 450oC
for 10 hours.

holding potential so could easily be stripped in-situ once immersed in the melt. Figure 5.22 shows

a comparison of tantalum electrodes with immersion into the melt, the aluminium capping layer

was fully removed and a ring artefact can be seen after immersion where this was positioned on the

electrode. The tantalum itself does not appear di�erent than underneath the insulator. Neither

heat or immersion into the salt seemed to signi�cantly damage the tantalum and no loss of metal

was observed over similar time periods of immersion to the platinum electrodes.

5.5.5 Track resistance

Previously the width of the track had been reduced to decrease the critical area of the devices.[123]

This was done in order to improve the yield of devices which showed the expected microelectrode

response.[123] A comparison between the thin track (TTM) and super thin track (STTM) designs

is shown in Figure 5.2. However, looking again at the lifetime data in Figure 5.9 it does not appear

that this resulted in an improvement in lifetime, and this suggests that the Si3N4 is robust with a

low defectivity.

During this work decreasing the width of the track had a deleterious e�ect on the resistance of

the track in the devices. This was particularly the case for the 50 nm thick platinum micro- and

nanoelectrodes, where the track resistance increased from 1475 ± 23 W for the thin track to 14325

± 1111 W for the narrower super thin track design. This was most evident in the electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy performed with the microelectrodes, the analysis of which is covered in

greater depth in Section 6.3.2.3. The track resistance of various microelectrode designs were
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measured with a probe station using two probes; positioned at the centre of the contact pad and the

electrode. Table 5.7 shows the measured values. While nanoelectrodes cannot be measured in the

same manner, these would be expected to have very similar track resistances to the microelectrode

equivalent design. The thin track design has a smaller resistance for both metals by an order of

magnitude, which is a signi�cant decrease and is consistent with the decreased number of squares

in the design. As the stoichiometric silicon nitride top insulator was performing adequately and

no evidence of silver plating on the top of the covered metal was evident in the evaluated devices

(which would have been evidence of pinholes in the insulator), it was decided to return to the `thin

track' design. This had the added bene�t of not having a sharp corner at the base of the track

where the enlarged disc of metal with the central microelectrode was located, which should help

minimise stress at this location in subsequent devices.

For the tantalum electrodes, both with and without the aluminium capping layer at contact pad and

electrode, the in�uence of contact and track resistance were investigated further. Table 5.8 shows

a comparison of the measured resistance across the contact pad (approx 0.5 cm separation between

probes) and between the contact pad and the electrode (approx. 3 cm separation between probes).

Clearly there is a large track resistance of around 105W inherent in all of the devices, two orders

of magnitude above the Ta contact resistance measured across the contact pad. The aluminium

Microelectrode device Metal thickness (nm) Measured track
resistance (W)

Calculated iR drop
(mV)

Platinum STTM 50 14325 ± 1111 1.43 ± 0.11
Platinum TTM 50 1475 ± 23 0.15 ± 0.01
Tantalum TTM 50 147009 ± 86000 14.70 ± 8.60

Tantalum TTM (loaded
into furnace at room

temp)

200 631 ± 1 0.06 ± 0.01

Tungsten STTM 200 1710 ± 43 0.17 ± 0.01
Tungsten TTM 200 333 ± 8 0.03 ± 0.01

Table 5.7: Measured track resistance of platinum, tantalum and tungsten microelectrode devices
(with metal layer thicknesses of 50 nm and 200 nm) and the calculated iR drop assuming
a current of 100 nA for all designs.

capping layer signi�cantly reduced the contact resistance measurement across the contact pad of

the device where there is a slab of aluminium between the probes, which is fully expected as

the aluminium is deposited as a contact because it acts as a good conductor. Also as expected

a�rming it is a track resistance, this clearly hasn't caused a change in the measured resistance

between contact pad and electrode for the tantalum devices with a capping layer. In the deposition
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process an argon mill process is used to remove the oxide from the surface of the tantalum before

the aluminium is sputtered onto the wafer (both under vacuum), and the track resistance for the

tantalum electrodes with and without an Al capping layer has been shown to be equivalent within

error. Thus it can be concluded that the milling process is not adequate to remove all of the

tantalum oxide present on the devices. Clearly there is a large track resistance present in these

devices which is not due to the formation of an oxide at the contact pad and electrode causing

contact resistance between the device and the probe. Interestingly, the high temperature anneal

Electrode Resistance across contact
pad /W

Resistance between contact
pad and electrode /W

Ta 3.14 x 103± 848 1.47 x 105± 0.86 x 105

Ta with Al capping layer 1.66 x 101± 2.08 1.23 x 105± 0.002 x 105

Ta with Al capping layer
annealed for 1 hour in Ar

4.75 x 101± 1.07 1.33 x 105 ± 0.01 x 105

Table 5.8: Comparison of the measured track resistance for various tantalum microelectrodes.

(450°C) under argon of the Ta electrodes with high resistance has only slightly increased the track

resistance. This suggests that there is little physical restructuring of the devices which was observed

for the TiN adhesion layer. Therefore the resilience of the devices would be expected to be improved.

The sheet resistance of a 50 nm tantalum layer after deposition was measured to be 27.9 ± 0.9 W/2

using a Veeco FPP 5000 four point probe. For the thin track design there are 165 squares leading to

an expected track resistance 4598 ± 141 W. This is two orders of magnitude lower than the measured

track resistance of the devices when fully fabricated, so there has clearly been a change to the metal

during the fabrication process. The high resistance measured for the tantalum TTM was thought

to arise from the formation of a stable oxide layer on the surface of the tantalum, as tantalum

pentoxide is often used in capacitors because it has a high dielectric constant and can easily be

formed by anodization.[219, 221] Although the measurements indicate that oxide formation must

be occurring across the entire length of the track, rather than just at the electrode and contact pad

which are left exposed. During the fabrication process the devices are not exposed to an oxygen

plasma, an alternative cause of oxidation to the tantalum could be during the process used for

nitrogen deposition. The wafers are loaded into the nitride furnace whilst it is at 600oC, causing

the tantalum to be exposed to oxygen in the atmosphere at elevated temperature before the furnace

is purged with nitrogen. This was con�rmed with an increased sheet resistance measurement of 449
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± 177 W/2 for a 50 nm Ta layer after a CF4 blanket etch of deposited silicon nitride compared to

an initial value of 27.9 ± 0.9 W/2 after Ta deposition.

To reduce the amount of oxide formed on the entire tantalum pattern, the fabrication process

was adjusted so that the wafers were loaded into the nitride furnace at room temperature, and

only heated when the chamber had �lled with nitrogen to limit the exposure to oxygen at high

temperature. The measured resistances are shown in Table 5.7. This adaption to the fabrication

process (along with an increase in track thickness) resulted in a decrease of the resistance by three

orders of magnitude, and a track resistance value which was more consistent with other electrode

metals.

The measured sheet resistance for the 200 nm thick layer of tantalum was 6.97 ± 0.21 W/2 after

metal deposition. It can be clearly seen that as would be expected the track resistance decreases

with both increasing thickness of the track and width. With a four times thicker track the measured

sheet resistance decreased by roughly a factor of four. The adaption to the fabrication procedure

had the desired e�ect of decreasing the track resistance, as the reduction in track resistance was

more than expected for an increase in the thickness of the metal. This is a signi�cant reduction

that would help distinguish parasitics arising from the track and charge transfer characteristics in

impedance spectroscopy. Clearly increasing the thickness of the track is also bene�cial in reducing

the track resistance. However, for the fabrication of nanoelectrodes the layer thickness is the

Figure 5.23: Example of the typical discolouration of the tantalum electrodes observed during
etching the top insulator.

critical length scale of the device so it is not desirable to increase the thickness. Therefore a trial

was performed of thickening the track over a few centimetres above the electrode. This design

would mean the majority of the track would be signi�cantly thicker thus helping limit the overall

track resistance. A concern was that this could cause stress and poor coverage over the step change

in metal thickness. This was simply done with the use of a shadow mask during deposition of the
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tantalum in the sputter deposition system. All devices immersed and held in LiCl-KCl with 5 mM

AgCl did not show any evidence of cracking due to stress or silver plating on the insulator. Thus

it was concluded that this would be a viable method of ameliorating the track resistance.

Figure 5.24: SEM images and EDX measurements of Ta electrodes fabricated to check whether
Ta was present on the contact pad and electrode after etching windows into the top
insulator.

Unfortunately issues were encountered during the fabrication of the devices using low temperature

loading of the furnace. During the �nal etching step the metal was observed to become discoloured

- although this could merely be an optical feature with a very thin layer on the surface. This can

be seen in Figure 5.23. As the etch used to create windows in the top silicon nitride insulator

is also known to etch tantalum, there was a concern that the thin 50 nm layer of tantalum was

being removed.[222,223] This was checked using EDX to investigate the surface of the electrode and

contact pad, the results of which are shown in Figure 5.24. It was determined that tantalum was

still present on all the devices, with an atomic percentage of Ta between 35-60 for areas of exposed

tantalum (electrode and contact pad) although the roughness of the layer showed some variation.

An example of the electrochemistry observed when these devices were used for measurements in

LiCl-KCl with europium is shown in Figure 5.25. The electrochemical response showed many peaks

which seemed to change over time and could be indicative of contamination of the electrode surface.

Interestingly the EDX measurements show the presence of carbon, which could have contaminated

the surface from the CF4 etch. This could be contamination within the instrument or from the

photoresist which was still present on the wafer. However, it was not detectable on the dicing tracks

which only showed the expected elements present in the dielectric layers in these areas. It is also

unlikely to be photoresist as the removal steps were the same as for other metal electrode fabrication
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Figure 5.25: Electrochemistry of the �rst CV observed over di�erent windows for Ta electrode with
apparently black surface (left) and the W macroelectrode respones in the same melt
(right) which contained 60 mM EuCl3 at the same temperature (375oC).

and this issue wasn't encountered during fabrication. Tantalum carbide and �uorocarbon residue

has been observed by Kuo for plasma etched sputtered tantalum, using electron spectroscopy,[224]

whilst Martz et al. attributed slow etch rates to �uorocarbon deposition.[225]

Unfortunately scarcity of time prevented a more thorough investigation of this phenomenon and

investigation of di�erent processes to overcome this observed issue. Although the high track

resistance of tantalum microelectrodes could not be overcome without adversely a�ecting the

electrochemical measurement in the time available, the tantalum microelectrodes (with high track

resistance) demonstrated very good functionality in the molten salt environment.

The lifetimes of devices in comparison to the platinum electrodes measured with the same silver

plating and stripping reaction is shown in Figure 5.26. The average lifetime of the Ta electrodes

was 13.5 ± 3.5 hours. Only four devices were evaluated due to the available time so statistical

conclusions are limited. Despite the observation of variability in the lifetime of the devices the

electrodes were consistently reliable for 9 hours, a time which allows meaningful measurement and

analysis of reactions. This is discussed further in Chapters 6 & 7. The new design of tantalum

microelectrodes is a suitable pathway for the production of nanoelectrodes, as there is no adhesion

layer requirement.
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of the lifetimes of tantalum microelectrodes in comparison with the
platinum microelectrodes measured in this work.

5.6 Conclusions

Within the group issues with the yield and lifetime of devices used in the harsh environment

of the molten salt have been encountered, and e�orts to improve these for devices have been

sought.[122, 123] For the device at the start of this work, possible shorting to the silicon substrate

was identi�ed as a possible critical failure mechanism for devices. Two di�erent approaches to

overcome this issue were evaluated; �rstly using a quartz substrate as it would be non conductive,

and then improving the insulator between the metal and the silicon substrate. Major issues were

encountered in fabricating microelectrodes using a non-conductive substrate which would require

complete redesign of the devices requiring signi�cant time and e�ort.

Electrodes fabricated with a silicon nitride layer underneath the metal layer performed to a high

standard, whilst only requiring minor additional fabrication steps. The yield of functioning devices

signi�cantly improved with the added layer in the structure. This is most likely due to it acting

as a better insulator and covering any pinholes in the silicon oxide layer, which thus reduced

the likelihood of critical failure of connecting to the conductive silicon substrate. The inclusion

of a silicon nitride layer was judged to be bene�cial in preventing connection between the metal

and silicon substrate, and thus was incorporated into all subsequent batches of devices fabricated

to improve the yield of devices functioning in the molten salt environment. The lifetime of

microelectrodes was highly variable and typically functioned for under an hour, the common

observation after utilising the platinum microelectrodes was the loss of metal from the surface
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of the electrode. This was investigated and found to occur due to physical changes occurring

within the adhesion layer of TiN although this itself was found to be chemically resilient to the

molten salt. This motivated the adaption to the architecture of the devices to remove the adhesion

layer from the structure of the device. A completely new system compatible with nanoelectrode

production based on tantalum as an electrode metal has been designed and fabricated. The

tantalum microelectrodes were found to withstand the harsh conditions reliably. Although these

devices still require further optimisation to reduce the track resistance without impacting the �nal

etch to expose the tantalum, which unfortunately due to time constraints could not be completed

within this work. The development of resilient tantalum electrodes enables the investigation of

fundamental processes occurring with the use of micro- and nanoelectrodes.



Chapter 6

Microelectrode Characterisation

6.1 Introduction

Signi�cant work has been performed to develop minituarised sensors to enable the fundamental

processes occurring during electron transfer reactions to be studied. The previous chapter focused

on the development of devices so that they were resilient to the high temperature molten salts

of interest for nuclear pyroprocessing. This chapter now considers the analysis of microelectrode

measurements. The fabricated microelectrodes were �rst characterised in aqueous media to ensure

that they behaved as expected; the results for the platinum devices are presented. The nuclear

relevant soluble/soluble europium (III/II) redox system, which was studied with macroelectrodes

in Chapter 4, was then used for further investigation of the enhanced microelectrodes developed.

6.2 Aqueous characterisation of microelectrodes

6.2.1 Cleaning Pt microelectrodes

The microelectrodes were �rst tested aqueously and were found to need electrochemical cleaning, as

can be seen in Figure 6.1. When characterised using [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- without electrochemical cleaning

the electrodes were generally found to be highly resistive and the expected `wave' response was not

evident. Although a few electrodes showed a reasonable microelectrode response with both shape

and magnitude similar to those expected for the bu�er solution with potassium ferricyanide and

131
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Figure 6.1: (A) Comparison of resistive response when tested without electrochemical cleaning, and
(C) after, for a 30 mm diameter microdisc electrode in 1 mm FFC in 0.1 M KCl. (B)
shows the rapid change to a `wave' response during the cleaning cycling at 200 mVs-1 in
the same solution.

ferrocyanide redox agents, the majority (> 90%) of those tested without electrochemical cleaning

did not. As the currents observed were markedly smaller than expected, it also indicated that not

all the electrode surface was active. Ensuring the entire area of the electrode is clean and accurately

known is important for electrodes, so that the current can be related to the concentration,[226,227]

and essential for the production of sensors which necessitate a quantitative measurement.

There are many methods employed for cleaning electrodes; a typical protocol for cleaning macroelec-

trodes typically includes polishing to produce a fresh surface, but this is not feasible for microfab-

ricated electrodes.[228,229] A common method of cleaning very small electrodes is electrochemical

cycling in sulphuric acid between the solvent limits.[85] This was not employed in this instance as

potassium ferricyanide/ferrocyanide (FFC) was used as the redox couple for testing the electrodes.

It is known that potassium ferricyanide reacts with ferrous (Fe2+) ions in acidic solutions to form

an insoluble blue complex known as `Prussian Blue', which has been widely used in histology and

blue printing.[230] A similar side product of electrochemical cycling in FFC has also been observed

and investigated within the group; this formed an insoluble �lm on the electrode surface.[231] As

there were concerns over the thoroughness of rinsing all of the acidic solution o� the electrodes, and

for rapid use when the electrode was clean, all electrochemical cleaning was performed in the FFC

measurement bu�er. The cleaning protocol used was cycling between -1 V and + 0.4 V for 15 cycles

at a scan rate of 0.2 Vs-1. It was seen that the wave due to the FFC grew in size, and a characteristic

microelectrode response was typically observed after 5 complete scans. The typical responses for

unclean, cleaning cycles and clean microelectrodes are shown in Figure 6.1. It is likely that the

reduced active electrode area initially seen is due to some contamination on the surface. It is possible
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this is from incomplete removal of the photoresist deposited for dicing the wafers. It has been seen

within the group previously that contamination can be easily removed by scanning to negative

potentials in aqueous KCl,[231] which was also seen to be the case for the microelectrodes tested

here. All electrodes were therefore cleaned with this procedure, immediately prior to recording the

fundamental response in the FCC solution. The limiting currents were measured and compared to

those expected for the electrode size, calculated from Equation eq: micro current using literature

di�usion coe�cients of ferrocyanide, D = 7.7 x 10-6 cm2s-1 and ferricyanide, D = 6.2 x 10-6 cm2s-1

at 25oC.[232,233] After these initial results showed issues with ensuring all of the resist was cleaned

from the active surface wafers were not coated with photoresist prior to dicing in the fabrication

process discussed in Section 3.1.2. This would also likely be more of an issue for molten salt

measurements, where there is no established electrode cleaning protocol. It was also undesirable to

aqueously test each electrode in aqueous media, to establish cleanliness, prior to use within a melt.

6.2.2 Cyclic voltammetry analysis

The majority of the electrodes functioned well in aqueous media. 91% of electrodes tested from the

dry etched wafer and 94% from the wet etched wafer gave the characteristic sigmoidal microelectrode

response and limiting currents after electrochemical cleaning. The small number of electrodes that

didn't work showed a resistive response, which could either be due to a poor connection to the

device or remaining contamination on the surface of the electrode. Figure 6.2 shows an example

of the scan rate study performed on the smallest, 10 mm diameter, and largest, 100 mm diameter,

platinum microelectrodes following cleaning.

Reassuringly it was possible to measure currents at standard concentrations for single microelec-

trodes with accuracy, even at very low currents of only single nanoamps. Interestingly, for smaller

diameter electrodes at low scan rates, less noise was evident on the measurements compared to

faster scan rates, as can be seen for the 10 mm diameter data in Figure 6.2. This was due to the

interval time (which is the step potential divided by the scan rate) being longer for slower scan

rates. This could be optimised, if required, for future measurements at faster scan rates, but the

data recorded at slow scan rates were good and could be used to take the limiting current value at

a set potential for comparison with theoretical values.

The measurements were generally in good agreement both with others of the same size, which is
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Figure 6.2: Scan rate study for 100 mm diameter (left) and 10 mm diameter (right) platinum microdisc
electrodes in 1 mM FFC in 0.1 M KCl aqueous solution.

apparent from the small size of error bars in Figure 6.3 and the predicted limiting current from

Equation eq: micro current, ilim = 4FnDcr.

The literature di�usion coe�cients of ferrocyanide, D = 7.7 x 10-6 cm2s-1 and ferricyanide, D = 6.2

x 10-6 cm2s-1 in water at 25°C were used to calculate the expected limiting current. The measured

currents are all within error, in agreement with those predicted by the modelled microdisc response

except for the 100 mm diameter microelectrodes. It is interesting that the measured currents for

the 100 mm diameter electrodes are more variable and consistently slightly larger than the expected

current. The higher current seems to indicate a larger active area, however, this is highly unlikely.

Any deviations in electrode area would be more likely to be seen in smaller electrode sizes than

the 100 mm electrodes and no issues in fabrication were apparent in inspections carried out during

the fabrication process. The larger and more variable currents therefore indicate that the largest

electrodes are not true microelectrodes and are sensitive to additional convective transport. This

is consistent with relevant literature, which suggests that at this size such electrodes are expected

to produce a quasi- macroelectrode response.[234][235] It is also evident at these large diameter

microelectrodes that even at the slowest scan rates used in the study (10 mV/s) a peak is still

observable, as can be seen in Figure 6.2, which is more indicative of a macroelectrode response.

Clearly at fast scan rates the largest diameter microelectrodes are not behaving as microelectrodes

with deviation from the expected limiting current for the 100 mm diameter electrodes. Thus there is

a clear agreement with theory and established similar responses for these microfabricated devices.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of aqueous results (at slowest scan rate) from all platinum microelectrodes
tested (n ≥ 4 for each size on the wafer) and the expected limiting current (shown
by the black line) calculated from Equation eq: micro current for (A) the oxidation of
ferrocyanide and (B) the reduction of ferricyanide in 1 mM FFC and 0.1 M KCl solution.

6.2.3 EIS analysis

The EIS response for each electrode was also measured at OCP (approx + 0.14 V) for the 1 mM

FFC in 0.1 M KCl aqueous solution. Figure 6.4 shows the Nyquist plot of the resulting response

for three individual 100 mm diameter electrodes.
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Figure 6.4: Demonstration of good reproducibility for the EIS response of three di�erent 100 mm
diameter microelectrodes in 1 mM FFC, 0.1 M KCl aqueous solution. The responses are
shown in three di�erent colours; blue, red and black.
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The devices showed good reproducibility across di�erent electrodes as would be expected from the

microfabrication of devices which enables the reliable production of nominally identical electrodes.

The Nyquist response shows a clear semicircular feature at high frequencies, interpreted to be due

to Rct and Cdl described in Section 2.2.3.4. Then as would be expected a 45° line is apparent,

which is indicative of planar di�usion and can be modelled with the use of a Warburg element. It

�tted well to the modi�ed Randles circuit for microelectrodes shown in Figure 2.19. A comparison
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the Nyquist response (left) for di�erent diameters of platinum
microelectrodes for the FFC aqueous system and (right) the modi�ed Randles circuit
used to �t the data.

of the response at di�erent diameters of electrode is shown in Figure 6.5. As the electrode diameter

decreases a more semicircular feature becomes apparent at the low frequency end of the Nyquist

plot characteristic of the typical microelectrode response. It also appears that the expected two

semicircles have signi�cantly merged in this measurement, which indicates that the time constants

for the charging time of the double layer and the Warburg element must be similar. Also as expected

the total impedance increases as the electrode size decreases. The modi�ed Randles circuit, which

is the established circuit for �tting microelectrode responses, provided a good �t at all diameters

of devices characterised aqueously using FFC. The 100 mm diameter microelectrode shows less of

a circular feature at low frequency and therefore less in�uence of Rnl which is consistent with the

non-microelectrode behaviour at slow scan rates discussed in Section 6.2.2.
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6.2.4 Tantalum electrodes

Tantalum microelectrodes could not be directly compared by aqueous characterisation, as only a

resistive response was observable. This is due to the insulating tantalum oxide formed on the surface

of the electrode by fabrication or further ambient oxidation preventing a measurable current being

passed. The e�ects of this oxide in molten salt is discussed in Sections 5.5.5 and 6.3.2. Tungsten

shows similar behaviour where electrodes are unsuitable for aqueous measurement but have been

used successfully within the LiCl-KCl eutectic.[87, 123]

6.3 Microelectrode measurements of europium in molten salt

As described above, very high �delity and high yield platinum microelectrodes were produced for

aqueous measurements. The next step was to test whether similar enhancements were found in

molten salt. Thus the improved microelectrodes were used to study the macroelectrode-characterised

europium redox system in molten salt to help gain further insight into the electron transfer process.

6.3.1 Pt microelectrodes Cyclic voltammetry

The typical CV response for a 30 mm diameter platinum thin track microelectrode is shown in

Figure 6.6. The response appears more spread out in voltage than the equivalent aqueous CVs due

to the elevated temperature at which the measurement was performed. There appears to be a small

amount of resistance in the measurement causing the limiting current to not be perfectly �at. This

most likely occurs due to resistance in the connection to the microfabricated device. Current above

and below the axis indicates that both Eu(III) and Eu(II) are present. This has previously been

observed and discussed in Section 4.2 and literature.[78,87]

Taking the limiting current, il, as the di�erence between the oxidation and reduction mass transport

limited current and assuming a global di�usion coe�cient, D, this can be compared to the expected

value using equation eq: micro current. The di�usion coe�cient of Eu2+ and Eu3+ have been

shown previously to be similar and a global value has been calculated experimentally to be 5 x 10-6

cm2s-1.[87] Using this value an expected limiting current of 173.7 nA would be expected for a 30 mm

diameter microelectrode with a concentration of europium of 60 mM. Clearly the CV in Figure 6.6

shows a signi�cantly higher value than this, with a limiting current of 2 mA which would correspond
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Figure 6.6: CV from a Pt 30 mm diameter microelectrode in LiCl-KCl with 60 mM added EuCl3 at
425°C. The scan started at 0.5 V with the arrow indicating the start and direction of the
�rst scan at a scan rate of 100 mV/s.

to an active electrode area of 93,740 mm2. This correlates to a microdisc of 345 mm diameter which

is over a factor of 10 bigger than the fabricated size of the electrode. However, despite the larger

than expected active electrode area the typical microelectrode wave response is still observable in

the CV.

Despite the larger current the impedance response was then measured with the same 30 mm platinum

microelectrode at a various potentials around E'. The Nyquist plot of the response is shown in Figure

6.7. Initially a similar response to that observed in aqueous solution was observed with a typical

microelectrode response apparent. The semicircle at high frequencies is small and merges into the

second apparent semicircle. As would be expected the non-linear resistance decreases as the applied

DC potential in the EIS measurement approaches E' for the reaction Eu3+ + e− 
 Eu2+. From

the CV this is expected to be around 0.4 V, however, during the measurement at 0.3 V applied

DC potential there is a clear change in the response. Initially the impedance response seems to be

following the same functional form as previous EIS measurements but at a certain point during the

measurement (at the applied DC potential of + 0.30 V) the response changes and a very low and

noisy impedance response was observed, most likely indicating an change in the electrode during
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Figure 6.7: EIS response around E' for a 30 mm platinum microelectrode in LiCl-KCl with 60 mM
EuCl3.

the measurement. This was con�rmed as upon inspection after removal of the device from the melt

it was clear that the electrode had been damaged during the measurement.

A comparison of the appearance of the platinum electrode before and after measurement is shown

in Figure 6.8. The electrode was removed from the melt after observation of loss of signal. There

is a large amount of salt remaining on the chip after washing in deionised water. There was

signi�cant damage to the device as was expected from the clear change in EIS response. Signi�cant

metal and top insulator loss was observed after removal from the molten salt, which was con�rmed

with EDX analysis. In the image of the electrode after use it is di�cult to even distinguish the

area where the 30 mm diameter electrode was patterned. There are islands of exposed metal

remaining; a loss of insulator could account for the larger magnitude of limiting current recorded in

the CV. Either subsequent loss of metal with the insulator leaving disconnected islands of exposed

metal or signi�cant changes of active electrode area could account for the clear change in the

impedance response. For this device the damage was more severe than for most other devices

tested, with large degrees of metal and top insulator loss suggesting that there could have been

some increased stress within the device. However, this result although more extreme, is illustrative
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Figure 6.8: Optical images of 30 mm diameter platinum microelectrode used for CV and EIS
measurement of 60 mM Eu in LiCl-KCl at 425°C before use (A) and after (B). The
initial electrode diameter and position is outlined by the dashed red line in the optical
image of the device after use.

of the di�culties encountered during attempts to use the platinum microelectrodes with changes

to the active electrode area precluding reliable measurements being recorded over a period of time.

Thereby, demonstrating the need for development of robust microelectrodes suitable for reliable

long-term measurement.

Whilst platinum microelectrodes have been shown to function in molten salt measurements there

are clear limitations over of the devices for measurements over long periods of time. It is clear

from this example that midway through an EIS measurement around the formal potential that the

electrode failed. This is consistent with the previous results of damage observed for microelectrodes

in LiCl-KCl with di�erent redox agents, and from the tests in Chapter 5 it was found that it was not

possible to prevent the metal loss observed for the platinum microelectrodes. The demonstration

of changes to electroactive area occuring when in the melt precluded quantitative measurement of

the system.

6.3.2 Ta microelectrodes

6.3.2.1 Cyclic Voltammetry

Unlike platinum, the tantalum electrodes developed in Section 5.5.4 were tested and found to be

suitable for high temperature molten salt measurements as they did not su�er from metal loss

damage causing variation in the active electrode area of the device. Despite the di�culties encoun-

tered with substantial track resistances for tantalum electrodes, the resistance in measurements is
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Figure 6.9: Typical CV of 30 µm electrode showing consistent CVs in LiCl-KCl with 60 mM EuCl3
at 375°C with arrows indicating that the scan started at 0 V with a small part in the
negative direction before the oxidative sweep at a scan rate of at 100 mV/s.

comparable to the platinum devices. This is because all of the Ta devices fabricated used the thin

track design whereas the majority of platinum devices were super thin track, thereby mitigating

the di�erences between the metals. The initial response for a 30 µm tantalum microelectrode is

shown in Figure 6.9. Consistent CVs were recorded, which was typical of Ta microelectrodes. Even

despite the likely presence of an oxide layer on the tantalum thin track electrodes they function well

in molten salt, giving the expected microelectrode sigmoidal CV response with expected limiting

currents. It is interesting that the CV is more equally centred about the zero current indicating a

more equal distribution of Eu2+ and Eu3+ in this melt.

Figure 6.10 shows a scan rate study performed on two di�erent sizes of tantalum microelectrodes: 30

µm and 100 µm diameter. From the study performed on the 30 µm Ta microelectrode the response

was very consistent, with the repeat of the 500 mV/s scan rate identical to the �rst scan measured.

This indicates that the device is functioning as expected and therefore the microelectrode is not

undergoing any changes or deterioration in the harsh conditions of the molten salt. The response

asymptotically approaches a sigmoidal response as the scan rate tends to zero. The increasing peaks

with increasing scan rate is particularly apparent with the larger diameter electrode. Although the

capacitance looks reassuringly low, there is also evidence of an increase in capacitative current with
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Figure 6.10: CVs at di�erent scan rates with 30 µm (left) and 100 µm (right) diameter Ta
microelectrodes in LiCl-KCl with 60 mM EuCl3 at 375°C.

increased scan rate as would be expected due to the charging current described in Section 2.1.6.

Interestingly despite the increased track resistance present in these electrodes the CVs shown in

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 do not show any evidence of resistance. The extracted di�usion coe�cient

from the measurement using Equation eq: micro current was (4.99 ± 0.09) x 10-6 cm2 s-1, which

is in very good agreement with literature values from various techniques where D was found to be

(5.0 ± 0.2) x 10-6 cm2 s-1 at 430°C using microelectrodes.[87] Additional current is shown again for

the 100 µm diameter Ta microelectrode due to peak shaped response and likely convection. This is

consistent with the expectation that with the larger diameter electrodes there is more divergence

from theory with a larger amount of less e�cient planar di�usion present in the measurement.

6.3.2.2 EIS measurements with Ta microelectrodes

From the consistency of the CVs and the improved reliability of Ta microelectrode lifetimes shown

in Section subsec:Eliminating-the-adhesion there is con�dence that these electrodes may be most

suitable for impedance measurements in the molten salt environment. The typical EIS response is

shown in a Nyquist plot for a 30 µm Ta microelectrode at E' (approximately +0.30 V vs. Ag/Ag+)

in LiCl-KCl with 60 mM added EuCl3. E' was taken from the midpoint of the sigmoidal CV

recorded using the tantalum microelectrode in the LiCl-KCl-EuCl system. Clearly the response

is di�erent from the typical response expected for a microelectrode which would be expected to

have one semicircle and one near semicircular features. Instead for these measurements there were
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Figure 6.11: EIS response of 30 µm Ta microelectrode at E' in LiCl-KCl with 60 mM EuCl3.

always three features evident in the Nyquist plot of the response. There appears to be an additional

unexpected semicircular feature in the Nyquist response for these Ta microelectrodes. It seems likely

that two of these observed semicircles will be the typical features of a microelectrode response with

the Rct and Rnl semicircular features present, however there seems to be an additional resistance

and capacitance in parallel leading to a third feature in the EIS response at the highest frequency.

As it is known that these electrodes su�er from a high track resistance it seems likely that this may

be giving rise to this feature in the Nyquist plot.

Measurements on track resistances were performed as discussed in Chapter 5 using a probe station,

and the Ta electrodes were found to have a large track resistance. Section5.5.5 discusses the

origin of this; which was identi�ed to be due to high temperature loading of the nitride furnace

when the wafer was heated in the presence of air which likely converted a certain thickness of the

tantalum to insulating tantalum oxide. Attempts were made to overcome this (also detailed in

Section 5.5.5), but e�orts to produce functioning Ta electrodes with a lower track resistance were

unsuccessful within the time frame of this work. Despite the likely presence of an oxide layer on the

microelectrodes, the devices were shown to function well in molten salt and could be used reliably to

perform EIS measurements without the concern of electroactive area changes within the timeframe

of the measurement. The magnitude of the resistance that a�ected the EIS measurements should

be constant and could be compensated for in the equivalent circuit �t of the impedance response.

The highest current recorded in the CV measurements on the functioning Ta microelectrodes was

150 and 400 nA for the 30 mm and 100 mm diameter electrodes respectively, the voltage drop over
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of 30 mm diameter Ta microelectrode before (A) and after (B)
measurements of Eu in LiCl-KCl eutectic which was used to perform cyclic voltammetry,
impedance spectroscopy and chronoamperometry for a period of 18 hours.

the length of the track is therefore is between 22.1 ± 12.9 mV to 58.8 ± 34.4 mV. As the track

resistance was found to be consistent across di�erent devices and the diameter of electrode should

have no impact on the track resistance, the voltage drop is more apparent at the larger electrode

diameters due to the increased limiting currents established. Previously a voltage drop of 18.4

± 11.8 mV had been calculated for thin track platinum microelectrodes, which was considered

small enough to not adversely a�ect the response too much.[123] It would be expected to lead to

a reduced gradient around E', although this feature could also arise due to the high temperature

of the measurements. It is interesting that this was a similar value to those calculated here and

was previously neglected in molten salt measurements with microelectrodes. Clearly, although

the calculated values of voltage drop are similar to previous values, there is evidence that track

resistance contributes to the response of the device and is more apparent in the EIS measurements

performed. Despite this voltage drop, the typical microelectrode response is still observable. As the

Ta microelectrodes with high inherent resistance were shown to withstand the harsh environment

of the molten salt well and could be used to reliably measure the system, they were used for further

investigation of the europium reaction.

Figure 6.12 shows the comparison of a Ta electrode before use and after CV and EIS measurements

of the europium couple for 18 hours. There was no apparent damage and it was clear that there

was no metal loss. There is no observable di�erence between the images, lending con�dence that

the electrode area remained constant during the measurements performed.
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Figure 6.13: EIS response of 30 µm electrode in LiCl-KCl + 60 mM EuCl3 at 375°C

6.3.2.3 EIS �tting

The EIS response at di�erent applied DC potentials around E' is shown in Figure 6.13. There

is evidence that the impedance response changes across the range of applied potentials and ap-

pears to reach a minimum impedance at the value of E' determined from the cyclic voltammetry

measurements. A wider step size between the applied DC potentials was used due to the elevated

temperature the measurements were performed at, which would cause the expected bowl to widen.

The equivalent circuits were �tted for the responses at di�erent applied DC potentials taking into

account the in�uence of parasitic resistance (which is far more evident in EIS measurements than

CVs). Thus the modi�ed Randles circuit was required to be adapted to include the track parasitics.

The circuit used to �t the response is shown in Figure 6.14. Parasitics have previously been used

to modify equivalent circuit �ts for impedance measurements to good e�ect by Schmueser.[140]

This modi�ed Randles circuit with a parasitic resistance and capacitance was used to �t the EIS

responses using NOVA without constraints. Except for imposing zero solution resistance, because

the x-intercept was very small and this parameter could not be �tted without a very large error

(in similarity with the macroelectrode analysis). An issue encountered was that the software could

struggle to distinguish between the capacitance due to the double layer and the capacitance arising

from parasitics, as they were of similar magnitude (both were single nanofarads). Care therefore

had to be taken to prevent a switch in frequency of Cdl, Rct and Cpara, Rpara from happening
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Figure 6.14: Modi�ed Randles circuit with track parasitics used to model the tantalum
microelectrode response.

when performing circuit �ts; this could be achieved by switching the values and re-performing the

iterative �t.

The values extracted from the circuit �ts for the parasitics are shown in Figure 6.15. The errors

shown are those associated with the �t of the model to the data. The �tted values for the

parasitic elements are constant within error across the range of applied DC potentials where the EIS

response was recorded. This is expected as the parasitics should not be dependent on the potential

applied to the system. There is quite a large error on the values extracted for the parasitics and

the best estimation for the circuit element was found by calculating a �xed mean value across

applied DC potential, particularly when there were any outlying data points. The value of the

parasitic resistance was found to be 76.06 ± 1.98 kW from a linear �t to the values. This was

within error of that measured across the microelectrode devices using the probe station in Section

subsec:Track-resistance. It is surprising that the extracted parasitic resistance was not higher as

the EIS measurement was performed at an elevated temperature. There was variation in the sheet

resistance measurements for the Ta wafer and measured track resistances which could account for

a di�erence. This could be due to non-uniformity in the amount of Ta oxidised, variation within

the etch process or removal of oxide within the melt.

A comparison of the �tted values on the charge transfer and non-linear resistance is shown in

Figure 6.16. Fixing the values of the parasitics did not cause a large change in the extracted

values, which was reassuring that it is a reasonable approximation of no change to the electrode

within the measurement. It was found to have most impact on the second semicircular feature

visible in the Nyquist plot, which was attributed to the charge transfer resistance and the double

layer capacitance. The errors on the charge transfer resistance �tted values were reduced far more
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Figure 6.15: Fitted values for track parasitics in EIS response for 30 µm electrode in LiCl-KCl + 60
mM EuCl3 at 375°C

than the error on the non-linear resistance. This is expected because the e�ect of the parasitics

are observed in the highest frequency region of the Nyquist plot and thus there is more overlap

with the charge transfer semicircle. Whereas the Warburg and non-linear resistance features are

in the lowest frequency region and are better resolved from the parasitic semicircular feature. The

characteristic shape of the Rct values with variation of applied EDC around E' is more observable

in the �t when the parasitics were �xed as constant. This is consistent with previous work using

background subtraction to account for parasitics within the measurement system.[140] Extracting

a mean value for the parasitic resistance and imposing this �xed value on equivalent circuit �ts

was therefore determined to provide the clearest picture of the values. The iterative �t was then

performed to extract the values for the other circuit elements, which are of more interest to provide

information about the electrochemical reaction occurring.

Adaptions to the �tting process for the response at E' were explored to �nd the optimal �t for the

response, including the weight factor. This weight factor multiplies each data point by the inverse

square of the impedance modulus (rather than inverse of the square root of the average of the

impedance modulus which multiplies each point by the same value) so that the �t is weighted to

the highest frequency data points. Deselecting this means the software attempts to �t with equal

weight to all points on the Nyquist plot. The software could not iteratively �t well to the data

without using the weight factor unless the initial values for each circuit element were reasonably

close to the likely true value. The constant value for the parasitics, particularly for the parasitic

resistance, needed to be �xed when the weight factor wasn't used as otherwise physically unrealistic

values such as a negative resistance could be output from the circuit �t. A complicating factor is
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Figure 6.16: Rnl (top) and Rct (bottom) values from the equivalent circuit �t allowing the parasitics
to vary (left) and using a constant value (right) from all the �tted parasitics in Figure
6.15.
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Figure 6.17: EIS response �tted with the circuit shown in Figure 6.14 for di�erent applied DC
potentials around E' = 0.30 V.

that the reported q2 value with and without using the weight factor cannot be directly compared

due to the di�erence in weighting each data point. The q2 value was 0.04767 for the �t without

the weight factor and 0.55482 when the weight factor was used. However, visually the �t looked

better when the weight factor was used, although there was more deviation at the few last points

at the lowest frequency (where typically convection can cause deviation). For the �t without the

weight factor there was more deviation between the high frequency charge transfer region and the

lower frequency di�usive region. Most of the values were not signi�cantly di�erent between the

two �tting methods suggesting either could be used to model the system. The weight factor gave

a better �t to the high frequency data, where noise and deviation due to convection is usually less

of an issue. Therefore the weight factor was used for all subsequent �ts shown in this thesis work.

The modi�ed Randles circuit with parasitics was found to �t well using the weight factor to the

recorded data. Although there was deviation for few the last few points the Warburg type response

was still seen and the �t spans the entire frequency range. The equivalent circuit �ts are shown

in Figure 6.17 for applied DC potentials below E' (0.24 V), at E' (0.30 V) and above E' (0.42 V

vs. Ag/Ag+). For all the applied DC potentials where the EIS response was measured the circuit

shown in Figure 6.14 �tted well as demonstrated below.

For previous measurements using platinum microelectrodes to measure the EIS response in LiCl-

KCl with 19 mM EuCl3 a constant phase element was required in order to �t the observed gradient
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Figure 6.18: (Left) The non-linear resistance extracted from the EIS data presented in Figure 6.17
with �ts to the thermodynamic (red) and kinetic (blue) models. The light blue line is
forcing the transfer coe�cient for the oxidation to be 0.5 whereas the dark blue allows
all parameters to vary freely. (Right) The Warburg admittance extracted from the EIS
data with the �t to the thermodynamic expression.

at higher frequencies which was greater than 45°.[87] Care should be taken in direct comparison

with this data set as these measurements were performed on a platinum STTM electrode, which

still has a relatively high track resistance (noted in Chapter 5). This was not accounted for in the

analysis of the data. For the data collected with the tantalum microelectrodes the EIS response

�tted well with the use of a Warburg element, as would be expected for a typical microelectrode

with the establishment of planar di�usion initially. This suggests that the di�usional response is

similar in aqueous and molten salt measurements. As di�usion coe�cients for redox couples in the

two solvents are very similar then this is understandable.

Figure 6.18 shows the variation of the extracted values of non-linear resistance and Warburg

admittance from the EIS data presented in Figure 6.17. As already described in Section 2.2.3.6

Rnl is expected to follow the thermodynamic expression: Rnl =
Rnl,min

4 [2 + exp(nF (Edc−E′)
RT ) +

exp(−nF (Edc−E′)
RT )], where Rnl,min = RT

nFil
. Both the thermodynamic and kinetic expressions �t

well within error to the extracted values from the EIS response. The parameters for all of the �ts

are summarised in Table 6.1. The kinetic �t �rst appears to �t better to the extracted data from

the impedance response. However, there is an additional parameter in this �t with the transfer

coe�cient for oxidation, αox, thus it is likely the introduction of an additional parameter which

allows this to �t the data better. The �tted value for αox of 0.693 ± 0.014 is reasonably high.

Although the reaction was found to be reversible with macroelectrode investigation and there is
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little evidence of a clear di�erence in the cyclic voltammetric response, so it is unlikely that the

αox value should be so far from 0.5. When the value of αox is constrained to be 0.5 the kinetic �t

was found to o�er a signi�cantly worse �t with a R2 value of 0.868. Therefore it can be concluded

that the thermodynamic expression provides a better �t to the extracted Rnl values.

An apparent transfer coe�cient could be indicative of double layer e�ects. If reactants are adsorbed

in an electrode reaction, this can a�ect the rate of reaction. Non-speci�c adsorption of reactant at

the outer Helmholtz plane (start of the di�use layer) is usually known as the Frumkin e�ect.[126,

236, 237] This causes an extended double layer (the structure of which is discussed in Section

subsec:Electrical-double-layer) over which the electrode potential gradually decreases. In this

situation the potential at the outer Helmholtz plane is a function of the applied potential, and not

close to the zero potential experienced in the bulk solution. This can lead to deviations in the rate

constant, exchange current and the apparent transfer coe�cient. The measured rate constants and

exchange current can be corrected for the Frumkin e�ect (Ko = kot exp(α(n−Z)Fφ2/RT )). Where

kot is the true rate constant from the apparent one, Ko, z is the charge on the species undergoing

reduction and φ2 is the potential at the OHP. The e�ect on the transfer coe�cient can be understood

by considering the ratio between the Stern layer and Debye length. Deviations from the classical

Butler-Volmer approach are likely to occur at small electrode potentials, in combination with small

Stern layer thickness to Debye length ratios. Although the Frumkin correction can account for

deviation of the transfer coe�cient from 0.5, careful consideration of when it should be applied is

important. There could be other causes perturbing the value such as large reorganisation of the

species involved leading to multiple reaction steps.[126] Historically the correction was easiest for

application with liquid electrodes due to the insu�cient data to model the double-layer structure at

solid electrodes. Speci�c adsorption of electrolyte, reactants and products is a common occurrence

and with di�erent ions there can be uncertainty in the φ2 value which can hinder corrections.

Most electrochemical measurements utilise high concentrations of background electrolyte to ensure

su�cient screening to minimise the potential experienced at the OHP.[126]

The double layer in a molten salt is thought to be similar in composition to those established

in aqueous conditions with compact and di�use layers. Many computational studies have been

performed to investigate the structure.[238�241] Some of these suggest there could be longer

ranged order in a molten salt which comprises many charged ions and the inorganic species as

the solvent.[72, 145] The experimental study of the double layer within a molten salt has been
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Figure 6.19: The charge transfer resistance extracted from the EIS data presented in Figure 6.17
with �ts to the thermodynamic (red) and kinetic (blue) models. The light blue line is
forcing the transfer coe�cient for the oxidation to be 0.5 whereas the dark blue allows
all parameters to vary freely. The lower graph shows the double layer capacitance
extracted from the EIS data with the errors associated with the �t.

frustrated by the high temperatures and challenging experimental conditions. A notable mention

is Fellner's work which used an a.c. bridge and liquid electrodes as well whose work showed large

dependence on temperature, and a minimum value close to the radius of a potassium ion in the

melt.[242] From the values extracted from impedance spectroscopy within this work the thickness

of the double layer is similar to the values extracted in aqueous systems, suggesting that adsorption

and an extended double layer is unlikely. Correcting for the Frumkin e�ect therefore would not seem

to be suitable for these measurements. Instead it seems likely that deviation from the expected

value for the transfer coe�cient is due to other physical factors in the melt.

When the di�usion regime was investigated using a constant phase element the mean n value

was found to be 0.543, which was remarkably similar to that found for the aqueous investigation

of MNEE arrays (0.542) performed by Schmueser for frequencies describing planar di�usion to

individual array elements. For purely planar di�usion and a description of the Warburg element

the n value would be 0.5. The very similar values indicate that planar di�usion is a good description

of the physical response occurring in the local volume of the microelectrode. The modi�ed Randles

circuit was found to �t a single microdisc response in molten salt well.

Turning to the higher frequency region and the second semicircular feature observable in the Nyquist

plot where Rct and Cdl control the impedance response, Figure 6.19 shows the Rct values extracted

from the EIS response and the errors associated with the �t. Although the R2 value for the
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thermodynamic �t is lower than for the kinetic �t (as can be seen from Table 6.1) both the

kinetic and the thermodynamic model �t the data within one standard deviation. From previous

aqueous work on microsquare electrodes it has been shown that the charge transfer resistance can

be modelled by the thermodynamic model.[120, 139] This has been of subsequent interest in the

determination of whether the electron transfer is limited by mass transport or kinetics. Comparison

of the Rnl and Rct functional forms indicates that there is more divergence between the kinetic

and thermodynamic models for the Rct extracted values. It is also noticeable that constraining

αox does not result in a �t that deviates within the experimental error. From this data set it

is inconclusive which �t best represents the physical reality of the system due to the relatively

large errors associated with the data points, although this has been greatly reduced from previous

measurements.[87] This could be due to the parasitics present in the system making it di�cult

to reliably �t the high frequency impedance response due to overlap between the semicircular

features. In the �t of the models to the extracted values at applied potentials around E′ the added

parameter of the transfer coe�cient causes the kinetic model to �t the extracted data better than

was seen for the non-linear resistance. Previous measurements of europium in LiCl-KCl eutectic by

Corrigan demonstrated that the established EIS theory for aqueous conditions can be used to extract

quantitative information from microelectrode measurements within a molten salt environment.[87]

However, in this case although the non-linear resistance was seen to follow the expected form

with variation in the applied DC potentials, the charge transfer values extracted were shown to be

discontinuous. This could be due to a small in�uence from parasitics within the system, which were

not accounted for and would a�ect the high frequency region of the impedance response. This work

reduced the mean error on measurements. It is reassuring that with this improvement the typical

variation in Rct with applied DC potential is observed for molten salt measurements as has been

shown for aqueous measurements. This corroborates the fact that impedance spectroscopy can be

a useful tool for the extraction of quantitative information about the reactions occurring in molten

LiCl-KCl eutectic.

The double layer capacitance is seen to be constant within the limitation of error across the variation

of applied potentials. The mean value of the double layer capacitance was calculated to be 381.9

± 1.2 mFcm-2 which is two orders of magnitude higher than that seen in aqueous measurements

with platinum microelectrodes.[140] It was also larger than that extracted by Corrigan for the

measurement of europium in molten salt with platinum microelectrodes, which was 86 mFcm-2,[87]
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Fit notes

Rct, min kinetic 210.7 ± 7.2 kW
E' 302.2 ± 4.3 mV
R2 0.999

Rct, min thermodynamic 196.9 ± 7.2 kW
E' 302.2 ± 4.3 mV
R2 0.811

Rnl, min 1.750 ± 0.361 MW
E' 302.1 ± 2.3 mV
R2 0.962

Y0 W, max 0.266 ± 0.007 mSs1/2

E' 302.4 ± 3.2 mV
R2 0.958

Table 6.1: Regression parameters for the 30 mm diameter microdisc tantalum electrode EIS �ts.

although in his measurement the Rct was not seen to follow a clear bowl shaped functional form

suggesting that the high frequency region was di�cult to �t accurately. This may be due to a

slight in�uence of parasitics which wasn't clearly distinguishable from the impedance response. It

is interesting that his measurement is also higher than typical aqueous values, which are usually

around 10 mFcm-2. This suggests that the double layer in the molten salt system could be thinner

than that for an aqueous solvent. This is plausible as the entire solvent in the molten salt is of

charged ions in comparison to the background electrolyte present for screening charges in aqueous

measurements. Alternatively it could hint that there is more structure or a feature of surface

screening. Rnl, min is slightly higher than the value extracted from the CV measurements which

give a value of 1.117 ± 0.625 MW, although only 34.3% di�erent and within error of each other.

Assuming that Rct, min follows the kinetic model the rate of electron transfer can be calculated as

k0=0.013 cm s-1(using the literature value of 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1. This is interesting as it is between

the values published for this LiCl-KCl-EuCl system, with a value of 3.31 Ö 10-3 cm s-1 (on a glassy

carbon macroelectrode) and a value of 0.26 cm s-1 (on a platinum microelectrode).[87, 167] It has

previously been demonstrated that in aqueous measurements using microelectrodes the enhanced

mass transport rates enable the measurement of faster charge transfer rate constants which are

more realistic. The microelectrode used here was smaller than that used by Corrigan for the

platinum microelectrode measurement. Although the measurement published is 55°C higher and

the concentration was about a third of the value used within this thesis work the order of magnitude

di�erence could indicate that the parasitics are still complicating the measurement of the true rate
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constant. The values of E' are consistent across all the extracted parameters and also in the CVs

both for macro- and micro-electrodes and with literature values.

6.4 Conclusions

Platinum microelectrodes have been shown to be suitable for quantitative measurements in aqueous

conditions. In aqueous systems the platinum microelectrodes produced reliable measurements

demonstrating that the fabrication was reliable. However, the platinum devices were shown to

su�er damage in the molten salt environment and EIS measurements showed an evident change in

the impedance response. Platinum microelectrodes were only able to provide good initial results

in the molten salt. This was consistent with the work performed to optimise devices discussed in

Chapter 5. This along with the desire to remove the adhesion layer motivated the work performed

to create more resilient devices to enable reliable measurements to be performed for a longer period

of time, leading to the fabrication of tantalum microelectrodes.

The high resistance of the tantalum electrodes was determined to be dominated by the resistance

of the track. Because of the high resistance the devices were found to be incapable of performing

aqueous measurements. However, in molten salt measurements, despite the high parasitic resis-

tance present in the devices, a characteristic response was observable in all of the measurements

performed using the tantalum microelectrodes. Quantitative parameters could be extracted from

the impedance response utilising these devices as working electrodes by incorporating the parasitic

features into the equivalent circuit. The modi�ed Randles circuit with parasitics was shown to

provide a good �t to the EIS response. The tantalum electrodes were found to be resilient and

capable of performing long term measurements within a molten salt enabling investigation using

techniques such as EIS.

The molten salt measurements showed similar features to aqueous measurements. A thermodynamic

model was concluded to best �t the Rnl feature when measured using impedance. The higher

frequency region was more challenging to measure due to the ratio of the response to the parasitic

feature. It could not reliably be determined whether the impedance feature �tted better to the ther-

modynamic or the kinetic model. Coupled with the lower rate constant measured for the europium

system the charge transfer rate should be further investigated. To probe this further and gain a

better measurement of the rate constant for the reaction it is desirable to improve the ratio of the
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response due to the charge transfer to the parasitics. One way of achieving this is to further decrease

the size of the active electrode area. Moving towards using nanoelectrodes to gain more insight

into the processes occurring during the reaction, the demonstration of tantalum microelectrodes

enabling the system to be probed reliably encourages the use of tantalum nanoelectrodes, which

will be discussed in the next chapter.



Chapter 7

Nanoelectrode Characterisation

7.1 Introduction

Nanoelectrodes have been shown to o�er advantages in measurement sensitivity compared to

microelectrodes due to the further enhancement of di�usion as a result of the larger di�usion

�elds generated.[95, 97, 104] Within the research group nanoelectrode arrays have been developed

by cutting through a deposited thin metal layer to expose a band of metal around the edge

of the microscale aperture. The resulting band nanoelectrode thus has a critical dimension on

the nanoscale. This harnesses the bene�ts o�ered by microfabrication such as control over the

dimensions and production reliability without the need for serial costly processes such as e-beam

lithography to create nanoscale patterns.[107, 124, 140, 243] These nanoband electrodes have been

shown to function well in aqueous solutions as biological sensors and o�er insight into processes

occurring at the nanoelectrode interface.[119, 125, 139, 140, 231, 244] These have been produced as

nanoelectrode arrays to overcome the issue of low signal and are known as microsquare nanoband

edge electrodes (MNEE).[124, 140, 231] The schematic of this design is shown in Figure 7.1, which

shows the historic design which has been optimised for aqueous measurements. The nanoelectrodes

are produced by continuing to etch through the metal and the adhesion layer, after opening up

windows in the top insulating layer to expose the active metal electrode. Etching completely through

the metal leaves a band exposed at the edge of the aperture, which is of nanometre dimension and

thus has a critical length on the nanometre scale and functions as a nanoband electrode. The

vertical positioning of the nanoelectrode band within the stack (near the middle or at the bottom

157
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Figure 7.1: Schematic (top) and cross section through (bottom) part of the MNEE nanoelectrode
arrays that have previously been used for aqueous electrochemical measurements (not to
scale).

of the aperture) has been shown not to have a large in�uence over the sensing capabilities of the

electrode.[124,140]

This historic design of nanoelectrodes within the research group ensures arrays of individual na-

noelectrodes with speci�ed separations between each electrode. Although this o�ers the bene�cial

property of amplifying the total current (signal) measured, as each nanoelectrode will contribute

to the measurable current, it can also complicate the response signal with di�usional array overlap

occuring at longer times.[245,246] For example in impedance spectroscopy this can complicate the

analysis of the response of the system, as di�usional array overlap will occur eventually leading

to planar di�usion and a Warburg type response. Unfortunately, it is not possible to �t both the

response from the individual nanoelectrode and the overlap with a single equivalent circuit. This
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has previously been tackled by separating the two di�erent regimes and independently �tting to

them.[140] Depending on the spacing between the individual nanoelectrodes in the array the onset

of array overlap will change, occur at increasing frequency with a decrease in spacing, and this can

interfere with the individual nanoelectrode response. This could be avoided by developing single

nanoelectrodes.

The MNEE devices have been designed and utilised as arrays for for enhanced redox sensing and

analysis within the group.[124,125,244] These devices have been optimised for and used in relatively

mild aqueous conditions. For example, the nanoelectrodes were developed with an adhesion layer

of titanium as when these were used in aqueous conditions the titanium would spontaneously

oxidise and form surface TiO2 as insulation, ensuring the adhesion layer would not contribute to

the electrochemical signal. This was shown to function well for aqueous experiments which were

performed with platinum as the active metal on titanium. Such an approach would not apply in

molten salt, as the adhesion layer would remain conductive and active. There are also larger thermal

stresses due to the higher operating temperature range and a greater materials challenge due to the

corrosive environment. A titanium adhesion layer would likely also su�er damage in the molten salt,

as it had previously been shown not to be resilient in the LiCl-KCl melt.[123] It would be desirable

to produce molten salt compatible nanoelectrodes which would help elucidate processes occurring

at electrode interfaces. Using the information gained from materials optimisation to create molten

salt compatible microelectrodes it should theoretically be possible to fabricate nanoelectrodes which

function in the melt. This chapter details work to develop molten salt compatible nanoelectrode

systems, building on the microelectrode development work in Chapter 5.

Although the majority of previous work within the group has utilised square nanoband electrodes

within this thesis work only ring nanoband electrodes were developed. This was chosen since

the end goal was the development of molten salt compatible nanoelectrodes, the corners on square

electrodes have been shown to be a point of failure due to stress, and the electrodes should experience

more thermal stress at higher temperatures.[123] Previously only arrays of nanoelectrodes have

been utilised for analysis so an additional aim is to test whether it is possible to accurately and

quantitatively measure the low currents produced by single nanoelectrodes.
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7.1.1 Improvements to design for molten salt nanoelectrode measure-

ments

Although arrays have been used successfully to increase the measured signal there is still the

possibility of overlap of the di�usion �elds which complicates the signal and transitions into a

macroelectrode type response.[95, 109, 140] This will a�ect the response at lower scan rates for

cyclic voltammetry and at lower frequencies in EIS measurements. The response of an individual

nanoelectrode has been analysed as has the overlapping macroelectrode response region, however,

there is no analytical expression to model the transition region between these regimes.[125, 140]

Thus, the response from a single nanoelectrode is easier to model and would be desirable to use

for EIS measurements as long as the low currents produced can be reliably measured and give

acceptable signal to noise ratio.

The titanium adhesion layer was suitable for aqueous measurements due to the spontaneous for-

mation of an insulating oxide layer which meant contributions to the current from the adhesion

layer were negligible. However, it is known that alkali salts can dissolve oxide �lms.[56, 163] This

is corroborated by the demonstration that metals such as tungsten and tantalum, which typically

have oxide layers preventing their use in aqueous systems, function as electrodes in molten salt

systems. [57,87] The adhesion layer would then be acting as an exposed conductor so the electrode

critical dimension would be that of the metal and the adhesion layer together, but the in�uence of

this could be limited by reducing the thickness of the metal and the adhesion layer deposited to

the total desired critical dimension. This assumes that the response of both metals is equivalent

(they act as inert electrodes) which may not be the case if they were to form alloys or speci�cally

react with any of the redox agents or the salt itself. One piece of evidence which suggests this

may not be the case when titanium was used previously as an adhesion layer in molten salt is that

the titanium was found to be chemically removed, and led to electrode delamination.[123] This

would be expected to be a critical issue for a nanoelectrode, because the adhesion layer would be

exposed to the melt. So delamination is likely to be more severe for nanoelectrodes in comparison

to microelectrodes where presumably pinholes were the access point for the salt. The solution

for the adhesion layer in microelectrodes suitable for molten salt measurements was found to be

replacing the titanium with titanium nitride.[123] This could also be a possible adhesion layer to

produce molten salt compatible nanoelectrodes as in Chapter 5 TiN was found to be resilient in the

LiCl-KCl eutectic. Titanium nitride is used as a metal in the semiconductor industry, thus would
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Figure 7.2: Schematic (left) and cross section through (right) molten salt compatible nanoelectrode
design, with improved sandwich insulator and adhesion layer. (Not to scale).

likely be electroactive and contribute to the critical vertical dimension in the nanoelectrode design

and hence the measured signal. Indeed, Blair's attempt at conversion of a microelectrode into a

nanoelectrode demonstrated the proof of principle but had a signi�cantly higher current, which

could be consistent with an electrochemically active TiN adhesion layer.

It is also known that the silicon oxide can be damaged and undergo thinning within the molten

salt.[123] For the nanoelectrodes the underlying insulator is exposed to the melt at the base of the

nanoelectrode aperture (apparent in Figure 7.1) and thus it is considered likely that this exposed

oxide might be attacked and removed by the melt. Therefore more of the adhesion layer could have

been exposed to the melt leading to the possible increase in active electrode area for Blair's device.

As stoichiometric silicon nitride was found to o�er better resilience in the harsh environment of the

molten salt,[123] and be bene�cial in alleviating the possibility of shorting to the silicon substrate

as discussed in Section 5.2.5, all nanoelectrode designs incorporated a nitride sandwich structure

to prevent shorting and diminish likelihood of undercut. SiO2 was essential to keep within the

architecture as it o�ered important stress relief within the structure. A schematic and cross section

through the architecture of these platinum nanoelectrodes initially fabricated for use in the molten

salt is shown in Figure 7.2.

The nanoelectrodes were fabricated in a similar manner to microelectrodes (detailed in Chapter

2), apart from the �nal step of deeper etching through the microelectrode. Once the metal was

exposed the etch was continued to remove the metal and adhesion layer from the opening, whilst

masking the bond pad to ensure that this wasn't damaged and ensure a good connection could be

made to the nanoelectrodes. It should be noted that the initial devices still used the super thin
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Figure 7.3: Cleaning CVs at a scan rate of 100 mVs-1 of a nanoband electrode of 10 mm aperture (left)
and subsequent for CVs at di�erent scan rates (centre) in 1 mM FFC in 0.1 M aqueous
KCl solution. Equivalent scan rate study with a ring nanoband of 100 mm aperture
(right).

track design (discussed in 5.X) as they were fabricated before the decision to change to a larger area

for the track to reduce the amount of track resistance encountered. The �rst Pt devices fabricated

in this work were nanoband rings with a TiN adhesion and platinum layers of 20 nm and 50 nm

respectively. Their response was then tested.

7.1.2 Aqueous performance of Pt nanoband rings

As previous work has predominantly focused on square nanoband arrays the single platinum

nanoelectrodes were �rst tested aqueously to ensure they were performing as expected prior to

testing the devices in the LiCl-KCl eutectic molten salt. It was also important to establish if the

response could be reliably measured with commercial potentiostats, which is a particular challenge

when using a single nanoelectrode as the current measured is likely to be very low. Additionally

as the proof of principle square nanoband device had shown a much larger current,[123] it was

particularly important to establish that these nanoelectrodes functioned quantitatively in aqueous

conditions. CVs were measured at di�erent scan rates for each electrode using 1 mM ferri/ferro in

0.1 M KCl, in the same way as for the microelectrodes in Chapter 6. Similar to the microelectrodes

tested aqueously, the nanoelectrodes required several wider cleaning CVs before the expected

nanoelectrode response was observed (Figure 7.3 (left)). After a couple of cycles the resistive

response changes to show a near sigmoidal response with clear limiting currents characteristic of the

steady-state response from a micro- or nanoelectrode. This rapid change from a resistive response

is most likely to be due to the mechanical and chemical cleaning e�ects of gas evolution due to

potential excursion past the limits of the solvent window. This could remove contamination on the
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Figure 7.4: Graph showing the typical CV of 10 mm diameter electrode (as shown in Figure 7.3)
at v=500 mVs-1 in 1 mM FFC with 0.1 M KCl background electrolyte, the parasitic
capacitance measured without redox agent and the di�erence between them (blue), also
shown is the mean of the forward and backward scans (green). The onset potential was
0 V with the initial direction of scan in the positive direction.

active metal surface of the nanoelectrode, such as any residual photoresist coating. The response

at di�erent scan rates (10-500 mVs-1) are shown for a nanoband ring electrode at the smallest and

largest diameter aperture, 10 mm and 100 mm diameter, respectively in Figure 7.3 (centre and right).

On the CVs (particularly at faster scan rates) there is some noise evident, similarly to the single

microelectrodes measured aqueously in Section 6.2. However, the slower scans were of high quality

and could be used to extract limiting currents. It is encouraging that the observed currents, even

for the fastest scans and smallest diameter nanoelectrode for which the response is shown ( 10 mm),

is signi�cantly larger than the noise level. With these measurements it can be concluded that the

response can be readily measured for such single nanoelectrodes with a critical dimension of 70 nm

and therefore single devices can indeed be used to analyse reactions and avoid the possibility of

complication due to di�usional overlap when using an array. This is especially promising as the

concentration of the redox couple ( 1 mM each of ferricyanide and ferrocyanide) is reasonably low

and signi�cantly lower than the concentrations used for typical analytical measurements in this

molten salt in the literature.[57,79,87]

At faster scan rates a small amount of resistance and capacitance can be observed in the voltammet-

ric measurements. Previously, observations of capacitance in data from square nanoband MNEE

arrays has been attributed to the parasitic capacitance that arises from non-Faradaic charging of

the dielectric layers between the metal plane and the solution.[125, 140] (An additional source of
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capacitance could be the in�uence of the TiN metal adhesion layer as spontaneous thin oxide layer

could form on the TiN upon exposure to air.[247]) Parasitic capacitance shows insensitivity to the

potential and increases with v. As can be seen in Figure 7.3, in this data set the in�uence of

capacitance is more apparent at faster scan rates and appears to be independent of potential. The

e�ect of parasitic capacitance should be removed by background subtraction of the measurement

in background electrolyte as the charging current is in parallel with the redox current. An example

of this is shown in Figure 7.4 for the 10 mm diameter nanoband ring electrode. The parasitic

capacitance is relatively invariant with the applied potential which is consistent with a non-Faradaic

process, although there is also evidence of resistance in the background measurement. For the

measurement at a single nanoelectrode in comparison with an array, the parasitic capacitance has

a greater e�ect on the measured current. This is understandable as the measured current from an

array is ampli�ed with the number of independent electrodes in the array. It is also apparent in

comparison of the scan rate study shown at di�erent sizes of electrode in Figure 7.3. The parasitics

cause a greater e�ect on the response measured for the 10 mm diameter nanoring in comparison

with the 100 mm diameter nanoring which has a signi�cantly larger redox response. In the case

of the single nanoelectrode background subtraction gave an extremely good CV response of the

characteristic sigmoidal response from a nanoelectrode. The simple averaging of the forward and

backward scans, which had been shown to approximate the redox response with nanoelectrode

arrays did not result in such a characteristic sigmoidal response for the single nanoelectrode. This

is most likely due to the background resistance also present in the data which was better accounted

for with the background subtraction. Whilst the impact of the parasitics is larger for the single

nanoelectrode response these results have the bene�t of avoiding array di�usional overlap which

causes the time independence of the redox response to be lost. Interestingly although the data

collected with platinum nanoelectrodes is approaching invariance with scan rate, there is still some

evidence of decreasing redox current with decreasing scan rate. For the nanoelectrode arrays this

had been attributed to the array overlap.[125] That is clearly not the case for this data set which

employed single platinum nanoelectrodes and whilst in this data set is signi�cantly smaller variation

than that seen with nanoelectrode arrays, it is unclear why this feature is evident. One possibility

is that it could occur due to the structure of the recessed nanoband which is not an ideal planar

nanoelectrode.

A plot of the average measured limiting current versus the diameter of the nanoband ring electrode
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of background subtracted limiting currents from at least 3 electrodes of
each size with the expected steady state current for various sizes of nanoelectrodes rings
measured for the oxidation of ferrocyanide (left) and the reduction of ferricyanide (right).
The theoretical current is shown by the red lines (solid line B=1.46, dashed line B=1.6)
and the solid black line is the linear �t for the experimental data and the dashed black
lines the linear �t with an intercept of zero.

is shown in Figure 7.5 for the oxidation of ferrocyanide. A linear regression was �tted to the values

which gave a gradient of 6.35 x 10-5Am-1. Using Equation eq: nano current for the limiting current

of a nanoring band electrode (il = 1.46nFDcr) gave a di�usion coe�cient of 4.51 x 10-4 cm2s-1.

The experiment wasn't thermostatted, so this could account for some deviation but does not seem

likely to account for a di�erence of this magnitude.

Reassuringly there is a clear linear trend observable for the measured limiting current con�rming

that it is directly proportional to the radius of the electrode. The R2 value for the linear regressions

performed on the experimental values were all > 0.998. The prefactor extracted for the theoretical

limiting current of a nanoband ring electrode was modelled using the assumption that the adhesion

layer was not contributing to the measured current. Whilst this was applicable to the historic

architecture of nanoelectrodes using titanium in aqueous measurements it was a concern that the

TiN adhesion layer may be increasing the size of the nanoband by approximately 20 nm (two �fths

of the assumed nanoelectrode. The higher measured current than expected from the equation

suggests a larger active electrode area, this is consistent with the TiN adhesion layer contributing

to the measured signal thus increasing the critical dimension of the nanoelectrode. The di�erence

between the linear regression with and without a �xed intercept of zero is minimal. The prefactor

was extracted from the gradient of the linear regression with �xed intercept as 2.123± 0.001 and
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2.176± 0.050 for the oxidation and reduction respectively. Within experimental error these values

are consistent. Although there was a larger deviation from the theoretical limiting current across

all measured sizes of electrode, the 100 mm (largest aperture) ring electrode seemed to follow the

linear trend well. This is clearly di�erent from the largest diameter microelectrode which diverged

from the linear trend. This is reassuring since the critical width should be the thickness of the metal

layer in the nanoelectrode structure. This was consistent for all the devices, so only the area of the

electrode should increase with a change in the diameter of the recess for the nanoelectrode, which

should result in an increase in measured limiting current rather than a change of the characteristic

type of response.

7.1.3 Silver measurement in molten salt with Pt nanoelectrodes

The nanoelectrode devices tested were found to function initially in the melt and gave clear limiting

currents within experimental error of those predicted by Equation eq: nano current. The current

typically increased over time during the measurement, this is shown for a 100 mm diameter nanoband

electrode in Figure 7.6. For this nanoelectrode initially the expected limiting current was observed

in the early scans, but this rapidly increased to over six times the expected value, suggesting a large

increase in electroactive area.

Figure 7.6: Graph of 100 mm nanoelectrode response over time at 0.1 V/s in LiCl-KCl eutectic with
10 mM AgCl, showing increasing current with immersion time.
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This could be explained by the ring of buried metal becoming exposed to the melt and hence electro-

chemically active illustrated in Figure 7.7. The expected current for this scenario can be calculated

as a microelectrode missing the central region ilim,ring = ilim,total diameter − ilim,nanoring diameter.

The total diameter of the buried metal disc is 200 mm missing an 100 mm disc, thus this would give

rise to an expected magnitude of limiting current of ilim = ilim,200 − ilim,100 = 941.69 − 470.85 =

470.84 nA. This value is very similar to the �nal current. Interestingly, the current spikes previously

seen on the microelectrodes was not evident. Instead at intermediate times there are two clear

stripping peaks. This could be indicative of removal from two di�erent surfaces, perhaps from the

platinum and the TiN adhesion layer.

After removal from the melt clear delamination of the nanoelectrode was con�rmed, as can be seen

in Figure 7.7. Analysis with re�ectometry and EDX con�rmed that the exposed area was insulator

and that both the TiN and platinum had been removed. This had previously been seen by Blair

for test chips of TiN and Pt where delamination occurred for a minimum of 5 hours.[123] A very

small amount of delamination was also observed for the trial nanoelectrode, although this was only

cycled for 10 minutes.[123]

Figure 7.7: Optical images showing the appearance of the 100 mm nanoelectrode after testing with
constant cycling of silver plating and stripping for over 48 hours. The green regions are
where damage has occurred and the insulator and metal have been lost.

For this device as the magnitude of the current increased during the measurement the active area

of the electrode must have been growing. The magnitude of the increase of current was large and

similar to the buried metal ring, suggesting that this was active and thereby must have still been

connected to the track. This therefore suggests that the �nal delamination damage which occurred

for the device happened as it was removed from the fused salt. This is a harsh mechanical process
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for the device as it results in it being exposed to thermal shock as well as the stress induced by

the salt freezing on the surface and subsequently being washed o� from the electrode then dried

with nitrogen or argon. Nanoelectrodes tested for shorter timescales in the molten salt did not

always show such clear delamination. Figure 7.8 shows a comparison of the optical appearance

Figure 7.8: Images of platinum nanoband electrode before (left) and after (right) silver plating and
stripping in LiCl-KCl eutectic.

of nanoelectrodes before and after testing lifetimes in LiCl-KCl-AgCl. After removal from the

melt nanoelectrodes typically had a ring surrounding the electrode where the insulator appeared

a slightly di�erent colour than the rest of the buried metal area. This is indicative of a localised

change. The devices generally showed a colour change radially around the nanoelectrode. Although

colour changes should be treated with caution: only a small change of thickness for a thin �lm, or

changes in refractive index can result in a large degree of colour change. There is a clear di�erence

observable across the ring of buried metal in the used electrode. Pro�lometry measurements to

determine if this was a raised or depressed area were limited by salt crystals ingrained into the

surface which was signi�cantly higher than the layers inspected and caused huge spikes on the

measurement, making an accurate measurement impossible. The nanoelectrode architecture means

that the adhesion layer is exposed to the melt. Although the titanium was replaced by TiN to

o�er improved robustness, it is considered that this may be causing the delamination observed.

Blair had also observed metal loss and concluded that this architecture would not be suitable for

long term use.[123] This has emphasised that these devices are suitable for use in a molten salt

environment but su�er from lifetime issues, and require improvement in order to o�er long term

monitoring and insight into the processes occurring within reactions of interest.
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7.1.4 Europium measurements in molten salt with Pt nanoelectrodes

A scan rate study performed with a 50 mm diameter Pt nanoelectrode is shown in Figure 7.9.

Whilst a sigmoidal response was measured which would be expected from a nanoelectrode, there

was some evidence of resistance within the measurement. There is an obvious change observed over

the scan rate study performed on the 50 mm diameter Pt nanoelectrode resulting in an increase

in the measured limiting currents. During the measurement the active electrode area must have

increased as for the repeat of the 500 mV/s scan rate there was an increase of around 50 nA which

essentially doubled the measured current. The expected limiting current for a nanoring of 50 mm

diameter in this system would be between 35 nA for the theoretical limiting current or 51 nA

for the calculated value with the aqueous experimentally derived prefactor. The 100 mm diameter

nanoring was more consistent but the limiting current was signi�cantly higher than the 70 or 102

nA expected values. From these measurements there is little evidence of di�ering responses from

the two exposed metallic layers within the nanoelectrode structure. This suggests that multiple

electroactive layers would not be such a large impediment to the investigation of soluble-soluble

reactions. However, it is important to account for the increased nanoband thickness which could

potentially be contributing to increased values of limiting currents measured. For a real molten salt

reprocessing system plating and stripping reactions will certainly occur, so for nanoelectrode sensors

it would be essential to avoid the complications from a dual layer electrode as peaks are already

likely to overlap and will be challenging to individually distinguish. It should be noted that the

response from electrodes of di�erent metals could be used to help analyse a system by computational

analysis from the known �ngerprint responses of each metal with the various elements present in

reprocessing systems.

Damage was still evident on all nanoelectrodes which were used to measure the europium reaction in

molten salt. An example of this is shown in Figure 7.10. Typically a ring was seen originating at the

ring of the exposed electrode metal and extending further into the buried metal plate surrounding

the electrode. Whilst colouration of thin �lms rapidly changes even with small changes in layer

thicknesses and it is a multilayer structure so care is required in the analysis of the optical image.

There is a pink ring surrounding the nanoelectrode and a white/yellow colour radially spreading into

the area of buried metal. It is interesting that this is occurring in a very localised area, suggesting

damage is originating in this area. It is likely that this indicated the region where molten salt has

penetrated the layers either above or below the metal and/or adhesion layer, which is consistent
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Figure 7.9: Scan rate study on 50 mm with 20 mM EuCl3(left) and 100 mm with 60 mM EuCl3(right)
diameter Pt nanoring electrode at 450°C in LiCl-KCl eutectic showing the �rst scan
beginning at 0.1 V and travelling in the direction indicated.

with an increase in the electroactive area of the device. There were concerns over the longevity of

the platinum nanoring electrodes within the molten salt with evident damage on all devices used

and changing voltammetric responses. This is consistent in the lifetime measurements performed

with silver plating and stripping. Thereby making the nanoelectrode devices unreliable for further

investigation of the europium reaction.

Figure 7.10: Comparison of the optical appearance before use (left) and after use (right) of the 100
mmTa thin track nanoelectrode, which was used to perform voltammetric measurements
on the Eu(II)/Eu(III) redox couple in molten LiCl-KCl eutectic.

7.2 Development of nanoelectrodes without adhesion layer

Although these devices can in principle function as nanoelectrodes, in an ideal case the nanoelec-

trode design would not include an active adhesion layer which could contribute to the measured

signal. This was found to be particularly important with the observations that for nanoelectrodes
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used for lifetime testing (discussed in Chapter 5) with silver plating and stripping, the CV response

showed distinguishable peaks due to di�erences in the response from the two metals. An example
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Figure 7.11: Background corrected tenth CV showing the typical response of silver plating and
stripping in LiCl-KCl eutectic with 5 mM AgCl using a Pt nanoelectrode (with TiN
adhesion layer) with a diameter of 30 mm with the architecture shown in Figure 7.2.

of this is also shown in Figure 7.11 for the CV from a platinum nanoelectrode with Ag+ plating.

There was clear evidence of two stripping peaks which is likely due to the di�erences in stripping

behaviour from the adhesion layer of TiN and the electrode metal platinum. It's also possible to

distinguish a change in gradient in the reductive sweep which could be under potential deposition

or indicative of plating onto di�erent surfaces as reduction potentials will also be di�erent on each

material. Reassuringly the limiting current seems to correlate well with the end of the smooth

reductive current. Blair took this as the determination of the measurement of the limiting current

to determine the lifetime of devices.[123] Beyond this, spikes are evident in the measured current

which has been linked with damage to the device. With the evidence of di�ering contributions to

the signal from the metallic layers in the nanoelectrode structure it would be highly desirable to

remove the adhesion layer and ensure that the response observed is solely due to the electrode metal.

For this to be achieved it is necessary to use a metal which adheres well to the dielectric layers in

the electrode sandwich architecture. This was investigated using tantalum as an alternative metal

to produce nanoelectrodes, as Section subsec:Eliminating-the-adhesion established this electrode

metal does not require a seed layer for adhesion to the underlying insulator. Microelectrodes were

demonstrated to function well in molten salt and allow analysis of the europium reaction which

creates a pathway to the production of molten salt compatible nanoelectrodes with no adhesion
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Figure 7.12: Schematic (left) and cross section through (right) molten salt compatible tantalum
nanoelectrode design without an adhesion layer. (Not to scale).

layer. The architecture of this design is shown in Figure 7.12 and is broadly similar to that for

the nanoelectrodes previously fabricated but without the adhesion layer. The other bene�t of

this design is that it removes the need to etch through two di�erent layers thereby avoiding the

possibility of etching variation between the layers and/or the required need for di�erent reactive

ion etches.

The scan rate study performed using a Ta nanoring electrode with 100 mm aperture is shown in

Figure 7.13. There is evidence of in�uence of capacitance within the voltammetric measurement

similar to that seen in the aqueous characterisation of platinum nanoelectrodes. It was not

feasible to perform a background subtraction for the molten salt measurements due to experimental

constraints (di�cult to add europium accurately to the molten salt and challenging to rely on

nanoelectrode functionality for multiple immersions in the melt). However, due to the reasonably

high concentration of europium present (60 mM) and the order of magnitude increased di�usion

coe�cient (of europium compared to ferri/ferro) the currents measured are signi�cantly larger than

the 100s of pA to single nA which were measured in the aqueous system. Therefore the parasitic

capacitance should have less a�ect on the results. The CVs again approached invariance with scan

rate (at all scan rates measured) as would be expected for a nanoelectrode response. The limiting

current was not so clearly de�ned at the positive potential end of the cyclic voltammogram and

instead seems to be linearly increasing with voltage. This is not solely resistance within the system

as the currents are lower for the nanoelectrodes than the microelectrodes therefore there should be

less voltage drop down the track and this was not observed using tantalum microelectrodes. It is
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also more apparent at the positive potential end in comparison with the negative potential end of

the cyclic voltammogram. This CV is markedly di�erent from that recorded using the Pt nanoring

of 100 mm diameter where there was clearly an in�uence of some resistance in the system. This is

interesting and seems to either occur with the tantalum devices but not the platinum or at higher

concentrations of europium (this measurement was at three times the concentration of europium

for the measurements using platinum electrodes). A similar linear increase with potential in the

region of mass transfer limiting current was seen in aqueous nanoelectrode measurements of 50 nm

thick metal.[125, 140] This was attributed to migration e�ects and found for 50 nm bands as the

highest current densities are at the band edges and at relatively high ionic strengths. This hints

at the possible in�uence of either migrational e�ects or a �eld e�ect on the charge transfer rate

constant.

As was the case for the tantalum microelectrodes the measurement of ferri/ferro using Ta nanorings

resulted in a resistive response. This unfortunately prevented the same measurements being

performed in order to determine whether this provided a better �t to the nanoring equation for the

expected limiting current.

7.2.1 Europium measurements in LiCl-KCl with optimised Ta nanoelec-

trodes

Approximating the limiting current from the start of the linear increase at the positive potential

end of the CV the di�usion coe�cient was calculated as (6.33±0.81)×10-6cm2s-1 which is a little

greater than some of the values quoted in literature. Part of this deviation might be due to the

estimation of the limiting current at the positive potential end. Despite this the extracted di�usion

coe�cient is similar to those reported within the experimental error.

The EIS response of the system at the 100 mm diameter nanoelectrode is shown in Figure 7.14.

There was evidence of variation in the response with the applied DC potential. Given the longevity

of these tantalum devices, the response should be representative of the system without the concern

of changing electrode area. There seemed to be three features still part of the EIS response

although this was less apparent than for the microelectrode response (Section subsec:Ta micro

EIS-�tting).The �rst feature is expected to be due to parasitics is at very high frequency and is far

smaller than the second high frequency semi-circular feature(which is clearer on the Nyquist plot).
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Figure 7.13: Scan rate study for Ta nanoelectrode of 100 mm cavity at 375°C in LiCl-KCl eutectic
with 60 mM EuCl3

The next high frequency semi-circle can be attributed to the electron transfer. The third feature is

far smaller than the charge transfer semicircle (in comparison to microelectrodes) and is attributed

to the steady-state di�usion established at the nanoelectrode.

In the Nyquist plot of the EIS response the trend with applied DC potential is di�cult to distinguish.

Attempts to normalise this plot against the maximum (either in the imaginary or real part) in the

major semicircular feature are shown in Figure 7.15. Both normalisations indicate that there are

clear trends with the applied DC potential. The response looks quite di�erent to the typical

aqueous nanoelectrode response. Although, again this has been investigated primarily with the

use of nanoelectrode arrays where array overlap complicates the low frequency region with the

occurrence of array overlap. In the response of the Ta single nanoelectrode this certainly isn't the

case. In the Nyquist plot at very high frequencies there is a slight semicircular feature observable

which appears to be independent of the applied potential with the various responses overlaying

each other which suggests this feature is due to the parasitic resistance known to be present in

the electrode devices. The next feature is semicircular and would be expected to be due to the

charge transfer characteristics as it is occurring at reasonably high frequencies. The charge transfer

feature is considered to have more in�uence at smaller electrode sizes and the 100 mm nanoelectrode

has about 4.4 % of the active electrode area in comparison with the 30 mm microelectrode for

which the response was analysed in Section subsec:Ta micro EIS-�tting. The third feature at the
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Figure 7.14: EIS response raw data for Ta nanoelectrode with 100 µm cavity in LiCl-KCl with 60
mM EuCl3.

lowest frequencies is more linear and quite an uncharacteristic shape for nanoelectrode responses.

Examining the lowest frequencies the response appears to be highly dependent on the applied DC

potential. It also seems to become noisier at increasing applied potentials above E', which re�ects

the linear increase seen in the voltammetric response. This feature must be the response of the

electrode at steady state; since it occurs at the lowest frequencies when the system should have

enough time to establish the mass transfer limiting steady state observed in the voltammograms.

As there was only a single nanoelectrode, the feature must be due to the di�usion �eld established.

As can be seen in Figure 7.14 the x-intercept was very close to zero so for �tting purposes the

solution resistance was set to zero. This is reassuring as the solution resistance is expected to be

low for molten salt systems. Elliott and Reeves estimated it to be less than one ohm from their

data.[137,162] The third feature in the impedance response can be modelled by an element (due to

di�usional transport) and a resistance due to non-linear di�usion. Previous work demonstrated that

a capacitor gave the best �t for nanoelectrode EIS responses.[140] The physical interpretation of

this was the rapid depletion of redox species near the electrode in the establishment of hemispherical

di�usion. The charging of the capacitor corresponding to the hemispherical depletion zone for the

redox species above each cavity. Interestingly other work, using slightly larger diameter (30 mm

square length) cavities, found that a Warburg element instead of the capacitor provided a better
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Figure 7.15: Normalised Nyquist plot to the maximum of the main semicircular feature for the real
part (left) and the imaginary part (right) of the impedance.

�t. This was interpreted as linear di�usion to the nanoband within the cavity being the dominant

physical process.[231] There was no clear semicircle observed in the low frequency di�usional region

for any impedance response with the Ta nanoelectrode measurements, so as might be expected, the

equivalent circuit with a capacitor did not produce a good �t to the data. Instead the Warburg

element in parallel with the non-linear resistance (which applied for the microelectrodes) was found

to provide a good �t to the entire data set. These nanoelectrodes are 100 mm diameter cavities

so it would be understandable that the situation with linear di�usion dominating is the physical

reality for the system. The �tting procedure used was similar to that described for microelectrodes;

allowing the circuit to �t freely before calculating a mean value for the parasitics present in the

circuit. Attempts were made to investigate di�erent methods of �tting including only �tting to the

main semicircular feature using a resistor and capacitor. However, this didn't signi�cantly change

the �t as this feature dominated the response at many applied potentials. The �t for the impedance

response around E' is shown in Figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.16: Impedance response and �t for the 100 mm Ta nanoring electrode at 0.16 V, 0.32 V and
0.45 V (from left to right).
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There is more scatter in the low frequency data at higher applied potentials. This was observed

across measurements performed across di�erent sizes. The occurrence of noise at low frequency

indicates a di�erence in the steady state mass transport limiting current. It was also in this

potential region that contaminant species were observed to show a signal on macroelectrodes. All

experiments were performed in the controlled environment of a glove box with oxygen and water

contents <0.1 ppm. The salt was also pre-dried to minimise possible sources of contamination

such as water, and all measurements were performed only within LiCl-KCl-EuCl3 systems which

appeared clean, dry and contaminant free in macroelectrode measurements. Therefore the most

likely in�uence is due to �eld e�ects or changes to the charge transfer kinetics. The response around

E' (approx 0.3 V) and had an almost �at impedance response at low frequency. The values for the

parasitic resistance and capacitance across all the applied potentials from freely �tting the circuit

are shown in Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.17: Fitted track parasitic resistance (left) and capacitance (right) for 100 mm diameter Ta
nanoring electrode

The track resistance extracted from the EIS measurements was constant with applied potential

which is reassuring as the parasitics would not be expected to show potential dependency. The best

constant linear �t value of 15725 W is signi�cantly lower than that extracted from the microelectrode

measurements. As the currents measured are lower, the nanoelectrodes should show less voltage

drop across the resistance of the track, or there could be a di�erence with connection. The

capacitance seems to decrease with an increase in applied potential. Although the variation between

the values is very small, around 0.25 mF, and all of the extracted values are constant within two

sigma. The best linear �t with zero gradient was taken as the a good representation of the �tted

values similarly to the analysis performed on microelectrodes, this gave a value of 1.51 mF. Using
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these values the modi�ed circuit with parasitics was �tted to the data set. Turning attention �rstly

to the low frequency region (which should be describing the steady state response of the electrode),

Figure 7.18 shows the �tted values of Rnl and the Warburg admittance variation with the applied

DC potential.
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Figure 7.18: Extracted values of non-linear resistance and the Warburg admittance for 100 mm
diameter Ta nanoring electrode showing the �t to the thermodynamic function.

The typical bowl shape is apparent for the non-linear resistance as would be expected from aqueous

measurements. The Warburg impedance also shows a typical variation with applied DC potential.

Both Rnl and the Warburg admittance would be expected to follow the thermodynamic model and

cannot be kinetically controlled. Clearly the thermodynamic model does not provide a good �t

to either the non-linear di�usion or the Warburg admittance. This is obvious from Figure 7.18

and also Table 7.1 which summarises the extracted values from the non-linear �ts. The negative

value reported by Origin for the R2 value for the thermodynamic �t for Rnl demonstrates that the

model clearly does not �t the data. There was scatter in the impedance response at the higher

applied potentials away from E' which can be seen in Figure 7.16. This led to higher error as it

was di�cult to �t the low frequency region at potentials above E' and likely explains some of the

deviation observed at the higher voltages. The errors are signi�cantly reduced in comparison with

the microelectrode data.

Figure 7.19 shows a comparison of the �tted values of non-linear resistance and Warburg impedance

(calculated from the �tted admittance values) which were normalised to their respective minimum

values. They are of very similar shapes, except for a couple of points at higher frequency where

�tting to the low frequency region was challenging. This deviation is particularly evident for Rnl.

Suggesting the same sub-Nernstian thermodynamic response for both features. The non-linear
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Figure 7.19: Comparison of normalised Warburg impedance sv (shown in black) and non-linear
resistance (shown in red) �tted values for the 100 mm diameter Ta nanoring electrode.
Both were normalised to their respective minimum values.

resistance is shifted slightly more positive than sigma. This is interesting and unexpected. It could

potentially be explained by a di�erence between exchange occurring at the surface or an extension

further into the solution. It is challenging to understand why this would be the case for the two

features dependent on the di�usion to the electrode. The deviation shown at higher potentials on

the non-linear resistance could be indicative of the �eld e�ects of which there was also evidence in

the voltammetric measurements. The bowl shape appears symmetrical for the di�usional element.

This is con�rmed with Tafel slope analysis of the voltammetric data shown in Figure 7.20 for the

slowest scan rate of 25 mV/s with the Ta nanoelectrode of 100 µm cavity at 375°C. The clear linear

regions provided very good �ts with R2 values of 0.999. The gradients were found to be −9.25±0.01

V−1 and −9.15± 0.02 V−1 for the reductive and oxidative scans respectively. The gradients were

nearly identical and from the equation m = γnF
RT the spread parameter, γ was found to be 0.510 ±

0.001. The thermodynamics must therefore be sub-Nernstian for the europium one electron transfer

reaction.

Agreement between experiment and theory has been achieved previously by taking into account

non-ideal behaviour in the application of the Nernst equation to reactants.[248�250] This has pre-

dominantly been the case for reactants which are con�ned to the surface of the electrode for instance

a polymer �lm on the surface of the electrode. Albery et al. used a development of a Guassian
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Figure 7.20: Tafel plot of CV of Ta nanoelectrode with 100 µm cavity at 375 °C

model to describe the dispersion of the redox change with potential from spectroelectrochemical

measurements of thionine �lms, relating this with a dispersion of free energy change.[250, 251] For

the nanoelectrode data the sub-Nernstian behaviour could similarly be modelled using a Gaussian

distribution about the average value of the formal electrode potential E′. The distribution is given

by:

(
dc

ctot

)
4P

= π−1ξ exp(−ξ24P 2)d4P (7.1)

where P = (E − E′)F/RT ,
(
dc
ctot

)
4P

is the fraction of species in the interval d4P that have an

electrode potential of E′ and ξ represents the spread of the Gaussian distribution. This corresponds

to a modi�cation for the thermodynamic �t with a prefactor multiplying both exponential terms;

Rnl,th =
Rnl,min

4
(2 + exp(

γnF (E − E′)
RT

) + exp(
−γnF (E − E′)

RT
) (7.2)

In Albery's published paper this prefactor which is related to the spread of the Gaussian distribution

was termed α, however, to prevent confusion with the kinetic transfer coe�cient in this work it

shall be referred to as γ. All other variables have the same de�nitions as previously described.

Figure 7.21 shows a comparison of the modi�ed thermodynamic �t (assuming a distribution about

the formal potential of the europium reaction) to the thermodynamic plot with no spread if all had

the same redox potential. Clearly the modi�ed function was a far better �t for the extracted values.
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of thermodynamic and modi�ed �ts for the extracted values of non-linear
resistance and the Warburg impedance for 100 mm diameter Ta nanoring electrode.

Normal thermodynamic Modi�ed 1

Rnl, min /kW 169 ± 25 365 ± 1
E' /mV 311 ± 9 313 ± 1

g 1 0.645 ± 0.001
R2 -0.577 0.998

svmin/kWs-1/2 393 ± 4 760 ± 33
E' /mV 276 ± 8 279 ± 5

g 1 0.666 ± 0.028
R2 0.104 0.924

Table 7.1: Regression parameters for the various �ts shown in Figure 7.21 for the Ta nanoring
electrode.

The �t parameters are summarised in Table 7.1. This reinforces that the sub-Nernstian feature

in the impedimetric response and illustrates the huge improvement in �ts allowing a Gaussian

distribution of redox potentials.

The best �t for both the non-linear resistance and sigma was found with γ around 0.65. The

plot includes The Gaussian model used relates γ u erf(ζ). From this a similar Gaussian can

be constructed describing the spread of redox potentials at the surface of the nanoelectrode and

accounting for the temperature of the experiment (648 K). Figure 7.22 shows the Gaussian functions

constructed showing the spread in redox potentials using the average value of γ = 0.65. This

corresponds with a value of ζ = 0.27. The full width half maximum measurement of this corresponds

to a spread in E' of ±239 mV. This is quite large in comparison to the width of the bowl for both

Rnl and σ. A modi�ed �t showed better agreement between the experimental data and theory,

which is evident from the signi�cantly greater R2 values.
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Figure 7.22: Plot of the Gaussian distribution of the formal electrode potentials of the Eu species
at the surface of the nanoelectrode for γ = 0.65

Moving on to consider the charge transfer semicircle, which is at higher frequencies in the Nyquist

plot. The extracted values for the double layer capacitance and charge transfer resistance across

the range of applied potentials are shown in Figure 7.23.
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Figure 7.23: Extracted values of charge transfer resistance and the capacitance double layer for 100
mm diameter Ta nanoring electrode.

The double layer capacitance appears to increase across the applied potentials although this is only

to a very slight degree as there is only a variation of 0.06 nF between all the extracted values

suggesting that is could be approximated as constant as would be expected. The double layer

capacitance should be largely independent of EDC . A linear �t to this data was within two standard

deviations of all values. The mean value of this corresponds to a double layer capacitance of 60.8

mF/cm2. This was signi�cantly smaller than that observed for microelectrodes discussed in Chapter

6. However, it is more similar to the value extracted from platinum microelectrode measurements

by Corrigan which had a value of 85.54 mF/cm2.[87] Again, this could indicate a thinner double layer
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in molten salt than in aqueous conditions. A lower value for the capacitance double layer has also

been noted for nanoelectrode arrays in aqueous conditions compared to macroelectrodes.[125] This

would relate to a thicker double layer characterised by the Debye length. A plausible explanation

for this is that the reduced electrode size appears more rounded.

The charge transfer resistance did not show the expected bowl shape and instead seemed to increase

with applied potential. This is very di�erent from aqueous measurements where a kinetic response

was observed giving rise to the typical bowl shape.[139,140] At an electrode in aqueous media the

charge transfer typically dominates the response, if certain conditions are imposed such as the redox

couples are at very low concentrations and there is no interaction between species at the electrode

surface. For the molten salt system there is more thermal energy due to the elevated temperature.

So, whilst there could be more interaction with the ions within the metal it would be expected

to increase the rate of electron transfer. This increase with potential, which is a clear deviation

from theory, could indicate a change of the electrode over time. However, the nanoelectrodes were

found to be reliable over time and the nanoelectrode was not observed to be damaged after the

measurement. It could indicate that europium is more stable in the oxidised form close to the

electrode surface where �eld e�ects may be more dominant. This is interesting as this system has

been computationally modelled to investigate the Eu redox reaction at the interface of a molten

salt and metallic electrode by Pounds et al..[172] Their study claims that Eu(III) ion is destabilised

relative to Eu(II) close to the electrode surface. It is possible that the bowl shape would start

to appear if impedance responses were collected and analysed at lower applied EDC potentials.

However, if this is the case, it must happen at potentials signi�cantly lower than 0.1 V. This is

considerably lower than the standard potential previously observed for this system, both for all the

other parameters investigated in this work and also literature values.[78, 87, 167] Therefore a very

clear shift from a symmetrical bowl is observed and instead suggests that the reaction is becoming

easier at lower applied DC potentials. Another possibility for this would be if instead of the electron

transfer the rate limiting step was ion migration into a layer at the electrode, indicating a possible

inner sphere process. As the resistance decreases with a reduction in the applied potential this is

likely to be linked with the insertion of a positively charged ion (likely Li+) or the removal of a

negatively charged ion (Cl-). Pounds study discuss a high degree of structuring of the electrolyte

at the electrode interface for molten salt simulations due to competition between the packing and

coulombic interactions of the ions with the electrode and their co-ordination requirements with the
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Figure 7.24: Logarithmic plot of the charge transfer resistance variation with applied DC potential
for the 100 mm diameter Ta nanoring electrode in a solution containing 60 mM EuCl3.

counterions in the melt. Their study indicated a clear di�erence between the number of chloride

ions co-ordinated to the Eu(III) and Eu(II) species at a distance of about 8 Å and a slight di�erence

of the density function. Very interestingly the computational model showed an increased potential

mean force around this distance from the electrode for the Eu(III) species. It is therefore tempting

to infer that the nanoelectrode response is because of this increased force felt by the Eu(III) species.

Or the change in co-ordination number if this was required to happen before the redox species could

undergo the electron transfer. If the reaction limiting factor was the migration of positive ions (or

removal of negative ions) into a structured layer at the electrode surface this would be re�ected by

a decrease in the observed resistance with decreasing applied potentials, which would re�ect the

extracted values for the charge transfer resistance.

The charge transfer resistance increases monotonically with potential. It does appear to be ex-

ponential in shape and this was investigated further with a logarithmic plot of Rct against the

applied DC potential which is shown in Figure 7.24. Modelling this with the equation Rct =

Rct,min′

2 (exp(βnFRT (E −Emin)), where all variables have the same meanings but the minimum value

of Rct is taken at the start of the plot and β is a combination of the Gaussian spread of potential

already described as well as a kinetic factor. The gradient of the logarithmic plot was found to be

11.908 ± 0.017 V-1, which gives a β value of 0.196 ± 0.003. This corresponds to a kinetic factor α

of 0.302 ± 0.005.

In order to provide an approximation of the rate constant for the Eu(II/III) couple a minimum value
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was taken of the charge transfer resistance (which was extracted from the measured impedance).

Combined with the area of the 50 nm thick 100 µm diameter nanoelectrode the rate constant for

the reaction was calculated as k0 = 1.71±0.36 cm s-1. This represents the lower limit of the possible

rate constant, as, if the surface layer theory is correct the true charge transfer resistance must be

signi�cantly lower than this. Otherwise a rising limb would be evident for the opposite side of

the bowl plot. Despite only being a lower limit for the rate constant the calculated value is an

order of magnitude higher than previous measurements which have reached values of 0.26 cm s-1 in

Corrigan's study which employed Pt microelectrodes.[87] Although in that measurement the �tted

values of Rct showed discontinuity.

It is interesting that there is such a large di�erence in the rate of charge transfer and capacitance per

unit area between the studies performed on micro- and nanoelectrodes within this work. The values

extracted using nanoelectrodes would be expected to be more reliable. Firstly, the charge transfer

region is more evident in nanoelectrode measurements as it would be expected to scale with critical

length whereas the di�usional regime is proportional to the area. Moving from microelectrodes

to nanoelectrodes the area/critical length decreases markedly. Therefore one would expect to be

able to establish values more accurately using nanoelectrodes as has previously been performed for

measurements in aqueous media.[99,119,124,125,140,231] Counteracting this, the deconvolution of

parasitics with charge transfer was more challenging on the nanoelectrode measurements as they

occurred on similar timescales. As the parasitic values were invariant with applied potential the

data analysis appears reliable.

In the harsh environment damage to the electrode was always a concern. The nanoelectrode is

expected to be more resilient to damage, as any �uctuation in the exposed band would not a�ect the

critical dimension. This would be expected to cause less deviation in measured current and response,

compared to any deviation in the microelectrode where any variation could contribute to the

critical dimension. Although the band is non-ideal geometry, the recession depth is inconsequential

compared to the cavity of the electrode. In the results presented there was a 500 nm depth of

insulator and a 100 µm aperture. Previously this has been shown not to a�ect measurements,[140]

and was con�rmed within this work in aqueous media. Therefore the nanoelectrode response should

be most reliable.

From the nanoelectrode measurements it seems likely that the main factor a�ecting the charge

transfer is the ion transfer step at the surface of the electrode. There are several theories that
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there is a high degree of local structure in the molten salt solution particularly at the electrode

interface.[71, 145] This is the �rst experimental insight into this important feature. This data set

was recorded at reasonably low temperature for the LiCl-KCl eutectic (around 40 °C above the

literature value for the melting point of the eutectic). Therefore it would be important to study the

reaction at higher temperatures using nanoelectrodes. This should elucidate whether ion transfer

dominates the charge transfer resistance when there is more thermal energy within the system.

It would also be fascinating to investigate if similar forms are seen for di�erent redox species,

particularly as they are likely to have di�erent co-ordination numbers with the chloride ions.

7.3 Conclusions

Molten salt compatible nanoelectrodes were developed from the historic design of nanoelectrodes

used for aqueous measurements. The same improvements were incorporated as for microelectrodes

designed for molten salt measurements, with the incorporation of an additional underlying insulator

layer and the replacement of the Ti adhesion layer with TiN as this was more resilient in the

harsh environment of the molten salt, for the production of Pt nanoelectrodes. The fabrication

procedure was modi�ed to produce single nanoelectrodes to prevent the possible complications of

array overlap in the measurements. The platinum nanoelectrodes were measured aqueously and a

deviation was observed from the previously modelled equation for nanoring electrodes. Despite this

a linear relationship was found as expected with the increasing diameter of the aperture. The higher

measured currents could feasibly arise from the TiN layer being electroactive and contributing to

the total thickness of the nanoband. This was consistent with the observation of multiple stripping

peaks in the measurements performed with the optimised Pt nanoelectrodes in molten salt for silver

plating and stripping, which indicated that the TiN was acting as another electroactive surface.

For europium measurements it was harder to distinguish multiple features but a clear change in the

measured current over time was observed in voltammetric measurements. Damage was also evident

for the nanoelectrodes after measurements.

Both the electroactivity of the adhesion layer and the damage observed for the nanoelectrodes

motivated a new design of nanoelectrodes using tantalum which did not require an adhesion layer.

These were found to be highly resilient in the molten salt environment and despite the track

resistance (which was discussed in Chapter 5) could be used for electroanalysis in the molten salt.
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The impedance response was quite di�erent to that observed for arrays but was found to show the

expected variation with the applied potential around E'. A Warburg element was required to �t

the impedance response within the modi�ed Randles' circuit which was consistent with previous

measurements on wide apertures. The non-linear resistance and the Warburg element were found

to show the expected form across the applied EDC range. However, the thermodynamic �t had to

be modi�ed to �nd agreement between experimental data and theory, similar to that which had

previously been performed for polymer �lms on electrode surfaces. This suggested that there was

a spread in the redox potentials of the europium species. This was re�ected in the Tafel plot for

the voltammetric data.

The charge transfer resistance showed a very di�erent form to previous aqueous measurements and

instead seemed to decrease with a decreasing applied potential. An exponential function �tted

this but required signi�cant �attening from the typical thermodynamic or kinetic response with a

transfer coe�cient of 0.232. This is a clear deviation from the expected response, however, in the

literature simulations have indicated that there is a de�ned local structure close to the electrode

interface in molten salts. It could be that the increased local structure and interactions is becoming

the rate limiting step at the nanoelectrode interface and ion interactions, particularly changes to the

coordination structure of the europium species. For conclusive proof further measurements should

be performed extending further away from the typical E' measured for the Eu(II/III) couple. From

the �tted functions the shift in E' is very large and it seems unlikely that local destabilisation is

the sole cause for the atypical form observed for the charge transfer resistance.
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Conclusions

Molten salts have found applications in a variety of industrial processes including pyrochemical

reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel. Chloride melts are often used due to their reasonably low

melting points, complexing ability and their reported reduced corrosion in comparison to �uoride

melts. For pyrochemical reprocessing in the UK the LiCl-KCl eutectic is considered as a suitable

solvent for the electrochemical dissolution of spent fuel and subsequent extraction in pyroprocessing.

Particularly for the nuclear industry there is a desire to develop analytical techniques suitable

for investigating molten salt systems. This necessitates overcoming challenge including elevated

temperatures and the presence of reactive species in the melt, which can cause corrosion. The

development of nanoelectrodes and the further development of microelectrodes to enhance their

compatibility with the molten salt environment within this work addresses this need.

In Chapter 4 the exemplar reversible Eu(III)/Eu(II) redox reaction was benchmarked in the LiCl-

KCl eutectic using tungsten macroelectrodes. This particularly focused on the reversibility (at

typical experimental timescales) and proportions of both oxidation states within the melt. Dif-

fering proportions of the oxidation states of the europium species were found not to be �xed by

thermodynamic reaction but instead by reduction of EuCl3 with electrochemically (or chemically)

generated reducing agents which were present within the salt. Therefore the drying method used

to prepare the molten salt was found to have an impact on the proportion of species which would

explain di�erences within literature reported values. Voltammetric and impedimetric techniques

were used to probe the one electron transfer reaction and were found to give consistent results within

this work. The reaction was found to be electrochemically reversible. The previously observed slow

188
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kinetics at macroelectrodes,[167] are therefore likely to be other reactions or a surface layer on the

carbon electrode used to study the reaction. There were still challenges for quantitation within

these measurements, because the electroactive area of the macroelectrode was poorly de�ned due

to the unknown wetting characteristics of the melt. It was also challenging to extract kinetic

parameters from the impedance response as the linear di�usion was clearly the dominant process in

the system. This demonstrates the requirement for developing well-de�ned minituarised electrodes,

with enhanced di�usional mass transport, which are resilient in the harsh environment of the molten

salt to enable quantitative analysis.

The focus of Chapter 5 was, therefore, the development of molten salt compatible micro- and

nanoelectrodes which were resilient to the harsh environment. An issue identi�ed which a�ected

the yield of functioning microfabricated devices was connection between the electrode metal and

the underlying silicon substrate, which is electrically conducting at the elevated temperatures. For

aqueous measurements this had been of little concern, since even the doped silicon was not very

conductive . As the perimeter of the immersed electrode chip was signi�cantly larger than the

exposed micro- or nanoelectrode at ambient temperatures if there was shorting through the bottom

insulator this dominated the signal. In an ideal case a non-conductive substrate would be used.

However, a trial of utilising a quartz substrate failed because the di�erent thermal expansion of the

layers caused the top insulator to crack and thereby result in a larger, unde�ned microelectrode

area. This demonstrated that signi�cant work would be required to �nd, and optimise, materials

and processes in developing a completely new electrode architecture based on quartz. An alternative

method was tested which aimed at improving the insulating layer between the substrate and

electrode with the inclusion of a thin silicon nitride layer, which is known to be more dense and

have fewer pinholes than the silicon oxide. This was found to be a suitable method to reduce the

impact of the shorting failure mechanism. It should also be noted that the improvements discussed

in Chapter 3 for the experimental set up also improved the yield of functioning electrodes. These

improvements included ensuring a good electrical connection to the device. It also allowed the

exchange of microfabricated electrode devices without removing the reference electrode, which often

resulted in this breaking. This improved set-up would also help with compatibility in other larger

scale systems (for instance within a �owing salt system which is under development at Edinburgh)

where it would be impossible to take the system apart.

The results in Chapter 5 also showed that observed metal loss from the electrodes occurred
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irrespective of the potential applied to the device, or whether redox species were present in the

melt. Investigation into the cause focused on the adhesion layer, although this was found to be

highly resilient in terms of both corrosion and adhesion to the dielectric layer in the melt. There

was evidence of physical restructuring of the TiN adhesion material with immersion into the melt

which caused a reduction in the sheet resistance of the samples and could result in additional stress.

This physical change and stress could contribute to metal loss due to delamination. There was also

evidence of multiple peaks in the measurement of silver plating and stripping from nanoelectrodes,

highlighting a contribution from both the electrode metal and conductive adhesion layer in the

molten salt, which would complicate quantitative measurements using nanoelectrodes.

Both of these factors showed that the use of an adhesion layer in the electrode structure was not

ideal, and motivated the development of a new metal electrode system which did not require a

seed layer for adhesion to the dielectrics. The resulting tantalum electrodes were found to be

very resilient in the molten salt and showed very little evidence of physical damage. However, the

tantalum electrodes were found to have a large impact from resistance (particularly evident in the

impedance measurements in Chapters 6 and 7). This was thought to originate from the formation

of a surface oxide when the wafers were loaded into the furnace at elevated temperature for the

deposition of silicon nitride. The attempts to reduce the track resistance within the fabrication

process was unsuccessful; likely due to the formation of surface �lms on the tantalum during

reactive ion etching to expose the electrode and bond pad regions. Future work could investigate

overcoming the surface �lm to produce functional tantalum electrodes with lower track resistance.

The inherent resistance was successfully mitigated with increasing the track width. Despite this the

tantalum electrodes developed were highly resilient in the melt and could be used for quantitative

analysis.

In Chapter 6 the behaviour of the platinum microelectrodes were found to agree with theory in

aqueous measurements with deviation from the limiting current equation observed for the largest

diameter (100 mm) electrodes, which was expected as these were at the boundary of being true

microelectrodes. In the molten salt measurements there was clear variation in the voltammetric

measurements and impedimetric response in the measurement of Eu(III)/(II). The damage to the

platinum microelectrode which was evident after removal from the melt precluded quantitative

analysis of the system. In contrast, the tantalum electrodes were found to be far more resilient

in molten salt and the cyclic voltammetry was consistent. Impedance measurements showed a
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clear variation with the applied DC potential as theoretically expected. This occurred despite

the in�uence of parasitic resistance and capacitance due to the track, as these were found to be

invariant with potential and could be accounted for in the equivalent circuit �t. The modi�ed

Randles' circuit was found to provide a good �t to the other features in the impedance response.

As opposed to previous measurements in literature with Pt microelectrodes which required the use

of a constant phase element, a Warburg element �tted the data well suggesting a similar linear

di�usion regime to aqueous measurements. From measurements around the standard potential, the

expected bowl shape was observed for measurements of both the non-linear resistance and charge

transfer resistance. Despite the improvement on the amount of error in these measurements it was

unclear whether kinetic or thermodynamic �ts better for both the charge transfer and non-linear

resistances.

In Chapter 7 the measurements from the optimised nanoelectrodes were presented. In the historic

design of nanoelectrodes a Ti adhesion layer was used to create an insulating layer due to the

formation of an oxide. This method would not be successful for molten salt measurements due

to previous examples of Ti removal in the melt and also possible oxide removal. The platinum

nanorings with a titanium nitride adhesion layer showed deviation from limiting current expression

but a clear linear trend with electrode aperture was observed, suggesting possible contribution to the

signal from the adhesion layer. No deviation was observed (as with microelectrodes) with the large

diameter aperture for the nanoelectrodes. These measurements also demonstrated the feasibility

of measurement using a single nanoelectrode even at low concentrations of analyte in order to

prevent the complication of di�usional overlap with the use of an array. The improved platinum

nanoelectrodes were shown to change over time with silver plating and stripping measurements (in

Chapter 5). In contrast, the tantalum nanorings were found to be more resilient in the melt and

could overcome complications with signal from two di�erent electroactive materials in the structure.

This has enabled physical insight to be gained in the Eu(III)/Eu(II) redox process.

The impedance response on tantalum nanoelectrodes varied with applied potential in measurement

of the Eu(III)/(II) reaction. As with the tantalum microelectrodes the in�uence of track parasitics

were found to be reasonably potential invariant and could be compensated for in the equivalent

circuit �t. A Warburg element was required to �t the impedance response, possibly due to the wide

aperture of the nanoring electrode showing a larger in�uence of linear di�usion. Sub-Nernstian

behaviour was observed for the Warburg impedance and the non-linear resistance. In comparison
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these were found to be slightly o�set from each other possibly due to the proximity to the surface

of the electrode where the exchange was occurring. A modi�ed thermodynamic �t, similar to that

previously used for a �lm of material on the electrode, provided a very good �t to the extracted

data. An interesting response was seen for the charge transfer resistance which monotonically

increased with the applied potential. Although an increase could not be completely excluded at

lower potentials it was found to be unlikely. Instead this was thought to be evidence of another step

determining the rate of charge transfer such as changes in the co-ordination structure of the various

Eu species close to the surface of the electrode. This corresponded with theoretical and simulated

studies which have shown a high degree of structure occurring at the surface of an electrode within

a molten salt.[172]

This work demonstrates the �rst use of a nanoelectrode to investigate physicochemical properties

in a molten salt. The resilience of microfabricated devices has been improved to realise the

�rst demonstration of nanoelectrode measurements in this harsh environment. The optimised

nanoelectrodes were successfully used to study both di�usional and charge transfer processes

occurring. Interesting features were noticed, which demonstrates the sensitivity and suitability

of these devices for the study of electrochemical processes. The additional insight gained with

these miniaturised electrodes into charge transfer steps has been highlighted. This work enhances

the capability to study, and understand fundamental processes involved in nuclear pyroprocessing.

Understanding the fundamentals of the reactions involved is essential to the industrial realisation

of reprocessing spent fuel.

The measurements with nanoelectrodes has enabled the probing of localised structure of the molten

salt and indicated the in�uence of local order on electrochemical reactions. This could be extended

to other analytes within the melt. It would be particularly interesting to investigate if the dispersion

of the standard potential, which was observed in the Eu(III)/(II) system, was present in redox

reactions of other species. It would also be worth researching how the dispersion might vary with

the temperature of the melt. These measurements were recorded at relatively low temperatures

(around forty degrees above the melting point of the eutectic) so may be more pronounced than

at higher temperatures where there is more thermal energy in the system. With the production

of tantalum nanorings, which do not have an adhesion layer the electroanalysis of many reactions

should be feasible. Tantalum was found to behave as an inert electrode material so could also be

used for measurements of multiple analytes. Together this demonstrates tantalum nanoelectrodes
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to be highly useful devices for fundamental study of the molten salt system. Molten salts are

utilised in other industrial applications; such as the materials production (electrodeposition of

metals, alloys and ceramics) and molten salt reactors. Molten salts are also under investigation

for recycling batteries, which would also create complex mixtures of redox species similarly to

pyroprocessing. The developed nanoelectrodes, which are resilient in this harsh environment, could

be exploited for to probe kinetics and determine rate limiting steps for reactions relevant to these

applications. Molten-salt compatible nanoelectrodes could o�er similar bene�ts to the development

of these processes.

For the future development of a practical micro- and/or nanoelectrode sensing system to monitor

pyroprocessing there are still challenges that will need to be overcome. The lifetime of devices

is likely to require further extension to limit the necessity of exchanging sensors. It would be

imperative to have a target lifetime where the system must be known to function reliably before

replacement. A system could be considered where there are protected electrochemical sensors, so

that when the lower limit of the lifetime for the active device has been reached, a sensor could

be deployed in-situ. The in�uence of radiation on the electrodes should be considered. Many of

the materials utilised have been employed in space applications where they would be exposed to

radiation.[252] Similar devices have also been employed to study radiotherapy e�cacy.[253] The

electrodes would therefore be expected to show some resilience but the impact on lifetime should

be studied.

The other main area requiring development regards the signal. As previously outlined, there will

be numerous analytes and high weight percentages present in a melt containing spent fuel. The

overlap due to the similarity of redox potentials for the various species present in waste fuel should

be explored. Techniques such as di�erential pulse voltammetry may be e�ective in the resolution

of combined responses. In this work impedance spectroscopy was used to study all the processes

involved with a single electrochemical reaction. For a monitoring system this would not be suitable

due to length of measurement time and complications from di�erent species. The impact on non-

linearity at high weight percentages should also be explored. Simulated fuel, for the di�erent

varieties of melt that may be encountered pyroprocessing should be used to study the in�uence

of these complicating factors. A large area of development would likely be the computational

interpretation of the data collected. This has previously been shown to mitigate non-linearity and

will be essential for approaching near real-time monitoring.
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